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The timeliness of the material in this conference proceedings requires prompt publication.
Therefore, to expedite publication, these papers have been reproduced directly from the author’s
manuscripts. The conference sponsors, organizing committee, and staff disclaim any and all
responsibilities for the contents of individual papers and abstracts.

DISCLAIMER
This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States

Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, nor any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees makes any warranty,
express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness,
or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its
use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial
product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not
necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United States
Government or any agency, contractor or subcontractor thereof. The views and opinions of
authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States Government
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I. INTRODUCTION and KEYNOTE ADDRESS

INTRODUCTION

The 1998 Oil Heat Technology Conference will be held on April 7-8 at Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL) under sponsorship by the U./S. Department of Energy, Office of Building Tech-
nologies, State and Community Programs (DOE/BTS). The meeting will be held in cooperation with
the Petroleum Marketers Association of America (PhL%i).

The 1998 Oil Heat Technology Conference, will be the tweli-lh since 1984, is an important
technology transfer activity and is supported by the ongoing Combustion Equipment Technology
(Oilheat R&D) program at BNL. The reason for the conference is to provide a forum for the
exchange of information and perspectives among international researchers, engineers, manufacturers
and marketers of oil-fired space-conditioning equipment. They will provide a channel by which
information and ideas can be exchanged to examine present technologies, as well as helping to
develop the fhture course for oil heating advancement. These conferences also seine as a stage for
ur@ing government representatives, researchers, fiel oil marketers, and other members of the oil-
heat industry in addressing technology advancements in this important energy use sector. The specific
objectives of the Conference are to:

o Ident@ and evaluate the current state-of-the-art and recommend new initiatives for higher
efficiency, a cleaner environment, and to satis~ consumer needs cost-effectively, reliably,
and safely;

o Foster cooperative interactions among federal and industrial representatives for the
common goal of sustained economic growth and energy security via energy conservation.

Introductory remarks will be provided by Dr. James Davenport, Ph.D. Chairman, Department
of Applied Science, BNL, who will welcome the assembly on behalf of Brookhaven National
Laboratory. Dr. Davenport will emphasize BNL’s continued commitment to advancing oil heat
technology and effecting technology transfer to the private sector. John Huber, Vice President &
Chief Counsel, of the Petroleum Marketers Association of America (PMAA.), will follow by
welcoming the participants on behalf of PMAA and presenting his views on the subject and then he
will introduce the Master of Ceremonies, James Buhrmaster, current Chairman of the PMAA Heating
Fuels Committee. Mr. Buhnnaster will introduce the Keynote Address which will be given by Mr.
Donald B. Allen Jr., Co-chairman of the NORA Legislative Committee and President of E.T. Lawson.

Fourteen technical presentations will be m,ade during the two-day program, all related to oil-
heat technology and equipment, these will cover a range of research, developmental, and
demonstration activities being conducted within the United States and Canada, including:

. Integrated Oil Heat Appliance System Development in Canada

. A Miniature Heat-Actuated Air Conditioner for Distributed Space Conditioning

. High-flow Fan Atomized Oil Burner (HFAB) Development

. Progress in the Development of Self Tuning Oil Burners
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Application of HFAB Technology to the Development of a 500 Watt
Thermophotovoltaic (TPV) Power System
Field Tests of the HeatWise Pioneer Oil Burner and Insight Technologies ~QZ
Expanded Use of Residential Oil Burners to Reduce Ambient Ozone and Particulate
Levels by Conversion of Electric Heated Homes to Oilheat
PMAA’s Oil Heat Technician’s Manual (Third Edition)
Direct Venting Concept Development
Evolution of the Chimney
Combating Fuel Related Problems
The Effects of Red Dye and Metal Contamination on Fuel Oil Stability
New Standard for Above Ground and Basement Residential Fuel Oil Storage
Plastic and Steel Composite Secondary Contained Tanks
Money Left on the Table: An Economic Analysis of Tank Cleaning

Combustion Equipment Technology Laboratory

Conference participants will be welcome to visit the BNL combustion research facilities and
witness equipment demonstrations of some of the advanced oil-fired heating systems under
development at BNL. The equipment to be demonstrated include the HeatWise Inc. Pioneer oil
burner based on the BNL FAN-Atonized Low-Firing-Rate, Low-Emission Oil Burner (FAB).
Insight Technologies will display its Advanced Flame Quality Indicator (FQI) which is based on
the FQI concept developed by BNL and licensed to Insight Technologies Inc. BNL will also
provide numerous visual displays based on prior and ongoing research related to Oil Heat R&D.

The ofiicial BNL Oil Heat Technology Conference will be concluded with brief closing
remarks by Roger McDomld, your editor, conference organher and senior program manger for
the Combustion Equipment Technology (Oilheat R&D) program. Following the conference
PMAA will host an open session of the Education, Certification, Oilheat Advantages, and Tank
Sub-Committee meeting of the PMAA Heating Fuels Committee. All conference attendees are
welcome to attend if they so desire.

KEYNOTE ADDRESS

The 1998 Keynote Address will be presented by Mr. Donald B. Allen Jr., one of the dedicated
industry leaders forging a new oil heat industry for the next millennia. The subject of his
presentation will be the National Oil Heat Research Alliance, what it is, how it will enable the oil
heat industry to grow in the future, how it will effect change through research and development, how
it will transfer new technology through education and training, and how it will educate the future oil
heat homeowners of America about the benefits of safe, clean, environmentally friendly, modern
oilheat.



Outline of the 1998 Keynote Address

Call to Action for the Future of the Oil Heat Industry

NORA an Oil Heat Industry Checkoff Program
for Research and Development, Consumer Education, and Industry Training

Presented by: Donald B. Allen, Jr.
NOIQ Co-Chairman Legislative Action Committee

PMAA Heating Fuels Committee, Member& 1996/97 Chairman
President, E.T. Lawson, Hampton Virginia

1. summary:

NORA, the National Oil Heat Research Alliance will save the oil heat industry. Aside
from raising finds to educate consumers about the values of oil heat, NORA will provide
the leadership and finding for oil heat technology development and transfer.

With NOM the oil heat industry can stabilize its market share by replacing its obsolescent
equipment, by converting electric systems to oil and by converting gas systems to oil. In
addition with consumer education, we can re-enter the new home market.

2. Comparative Status of the Residential Space Heating Industry in the U.S.A.

A. Oil Systems 10.8 Million Systems Using No 2.
3.2 Million Systems Using No 1.

68’?40Located in Northeast and Mid-Atlantic

Represents 15°A of the Residential Market Nationwide
However we have over a 30% market share in the
24 oil heated states engaged in NOIW

Annual Oil Furnace Sales --165,000
hnual Oil Boiler Sales --165,000
Annual Oil Fired Hot Water Sales --5,000
Annual Space Heater Sales --25,000

New Homes Built with Oil --41,000
Conversions to Oil--34,000

25% Is Non-Flame. Retention Technology, Pre-1970
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2. Comparative Status of the Residential Space Heating Industry in the U.S.A.--continued

B. Gas 46 Million Systems

Represents 51 ‘%0 of the Residential Market
Annual Furnace Sales 2,500,000
Annual Boiler Sales 165,000
Annual Water Heater Sales 4,800,000
New Homes Built with Gas 790,000
Conversions to Gas 300,000
10,000,000 Units have AFUES less than 62%

C. Electric 23,700,000 Systems

Represents 26 ‘%o of the Residential Market
Annual Furnace Sales 400.000
Annual Heat Pump Sales 1,000,000
Annual Water Heater Sales 3,900,000
New Homes Built with Electric 300,000
Virtually Any Electric Furnace and
Air to Air Heat Pump in the 24 Oil Heat States
is economically obsolescent.

3. Comparative Status of the Relative Energy Cost in the Oil Heat Markets -- thru 1995

A. Oil Versus Electric -- Significant Price Advantages in All Regions

B. Oil Versus Gas -- Price Advantages in New England, the Northeast, and the Mid-Atlantic

C. Trends since 1995 Accentuate the Advantages over Gas and
Maintain the Advantage over Electric

4. Comparative Research and Development for New Products

A. Edison Power Research Institute
Founded 1972, 700 Members
Annual Budget Is $550,000,000/ $23 per Household

Purpose: Assess Needs, Develops Power Infrastructures
Conduct Research and Development and
Manages Costs and Risks

Funded by DOE Grants, Contracts and Cooperative
Agreements and by Surcharges from Public Utilities
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4. Comparative Research and Development for New Products -- continued

B Gas Research Institute
Founded 1976
Annual Budget Is 205,000,000/ $4.45 per Household

Purpose: To Discover, Develop and Deploy Technologies and Information
That Measurably Benefits Gas Customers and the Industry.
GRI’s Work Is Conveyed to Consumers and Others Through Quarterly
Magazines, Publications, News Releases, Workshops, Seminars,
Trade Shows, and Through Other Media.

Funding is from other Government Agencies and thru
FERC authorized Tariffs on Pipeline Transmissions.

C. Brookhaven National Laboratory -- Oil Heat Research and Development Program
Originally founded in the mid 1970’s
Current FY 1998 Budget is $420,000 / less than $0.03 per Oil Heat Household

Purpose: To Develop Ways to Conserve Heating Oil

5. Comparative Analysis of Residential Utility Infrastructure

A. The Oil Heat Industry is a Free Market
of over 7,000 small businesses serving over 30,000,000 American
Consumers. We employ over 250,000 people generating sales of
almost $13,000,000,000 ($13 billion) in Energy and Service Sales.

B. The Gas Industry is a Regulated / Unregulated Business of about 600 Utilities
serving the 46,000,000 Gas Heated Homes. In addition there are over 45,000
small HVAC businesses who service these homes also.

c. The Electric Industry is a Regulated Industry of about 200 Companies undergoing
deregulation. This industry serves us all. In addition the electric residential space
heating consumer is also served by the same 45,000 HVAC contractors that serve
the gas consumer.

6. Role of Technology in the Development c~fOur Industry

A. From the 1920’s thru the 1940’s cur industry was developed not by our
Grandfathers who “Jobbed” a growing industry but, by the oil heat manufacturers.
In 1948 they numbered over 1”100 Companies. We fondly remember General
Electric (G. E.) boilers, Stewart Warner Winkler Low Pressure Burners, Perfection
Stoves and Hot Water Heaters, the list was endless.
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Our Industry was the modern high tech solution to wood and coal. We were
automatic.

B. From the 1950’s thru the 1960’s our industry grew dramatically. This growth was
a direct result of the major oil companies fimneling money into the NOFI and its
afiliates. This money, millions of dollars each year was used for promotion,
training, code compliance, research and development. Again our fathers serviced a
market created by the economics of oil and the promotion of others. Funding in
the 60’s approached almost $4,000,000 annually.

The 1970 Census indicated there were over 14,000,000 No. 2 households and over
4,000,000 No. 1 households.

c. Funding was withdrawn in 1970. Our numbers have been declining ever since.
Granted the price spikes of the 70’s contributed significantly. But in the East we
have had price parity with respect to Gas since 1986 and price advantages since
the mid 90’s.

7. Conclusion

In the histo~ of the oil heat industry, research and development has been show to be a key
part of our success. It led to our growth and caused us to be the fiel of choice in the
fifties and sixties. Our decline as an industry is coincident with the decline in finding of oil
heat promotion and R&D and the precipitous growth in R&D finding of our competitors.

NORA, coupled with favorable oil economics, will cause our industry to grow again.

NORA will find promotion, yes but, also it will find technical leadership.

8. Action statement

If you are a private citizen, write your Congress-person.

If you are a heating oil supplier, write your Congress-person.
- Send money to NORA.
- Support your state effort.
- Enlist the support of your employees to support NORA.

If you are the representative of an oil equipment manufacturer, get your corporate
management to solicit the support of their congressional representation.
- Write your Congress-person yourself.
- Send money to NORA.
- Enlist the support of your employees in writing letters.
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Canadian Program to Develop
Advanced Oil-Fired Integrated Mechanical

A.C. S. Haydenl, K. Lee2

1Advanced Combustion Technologies
2 Buildings Group

Systems

CANMET Energy Technology Centre (CETC)
NRcan

Ottawa, Canada

ABST’WCT

Research by NRCan’s Advanced Houses Program indicates that at least 2.5 million fhel-fired
integrated systems will be sold in Canada. By the year 2020, the next generation of advanced
integrated systems are expected to capture at least 55°/0 of the residential market in North
America.

CETC is now working with Canadian industry tc~facilitate next generation product development,
based on a range of difTerent system bases.

The presentation will present potential systems and progress to date, with emphasis on overall
system efficiency and assured consumer satisfaction.

BACKC,ROUND

Launched in 1991, the Advanced Houses Program challenged Canada’s housing industry to build
10 demonstration homes meeting new levels of energy performance, indoor air quality and other
enviromnental features. Characterized by an unprecedented level of industry participation and
leveraged financing, these Advanced Houses fostered the development of more than 40 innovative
emerging technologies having the potential to reduce energy consumption and greenhouse gas
emissions from the housing sector, while creating new opportunities for business development.

Once the successful field trials were completed, the Program commissioned an assessment of the
emerging technologies to identifi those with the greatest potential to reduce energy consumption
while succeeding in the marketplace.

There were nine “winning” technologies, six dea[ing with the space conditioning mechanical
systems and three dealing with envelope products.
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The building envelope products were
- high performance windows
- exterior air barriers
- engineered wall fhrning

Of the mechanical technologies, four were systems performing integrated fi.mctions from one
energy source, and two dealt with air movement for heating.

Analysis of the emerging technologies predicted that integrated mechanical systems would have at
least 55% of the North American marketplace by the year 2020.

AIMS PROGRAM

Based on the analysis and recommendations of the Advanced Houses Program, CETC has
embarked on a program to develop Advanced Integrated Mechanical Systems (AIMS), through a
series of technical partnerships with Canadian industry.

Essential integrated system components having the potential to be incorporated in the next
generation integrated systems have been defined as:

- space heating
- service water heating
- fresh air ventilation with energy recovery
- energy-efficient fan-motor sets
- add-on cooling capacity
- advanced intelligent control strategies

In all systems, the efficient use of auxiliary power will be stressed, as will the cost-effectiveness of
the systems to be developed.

The ability to utilize a range of distribution systems, such as small diameter, high velocity ducting,
in-floor radiant heating, etc., will fiu-ther assist in market uptake.

The AIMS program has set goals of ensuring effective combination space water systems but more
importantly, of bring prototype space/water/ventilating systems to field trials within two years,
with fill market introduction within an additional 12 months.

The CETC presentation will describe the program, some potential combination systems which
offer the most potential for firther integration, as well as progress being made in a variety of
integrated technologies to achieve these goals.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Unfortunately a complete paper could not be made available for publication in the 1998 Oil Heat
Technology Conference Proceedings due to the need to protect certain proprietary information at
the this time. Additional information will be made available in the fiture. Please send requests
directly to the author, A.C.S. Hayden.
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A MINIATURE HEAT-ACTUATED AIR CONDITIONER FOR DISTRIBUTED
SPACE CONDITIONING APPLICATIONS

M. Kevin tkost, Ph.D.
Phone (509) 375-201 7; Fax (509) 375-3614

Micheie Friedrich
Phone (509) 375-5989; Fax (509) 375-3614

Pacific Northwest National Laboratoy
P.O. 60X !399, K5-20

Richland, Washington, 99352

ABSTRACT

The Pacific Northwest National Laboratory’ (PNNL) is developing a miniature absorption air conditioner for a range of
space conditioning applications. A 1-kW (3400 Btu/hr) air conditioner will have dimensions of 15 cm by 15 cm by 6 cm
and will weight approximately 2 kg (4.4 lb). Compared to a macroscale absorption heat pump, this represents a reduction
in volume by a factor of 60. Size and weight reductions are obtained by developing a device that can simultaneously take
advantage of the high heat and mass transfer rates attainable in microscale structures. In distributed cooling applications,
a number of small coolers (approximately 1-kW cooling capocity) would replace a central air conditioner, eliminating the
need for ducting and significantly reducing the cycling losses. The miniature absorption cooler is heat actuated and could
use a hot water hydronic loop as the heat source. This would convert an oil heating system to a heating and cooling
system.

INTRODUCTION

Building space conditioning is an inherently distributed process that is currently done by a central system. The purpose
of space conditioning is to provide a relatively small amount of heating or cooling around a residence. However, normal
practice is to produce heating or cooling in a central location (such as a heat pump or furnace) and then distribute the
heated or cooled air throughout the structure via a system of ducts. The combination of central generation and air
distribution results in significant performance loss and costs. These include:

Ducting Losses - Fan power, thermal losses through ducts, and air leakage can consume up to 30 to 40% of the
output of a heat pump. Losses in poorly installed ducting can be much higher.

Cycling Losses - A central heat pump is sized to meet the maximum design load. At part-load condition, the
heat pump will only operate intermittently (cycling). While cooling, the heat pump must repeatedly cool heat
pump components and ducting, only to have these components warm up when the heat pump cycles off.
Typically cycling losses can reduce the output of a heat pump by 10 to 15%.

Zoning - Conventional air distribution systems require modulating dampers for zoning, making zoning difficult
and expensive.

‘ Operated for the U.S. Department of Energy by Battelle Memorial Institute under Contract DE-AC06-76RL0 1830.
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Increased Capital Cost - The cost of ducting and ducting insulation represents a significant fraction of the capital
cost of a residential space conditioning system.

A distributed space conditioning system, where a building is conditioned by a number of small heat pumps, would reduce
each of the four penalties associated with central heating and air conditioning. Eliminating the need for ducts would
eliminate duct losses. Some fan power may still be needed for optimum heat transfer from the distributed heat pumps.
Cycling losses would be reduced by the modular nature of distributed heat pumps. Turning on additional heat pumps
rather than cycling a single heat pump would provide increased cooling capacity. The use of multiple distributed heat
pumps allows zoning without air flow modulation.

The price we pay for central systems is very high; a total reduction in the efficiency of the system of up to 50?4.and an
increase in the system capital cost of 50 to 70°/0when compared to a distributed system. The opportunity to increase
overall energy efficiency is the primary motivator for considering distributed systems.

A number of conventional options exist for distributed heating and cooling systems. Baseboard electric heating and
window-mounted air conditioners are clearly distributed heating and cooling concepts, but low efficiency ones. Split
condenser, vapor-compression cycle systems have some of the advantages of a distributed system. Finally, using water
distribution of heat and chill can reduce losses associated with air distribution.

While these conventional options have some of the features of distributed systems, true distributed space conditioning
will require new, small and highly modular systems. Recent developments in energy and chemical system
miniaturization indicate that small and efficient heating and cooling systems are technically feasible. This paper presents
an overview of technology development of small absorption cycle heat pump systems.

Research at the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory has focused on applying recent developments in microfabrication
to the design and manufacturing of miniaturized energy and chemical systems. Mass production of microscale
components and systems, using fabrication techniques developed for microelectronics, has the potential to make small-
scale, space-conditioning systems economically attractive. And microtechnology has matured to the point where initial
applications of microscale sensors are reaching commercialization. Development of microscale components such as
motors, pumps, and actuators is also progressing, but combining components into systems such as microtechnology-based
heat pumps has not yet been reported in the literature.

If successfully developed, microtechnology-based absorption cycle heat pump systems will offer at least six important
advantages:

● Modular Design - Miniature energy systems are inherently modular and can be readily adapted to distributed space
conditioning applications.

● Convenient Integration with Oil-Fired Hydronic Systems – Certain types of heat-actuated heat pumps can operate
using low temperature energy sources (as low as 93”C, 200”F) allowing the use of an oil-fired hydronic loop for
space cooling.

● Cost - Microfabrication techniques offer economies of mass production, in many cases building on mass production techniques
developed for the electronics industry.

● Minimum Field Fabrication - In many cases, the actual installed performance of central systems is significantly below predicted
performance, Additional losses result from poor system design, installation and lack of adequate commissioning. These losses
can be minimized by factory installation of modular microtechnology -based sheet heat pump systems into prefabricated building
systems, avoiding field fabrication.

16



. Environmentally Benign Refrigerants - The deployment of microtechnology-based absorption cycle heat pumps will
reduce the use of harmfid refrigerants. The proposed microscale absorption cycle heat pump will not use
environmentally harrnfi,d refrigerants such as chlorofluorocarbons (CFCS and HCFCS), and any individual heat pump
will have a very small inventory of potentially harmfil working fluids such as ammonia.

. Heat and Mass Transfer Characteristics - Heat and mass transport can be significantly enhanced in microstructure.
Heat transport is improved by increases in the ratio of surface area to volume and by the inherent reduction of the
laminar sublayer in small channels. Mass transport is improved by the reduction in diffision length, which reduces
the molecular diffision rate, by two orders of magnitude.

Recent research at the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory has focused on the development of a compact
microtechnology-based, absorption cycle heat pump.

In addition to distributed space conditioning applications, the miniature absorption heat pump can meet a number of
important microclimate control and space conditioning requirements including 1) vehicle space conditioning, 2)
manportable cooling, 3) air-transportable space conditioning, and 4) autonomous cooling for shipping containers.

CONCEPT DESCRIPTION

Although the absorption and vapor-compression cycles differ in the way compression is provided, both systems take the same
approach to heat absorption and rejection. In both cycles, superheated refrigerant enters the condensing heat exchanger,
where it undergoes constant-pressure heat rejection. The resulting condensate or mixture of condensate and vapor is then
adiabatically expanded through either a throttling valve or a capillary. The mixture is then routed to an evaporating heat
exchanger for constant-pressure heat absorption.

Compression is accomplished in the absorption heat pump system with a single-effect thermochemical compressor
consisting of an absorber, a solution pump, a regenerative heat exchanger, and a desorber (gas generator).

A conventional absorption heat pump relies on gravity to form falling films, which provide liquid to gas contact in the
absorber and desorber. This approach has a decisive disadvantage for distributed space-conditioning applications. The
falling films have a film thickness on the order of 1 mm, which becomes a significant barrier to mass diffusion and results in
a physically large absorber and desorber. As discussed below, the miniature absorption heat pump avoids this disadvantage
by relying on the high rates of heat and mass transfer available inmicrostictures.

The miniature absorption heat pump depends on the extraordinarily high heat and mass transfer rates available in
microstructure to radically reduce its sizewhile maintaining cooling capacity and efllciency. Its performance ultimately
depends on microstructure with individual features as small as 5 microns. The heat pump is a miniature device, but is
suftlciently large to initially use a small but conventional solution pump.

A number of cycles have been evaluated. Cycles can be classified based on the fluid combination and on cycle arrangements.
The most widely used fluid combinations are lithium bromide (1.iBr)and water, where water is the refrigerant; and water and
ammonia (NHJ, where ammonia is the refiigemnt. Cycle arrangmem rmge from the single-effect cycle described above to
progressively more efficient but complicated multiple effects. F’reviousresearch at PNNL simulated three absorption cycles:
single-effect LiBr/HzO, double-effect LiBr/HzO,and single-effect HZO/NH3.

The single-effect LiBr/HzO cycle requires a low pressure soluticmpump with a 28 kpa (4 psi) pressure rise and can operate
with relatively low temperature energy sources (93°C, 200°F) but the cycle is inefficient compared to the double-effect cycle.
While more efficient, the double-effect LiBr/HzOcycle requires a higher pressure pump(103 kpa [15 psi] pressure rise), a
higher temperature heat source (121“C,250”F) and is more complicated than the single-effect cycle. The pressure rise
required for a HzO/NHJ solution pump(1315 IcP4 190 psi) is too high for currently-available small pumps, and the H20NH3
heat pump requires a high-temperature heat source (175”C, 350’’F).
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Based on this screening, both the single-effect and double-effect LiBriHzO cycles are candidates for cooling applications
using a hydronic loop as a heat source.

HEAT PUMP COMPONENTS

An ongoing research effort at PNNL focuses on development of the components necessary for a miniature LiBr/HzOheat
pump. All components of the single-effect absorption heat pump have been demonstrate~ and this section describes the
miniature version of each component with a brief overview of the experimental performance results generated at PNNL. A
picture of the prototype test articles for each component is shown in Figure 1.

Q./.
/’

.

,. -

. .....

FIGURE 1. ABSORPTION HEAT PUMP COMPONENTS

● Desorber - Strong refrigerant solution enters the desorber and forms an ultra-thin desorbing film. The ultra-thin film
(with a film thickness of approximately 100 microns) is maintained by a proprietary micromachined structure, which
allows refrigerant vapor to evolve from the thin film. Thermal energy from a combustor or ffom a hot water or steam
system can be used to heat the strong solution in the ultra-thin film, evaporating the refrigerant vapor from the solution at
a fast rate. The refrigerant vapor passes through the micromachined structure and is transferred to the condenser.

High heat and mass transfer in the desorber results from the use of a mechanically constrained, ultra-thin film, which has
a thickness approximately one-tenth that of a falling film. In theory, this should reduce the refrigerant difision time in
the thin film by a factor of 100. The use of a mechtmically-constraine& thin film also means that the desorber works
regardless of its orientation. PNNL has developed and demonstrated the desorber. Preliminary results show that water is
desorbed from the strong solution at a rate of 0.3 g/cm2/min. This exceeds the performance of conventional desorbers by
a factor of 20. We expect to significantly improve this level of performance.
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. Condenser - The condenser consists of an array of microchannels with channel widths between 100 and 300 microns and
channel depths up to 1 mm. The microchannel condenser has been demonstrated by PNNL. Heat transfer rates in
excess of 30 W/cmz were attained with a small temperature difference and a low-pressure drop.

● Evaporator - The evaporator also consists of an array of microchannels with channel widths between 100 and 300
microns and channel depths up to 1 mm. Extensive experimental investigations of microchannel evaporation have been
published by PNNL (Cuts et al. 1996). Results show that convective heat transfer coefilcients of 1.0to 2.0 W/cm2-K are
readily attainable, and heat transfer rates up to 100 W/cm* can be obtained with a small temperature difference. These
heat transfer coefficients and rates exceed those of conventional evaporators by a factor of 4 to 6. Pressure drop is
typically less than 6 kpa (1 psi).

● Absorber - Weak refi-igerant solution enters the absorber and forms an ultra-thin, absorbing film. As with the desorber,
the ultra-thin film (approximately 100 microns) is maintained by a proprietary micromachined structure. Refrigerant
vapor passes through the micromachined structure and is absorbed into the weak solution. The absorption process
results in a high rate of heat generation, which is subsequently cooled by a microchannel heat exchanger.

High absorber performance results from the use of the mechanically constrained, ultra-thin film, which has a film
thickness approximately one-tenth that of a falling fihn. This reduces refrigerant difiision time in the thin film by a
factor of 100. In addition, the mechanically constrained, absorption process means that the absorber performance is
independent of its physical orientation.

PNNL has developed and demonstrated the absorber, and preliminary results show that ammonia could be absorbed in
water at a rate that generated between 10 and 30 W/cmz. ~l%isis an extraordinary absorption rate that exceeds the
performance of conventional desorbers by more than a factor of 10, and we expect to improve this level of performance
significantly.

● Regenerative Heat Exchanger - The regenerative heat exchanger consists of arrays of microchannels with channel widths
between 100 and 300 microns and channel depths up to 1 mm. Extensive experimental investigations of single-phase
microchannel heat transfer have been published by PNNL (Ravigururajan 1995). Convective heat transfer coel%cients
of 1.0 to 1.2 W/cm2-K are attainable. These heat transfer coefficients exceed conventional regenerator performance by a
factor of 3 to 6.

● Combustor - PNNL has demonstrated a microchannel combustor for the Department of Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DARPA). The microchannel combustor can produce thermal energy at a rate of at least 30 W/cm*,
with a thermal efficiency between 82 and 85°/0(Drost et al. 1996). For use with a hot water or steam system, the
combustor would not be needed.

● Solution Pump - PNNL has qualified several small, commercially available pumps for application in miniature LiBr/H20
systems. While significantly larger than needed, these pumps are adequate for a proof-of-principle demonstration of the
miniature absorption heat pump.

HEAT PUMP PERFORMANCE

We have not analyzed a compact heat pump for applications with a hot waterlsteam loop as the heat source and with an
air-cooled evaporator, so we will present results for a similar 350 W (1195 Btu/hr) manportable cooling system. Based on
the experimental data we have collected to date, a prototype )manportablecooler has been designed. This section presents
the predicted performance of a single-effect, LiBr/HzO absorption heat pump sized to provide 350 W of cooling. The
system includes a water-cooled condenser and absorber, a wtiter heat source for the evaporator and a microchannel
combustor with exhaust gas at 250”C as the desorber heat source. In many applications, water-cooling for the absorber
and condenser will be available (i.e., a cooling tower for space conditioning). In other applications, such as manportable
cooling, an air-cooled heat exchanger will be required for ultimate heat rejection from the system.
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Based on our component testing results and simulation, we predict that a manportable cooling system would weigh
approximately 650 g and have a coefficient-of-performance (COP) of 0.68. The COP of a system using a hydronic loop
as a heat source would be somewhat lower because of the relatively low temperature of the thermal energy available.
COP is the ratio of the amount of cooling provided divided by the thermal energy supplied to the desorber. A COP of
0.68 for a heat-actuated heat pump is comparable to a COP of 2 to 2.5 for a conventional vapor-compression heat pump
where primary fuel must be used at a power plant to produce electricity.

Based on these results, we estimate that a 1-kW (3400 Btu/hr) air conditioner will have dimensions of 15 cm by 15 cm by
6 cm and will weigh approximately 2 kg (4.4 lb). Compared to a macroscale absorption heat pump, this represents a
reduction in volume by a factor of 60.

These device characteristics are a compelling example of the advantage of devices in the miniature size range. The
specific cooling (cooling per unit volume) of the miniature heat pump is higher than that of a conventional macroscopic
absorption heat pump by a factor of 60 (1.25 W/cm3 compared to 0.02 W/cm3) for a macroscale device.

CONCLUSIONS

By taking advantage of the high rates of heat and mass transfer attainable in microstructure, PNNL developed a
miniature absorption heat pump with a cooling capacity of a 1 kW having dimensions of 15 cm by 15 cm by 6 cm and a
weight of approximately 2 kg. Compared to a macroscale absorption heat pump, this was achieved with a reduction in
volume by a factor of 60. By enabling the use of distributed space cooling with relatively low temperature thermal
energy, this technology may be the key to providing space cooling with oil-fired equipment.
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High-flow Fan-Atomized Oil Burner (HFAB) Development
Richard F. Krajewski,BNL Thomas A. Butcher, Ph.D., BNL

Yusuf Celebi,BNL, and Gang Wei, BNL
Abstract

BNL’s recent approach to achieving low firing rates in residential oil burners, has been an
adaptation of the Fan-Atomized Burner (FAB) technology. While the FAB technology has been

a break-through in burner design the continued effort for cost reduction and improved
performance has led to a new design. This new design is different in that the secondary and
tertiary air flows have been eliminated and 100% of the combustion air flow is utilized in more
effective atomization of the liquid fiel. This new approach has been termed the High Flow FAB
or HFAB. The benefits of the HFAB concept are lower manufactured cost together with
improved performance and lower emissions. The evolution of the HFAB design has been
positive through testing with practical solutions to issues of head temperature, soot formation,
and ignition. The current design is one which m:itches the need for low output at low excess-air
and reduced emissions with low CO and NOX emissions.

Introduction

In preceding designs BNL’s approach to achievirlg low firing rates in residential oil burners has
been the application of the Fan-Atomized Burner (FAB) technology. [11In this design the fan air
pressure is used to atomize the liquid fiel. Along with low firing rates the FA13 design has been
able to eliminate the effects of nozzle off-cycle coking and to reduce on-cycle emissions. In the
FAB, the burner head is designed to split the air flow from the combustion air fan in three ways.
About 60’% of the combustion air flows into a special nozzle to atomize the liquid fhel. The
remaining 40°/0 of the combustion air is split between secondary and tertiary air flow that is
provided directly into the flame zone. A number of configurations of the FAB have been tested
at BNL. A commercial residential application of this technology is incorporated in the Pioneer
burner. [21This burner, which is manufactured by the Heat Wise Inc., has been through UL
testing and is undergoing field trials during the 1!J97/1998 heating season.

Mechanical Design - Air Handling

The design of the burner is different from the FAB in that the secondary and tertiary air flows
have been eliminated. Now, 100% of the combustion air flow is utilized in the atomization of
the liquid fiel. Hence, the name High-flow Fan-,4tomized Burner (HFAB) is applied to this
design. The BNL nozzle design, development work, and test results for the HFAB are described
in detail in an informal report. [31 Expected benefits (which led to the initiation of this
development effort) for this new arrangement, include:

A. Improved atomization with higher atomizer flows
B. A simpler, lower cost burner head
c. Lower NOX emissions.
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With the use of 100% of the combustion air flow through the nozzle the flow in the flame zone is
essentially a single, swirling jet with higher velocities than earlier designs. This arrangement
provides great opportunity to recirculate combustion product to the root of the flame. The higher
velocities can drive very high recirculation rates, leading to lower peak flame temperatures and
reduced NO,.

In the original development work, the burner was cotilgured so that the combustion air fan was
directly coupled to the air atomizing nozzle through a 1 % inch diameter tube. The mechanical
attachment to the appliance was accomplished through the use of a cylindrical outer holder which
permitted a conventional flange attachment to be used for mounting. The nozzle assembly was
mounted in a donut of refractory material concentric to the mounting cylinder. Another
protective refractory ring was inserted co-planer with the fi-ont of the nozzle assembly.

In a later design, the refractory donut was replaced with steel rings but the front protective
refractory ring was retained. Still later, the design included a steel flame shield which was
intended to protect the front of the nozzle and refractory was added back between the flame
shield and first steel ring. In all these early designs the combustion air was directly channeled to
the nozzle assembly.

A final prototype of the HFAB has been developed and is currently being evaluated at BNL. The
objectives of the design of this burner were simplicity and servicablity. At the same time we
wanted to demonstrate non-conventional arrangements. In this design the combustion air fan
pressurizes an air tube which in turn supplies air flow to the nozzle assembly. This all-metal
contlguration for the HFAB has been designed to outwardly mimic a conventional burner. In
addition to all the parts required for fuel handling, ignition, and controls, it basically consists
of a fan, an air tube and a slotted flame tube with a solid choke ring. Inside the head, held
concentric to the air tube by a support plate, is an assembly, which consists of the nozzle,
electrode holders, a CAD cell (flame sensor) holder, and a shield plate. This assembly is
secured in a retainer. The shield plate seals against a stop ring mounted to inside the air tube.
Figure 1 shows an isometric view of the prototype HFAB head and it’s components. For service
the fuel line, nozzle assembly, retainer, and shield are all easily slid together back out of the air
tube.

Combustion air from a high pressure fan is introduced at the beginning of the air tube and flows
into the nozzle assembly. Some air flow around the nozzle retainer provides convective cooling
to the rear of the shield plate. Holders for high-voltage igniters and a flame sensor are mounted
rigidly to the shield plate and pass back through the retainer. Ignition and flame sensor wiring
pass back through the air tube and exit the assembly though the rear support plate. Currently, a
small DC ftimotor combination are being used to provide atomizatiordcombustion air.
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Mechanical Design - Fuel Handling
There are many ways to conilgure the system. For the current “concept” burner a non-
conventional approach was taken. The fiel system consists of a low pressure pump delivering
fiel through a regulator and orifice to the air atomizing nozzle . The fuel pump, is different in
design from the more common motor driven gear pump type found on conventional burners.
This pump is a solenoid actuated piston and check-valve design which supplies fbel at a
maximum pressure of 12 psi. The regulator is adjusted to about 8 psi and the orifice is sized to
0.008 inches diameter to establish a fuel flow of 0.25 gph. Power to the pump is a pulsing DC
supplied through a half-wave rectifier directly frc~ma 120 VAC source. Nominal power draw of
the pump is 15 watts. The flow capacity of the pump exceeds the fuel rate requirement of HFAB
and so a part of the flow is bypassed from the regulator discharged back to the suction side of the
pump. Figure 2 is a block diagram representation of the fuel supply system for the HFAB.
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Figure 2- Fuel System block diagram schematic for prototype HFAB

Development Test Results

The preliminary test plan for the prototype HFAB has been developed along exploratory lines
with attention to potential problem areas. The plan included study of issues such as: combustor
sooting, surface temperatures, performance (excess-air, CO, NO~, and ignition.

In the early tests of the HFAB prototype in the quartz cylinder test chamber at BNL, there was
some concern about material temperatures associated with the shield plate. These temperatures,
with the shield in contact with the stop ring, were lower than expected at about 800- 900°F. Of
larger concern were issues of the formation of soot on the combustor inner surfaces, and cold
ignition at design fiel flow rates slightly below 0.25 gph. Parametric studies were done to
evaluate effect of the flame tube length and choke ring size on performance. Increasing the
length of the flame tube or increasing the size of the choke ring improves flame stability but also
increases NO, emissions.

The next series of tests were run in a low mass boiler. The results were grati~ing in that the
HFAB was able to operate at excess-air levels of 18-47% (about 3.O-7.0?40Oz) with reduced
levels of soot on the combustor surfaces. The shield temperature was now about 1300°F and
some distortion of the shield material was observed. Three holes were added through the retainer
to enhance the convective cooling on the back side of the shield. Subsequent tests were
conducted with small changes of combustor length. The range of test resulted in an excess-air
range of 18-25’XO(3 .O-5.O’XOOz) with light sooting of the combustor interior and a flame shield
temperature of about 11OO°F.
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With the combustor length at it’s shortened configuration, slots were added to the choke ring.
The addition of recirculation “slots to the flame tube or choke ring reduces NOX emissions and
tends to keep the flame tube wall cleaner. The effects of these slots are very dependent upon size
and location. With very large slots flame stability can be affected.. The choke ring slots (about
0.625” long) in these tests were equi-spaced with each occupying about 20° around the outer

periphery of the choke ring. The configuration was tested at excess-air of about 20% (3.5% Oz)
and resulted in a light soot formation of the combustor interior and a flame shield temperature of
about 11OO°F.

Pressure measurements were made inside of the flame tube, along the wall, under firing
conditions at two combustion air fan pressure levels, 5.8 and 8.2 inches WC. The results of this
exploration are shown in Figure 3.

With the pressure profile largely negative within the combustor, as shown in Figure 3, and
slightly positive in the chamber, recirculation flow fi-om the combustion chamber was expected
back through slots in the choke ring. Several combustion experiments were conducted, each at
two levels of combustion air fan pressure and varying Oz levels. At various stages, modifications
were made to the choke ring which involved enlargement of the slots in terms of width and
length along the choke ring periphery.

Pressure Along Combustor Wall
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Figure 3- Combustion wall pressure inside of the flame tube at
various distances from the choke ring. Data taken during burner
operation. ;~7



As of the present time testing of the HFAB prototype is continuing primarily to determine the
location of the recirculation slots which provides the best compromise between flame stability,
NOX, low excess air capability, and head soot deposits.

Emission testing of HFAB is conducted as a matter of course in this work.. Accurate
measurements of excess-air (flue gas 02), CO, and NOX were taken over a range of burner
operating conditions. The results with one recent cotilguration, firing into a two-section cast iron
boiler are plotted in Figure 4.

Prototype HFAB Emissions 2/3/98
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Future Development
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issue and optimal positioning of the electrode system is key to resolving this for reliable
operation. Fuel system design features that require exploration include low electric power
requirements and long term reliability. The desi,gn is at a point where packaging of the prototype
configuration for demonstration is complete. Application testing is starting that will include
fiImcIoa hnilc.r mmA ~~mtsr hentinm an,linmnnt TII;c mmxrJmolIIr-lsnnn-; ntsmr.ntnrl hl,msrLW.. LJ”W, ““.l WL, WI= . . u!.”. ..”-..1.6 WY U.y.l.w . . . . L JU. LL.UJ U.WL UUU .lUL.– A. ALW6L U.-U U W ..-1

applications such as combustor/inducer in furnace and boiler packages. We are also planning to
scale up the resuits very shortiy to 0.4 gaiions per hour and conduct some iimited fieid testing.
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Progress in the Development of Self-Tuning Oil Burners
Roger J. McDonald, BNL Project Engineer

Richard F. Krajewski,, BNL Project Engineer

Introduction and Background

BNL has initiated a project with the target of developing a self-adjusting (automatic tuning) oil
burner. In defining this project several approaches have been given consideration. At present,
the project has been restricted in scope by the over riding cost issues attached with different
concepts. Even in looking at the problem in this way, cost will ultimately be a major hurdle to
any concept proposed in the price sensitive field of residential oil burner manufacture. The
concept is not new and has been discussed by many members of the oil heat industry over the
years. It is however very difficult to develop an affordable technology with a high level of
reliability and dependability.

In larger systems, commercial and industrial scale, the idea has become a reality. The savings in
maintenance and fuel costs associated with combustion systems used in industrial manufacturing
facilities, hospitals, and commercial buildings are such that systems designed for automated
control are now practical and cost effective. In general, these concepts have taken the approach
of monitoring the oxygen content of the combustion products and adjusting the burner by means
of a electro-mechanical actuator to adjust the air-fuel ratio of the combustion process. Various
sensors and systems have been designed by different manufacturers to measure the oxygen
content in the exhaust stream. Likewise, different means are employed to adjust the burner to
reach the desired air to fuel ratio. These oxygen based systems require either a sampling system
or a oxygen probe be placed into the exhaust gas stream. One manufacturer has very recently
introduced a system that uses a unique optical scanner to monitor the flame using a controller
that can interface with the burner via a linear linkage activator component. This system looks
right into the flame through a sight port. It monitors two constituents in the targeted flame and
the system maintains the efficiency ratio.

Oil Heat Equipment Manufacturer’s Viewpoints

BNL has gathered guidance and direction from the oil heat industry including responses to an oil
heat trade journal’s survey of several leading oil heat equipment manufacturers regarding the
self-adjusting system concept. The following quotes are from that survey as published by the
Yankee Oilman Magazine.

The first question was, “Do you feel that self-adjusting controls will be accepted in the
market place?” The responses ranged from a simple, “Yes. Must be simple and reliable.” to
comments such as, “Yes. The acceptance of such a self-adjust control would depend partly upon
its simplicity - should be able to be installed and/or set up by an average plumbing contractor; its
reliability - must be essentially 100°/0 (IE., fail in the safe mode), and its cost should show a
quick payback.” The issue of who pays for the technology was brought out more than once.
Should it be the consumer, the refinery, or the oil dealer. “Does the consumer pay the price for
varying service or inconsistent oil quality? Or does the refinery or dealer absorb the costs to
remain competitive?”
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The second question was, “What do you see as the advantage/ disadvantage of self-adjusting

controls?” “Advantage is maintaining clean and proper combustion. Disadvantage will be
control reliability. “ “It would make it practical to run closer to a stoichiometric air/fhel ratio thus
saving energy, and in the long run for soot and for corrosion of heating equipment. Also
hopefully eliminating litigation for soot cleaning of homes. “ “It would allow the fiel oil industry
to compete with other fhels by reducing emissions and reduce operating and maintenance costs to
the consumer. “ “The greatest advantage is control over the unknown. Once the unit is installed
or has its annual service, nothing is known until a problem arises - a lockout or worse. A heating
system should operate trouble-free and this type of device would aid in this area.”

The last question was, “What kind of engineering hurdles have to be overcome in order to
make the system safe and practical for homeowner use?” The responses included, “Field
experience. “ “The hurdles to overcome are: 1. Develop a reliable sensor with little or no drift to
measure air / fiel ratio; 2. Develop reliable servo system to respond to the air/ fiel changes; 3.
Keep the cost down to be reasonably affordable by the homeowner; 4. Keep the control system
simple. “ “Engineering hurdles should not present a problem, not with the resources that are
available to us. Education and technical (knowledge) will be our prime concern as an OEM.”
“Nothing. Other than typical testing in the variety of appliances and combustion chambers we
see to ensure across the board utilization (or point out where it won’t work), plus UL approval
and field acceptance.”

The consensus of the responses being that yes it can be accomplished. The benefits can be
significant. The questions remain: can it be done at reasonable cost and in a simple easy to
implement design? There are reasons why it hasn’t yet been done. If it was simple it would
already be in the marketplace.

BNL has planned the project accordingly and will attempt to resolve these questions and issues
in a logical sequence of smaller steps. First will be sensor technology. Second will be issues of
mechanical actuators (servo systems). Third will be the question of controlling the process. Cost
will be factored through-out the process. However, cost will not necessarily be a considered
factor that will cause BNL to kill a concept prior to engineering developmental tests. An
example would be the use of a prototype sensor technology that can not be had for a reasonable
price because it has not yet been sold in sufficient quantities to account for quantity price
reductions.

Oxygen Measurement System Selection

In selecting an oxygen measurement system BNL has, in the past, considered various sensor
technologies including processes based on paramagnetic, electro-chemical, and zirconium oxide
detection. The paramagnetic is the most accurate and dependable but not very practical due to
the cost, sampling system, and complexity limiting it to only those types of applications where
higher cost and sampling system maintenance are not at issue. The electro-chemical approach is
quite accurate but requires periodic replacement of the sensor cell which is slowly consumed
(oxidized) over its lifetime of about one year of intermittent use. Most portable flue gas
analyzers use the electro-chemical type of oxygen sensing technology. The last category of
common oxygen sensors are those based on zirconium oxide. The type used in the automotive
industry.
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Zirconium Oxide Oxygen Sensor Characteristics

The basic output characteristics of a zirconium oxide sensor are illustrated in Figure 1. A sensor
nominally consists of a pair of porous platinum electrodes separated by a layer of zirconium

oxide. At high temperatures the solid zirconium ceramic becomes conductive to oxygen ions
(O=). An external voltage is produced which is related to the flue gas oxygen content, the
reference gas oxygen constant, and the temperature by the Nernst equation. At stoichiometric
fiel/air ratio (O% flue gas oxygen) there is a large change in the output voltage, termed the
lambda jump, which is somewhat insensitive to sensor temperature. This behavior is used in
automotive applications to control the airh?uel ratio near stoichiometric in engines equipped with
catalytic converters. These systems can be designed with heaters (used with lean burn engines)
or without.

In looking at the problem of developing a self-tuning burner BNL has recently investigated four
candidate oxygen senors based on zirconium oxide technology. These included an unheated
automotive lambda sensor, a heated automotive lambda sensor, a duel chambered Honeywell-

Gasmodul heated sensor, and a system with temperature compensated probe made by Australian
Oxytrol Systems Pty. Ltd..

The oxygen sensors under examination are of a design applied to current automobile and combustion
system emission controls. These take advantage of one of two electrochemical mechanisms of
Zirconium Oxide (ZrOz) when the material is heated or exposed to a gas stream at elevated

temperatures. The automotive sensors are commonly provided in the un-heated cotilguration but
the addition of a heating element within the sensor allows for the application in colder regions of the
engine exhaust stream. The gas stream temperatures range from below 300 C (572 F), with heat
added to the cell material, to above 650 C (1202 F), without heat added to the material.

One of the characteristics is that at high temperature the material partly dissociates to produce mobile
negative oxygen ions which normally move at random. When a DC voltage is then applied across
the material, the ions can be transported through it, liberating oxygen at the anode. The application
of this characteristic is as a pump cell to transfer oxygen ions.

Another characteristic of ZrOz at high temperatures is that any difference in oxygen pressure across
it generates an electrical potential, known as a Nernst voltage. The Nernst equation is:

V=o.ot
where

19x (T) x [in (p02)R/(pOz)F ]

v = output voltage
T = temperature (0 R)
(pO,)R = oxygen partial pressure on the reference (ambient) side
@02)F = oxygen partial pressure on the flue gas side

This voltage is proportional to the natural logarithm of the ratio of the oxygen partial pressures on
either side of the material. The application of this characteristic is as a Nernst-concentration cell to
measure the relative oxygen concentration of two gas mixtures, one normally is the ambient air (20.9
0/002) and the other is the mixture of unknown oxygen content in question.



Two Wire (Unheated) and Three/Four Wire (Heated) Sensors

These sensors have been called the lambda sensor and used to measure the relative concentration of

oxygen in combustion gases when compared to that of ambient air. Lambda (A) is the fhel
independent Air-Fuel (Ail?) ratio. As is illustrated in Figure 1, an output voltage, called the Nernst
voltage equal to about 0.8 volts, is generated by the sensor in a fiel rich exhaust stream where A =
0.6. At about A = 0.95 and 0.75 volts there is a downward knee in the (voltage versus k) output and
the voltage falls rapidly to about 0.4 volts at k = 1.0 or stoichiometric conditions. At the early fiel
lean conditions, as about A = 1.05 at 0.15 volts, the output again goes through a knee and levels off
to a A = 1.3 and a voltage of 0.1 volts.

Dynamic Oxygen Sensor (GMS-1O, Honeywell-Gasmodul BV )

The sensor consists of two identical ZrOz disks with porous platinum electrodes and three platinum
rings sandwiched alternately together, Figure 2. The outer platinum rings, which provide the sensors
electrical contacts, are each covered by ALzOj (alumina) filters, and the entire assembly, with a
heating coil, is housed in shell of porous stainless steel.

The sensors operation is cyclic. One of the two Zr02 disks is connected to a reversible current
source. Working as an oxygen pump, it evacuates the oxygen from the chamber between the disks.
Starting at some level (first reference level), a Nemst voltage is generated by the other ZrOz disk
which increases as the pump evacuates the chamber. At a second pre-set voltage level the current
to the pump is reversed and the chamber is re-pressurized until the Nemst voltage drops to the
starting level at which the cycle is repeated. The Nemst voltage across the sensing ZrOz disk is used
to both control the sensor and to generate its output to the control system which detects the duration
of the pumping cycle between voltage reference levels. This duration is a measure of the partial
pressure of the ambient (combustion product) oxygen. The dynamic oxygen sensor is small,
measuring 2 x 2 x 1.5 mm.

Temperature Compensated Sensor (Type DL, Australian Oxytrol Systems Pty. Ltd.)

The sensor consists of a special Zr02 pellet sensor with a Type-R, platinum-13% rhodium/platinum,
high temperature thermocouple. The pellet is bonded permanently to an impervious alumina tube
by a high temperature eutectic welding operation. The protruding portion of the special pellet is
coated with porous platinum and carries circumferential grooves to facilitate the attachment of the
external electrode. Likewise the pellet end within the sensor is also coated with porous platinum and
connected to the imer electrode. The thermocouple is mounted inside the alumina tube with the tip
spring loaded against the pellet for measurement of the sensor temperature.
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Figure 1- Typical (Oxygen) Sensor
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The Australian Oxytrol system was evaluated by BNL. The tests results indicated that the oxygen
levels determined by the probe were consistently lower than those measured with the laboratory’s
standard paramagnetic oxygen measurement system. The unheated automotive oxygen sensor was
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over five minutes of burner operation to heat up before useful signals were obtained. The operation
once steady state conditions were established was quite reasonable but the time constant of the
sensor was deemed to be too slow to provide a useful and reliable input for a self-tuning system.
The heated automotive sensor can be made to work but is quite expensive and is already in mass
production so fiture cost reductions are unlikely.
and Oxymac control circuit were excellent and
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Test results with the Honeywell Centra GMS-1 O
BNL elected to pursue this option in its initial
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Self-Tuning Oil Burner Prototype Development

While research was progressing on the BNL Fan Atomized Burner development, work on the self
tuning project was focused on the concept of a self tuning conventional burner using a flame
retention head oil burner. The concept pursued was the use of the Honeywell Centra GMS- 10
zirconium oxide sensor and control circuit linked by a microprocessor based PID control unit
manufactured by Omega Engineering feeding a control signal to a fan speed controller made by
Control Resources Incorporated, SmartFan AC-V which in turn provided the power for the PSC
motor of a modern high static pressure flame retention head burner as shown in Figure 3.

The first step was to determine the characteristics of the SmartFan AC-V control when coupled with
the burner. Figure 4 is a plot of the AC voltage supplied to the oil burners PSC motor plotted on the
Y1 axis and also the corresponding flue gas percent oxygen plotted on the Y2 axis. This data was
obtained as a fimction of input DC voltage to the controller using a regulated variable DC voltage
~el~rce. Thi Q tact TX7C4C rnndllrtd ~afith th - hllmer nrnrw=rlv ni+illctivl mrithin the nlltnllt vnltno~ ranoi==AAU.. .,”., . . . -u W“ . . ..wu. wu . . . ..1 .L. v “-.. W. ~. W~--.J S--J -“.”- . . . . . . . . ..IW w . ..=.... . VL...=W .W.bw
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of 77 to 120 volts AC. At a voltage output of 60 volts AC the smoke level was measured between
a trace to number one on the Bacharach scale and at 50 volts AC the smoke was measured to be a

Bacharach number 1. When a voltage below 2.65 DC volts was input there was an insufficient AC
output, less than 50 volts, from the AC-V controller to keep the oil burners motor operating.

The operating characteristics of the Hone~ell Centra GMS-1 Oprobe and Oxyrnac 20 control circuit
are presented in Figure 5. The oxygen probe and controller circuit provide excellent agreement with
the laboratory paramagnetic analyzer when corrected for wet (GMS-1O) versus dry Qxmrnagnetic)
measurements. The GMS- 10 probe has a response time of less than eight seconds to a step change
in oxygen content.

The process controller provides for inputs of a process variable, in this case the % oxygen signal
from the GMS-1 O/Oxymac 20 system, a reference set point variable, and a control output, the DC
voltage signal which is used as an input to the SmartFan AC-V controller. The output of the
controller is a function of the error which is the deviation between the process signal (O/Ooxygen
voltage signal) and the set point value. The Omega PID controller was one that could be used in any
of three basic functions. The proportional controller could be used with the integral and derivative
functions either turned on or off. Along with many other fictions which could be turned on or off,
the main variables of the controller, the proportional band value, integral reset value, and derivative
rate value could all be varied over a wide rand of settings.

Once the entire system was assembled the major issue was one of gaining some level of
understanding the PID controller. The self tuning burner system tends to result in either a saturated
control mode or a unstable operating condition. Inlthe saturated mode the system can not reach the
set point value because it is either too high or too low. The result being the oil burner motor remains
at a constant high or low speed. In the unstable mode the motor speed cycles rather quickly between
the full and minimum speed conditions. A major part of the problem is the very narrow oxygen
range that can be obtained with the motor/control range.

There were many different test runs conducted with a rather limited level of success. The data
contained on Chart 1 illustrates some of the more stable responses to a sudden restriction of the
combustion air within the limits that the system could provide control. The control output signal is
the top chart recorder trace and the process variable in the lower chart trace. In the first section of
the chart a sudden removal of the restriction provides a controlled response that although swinging
between high levels of motor speed and a saturation at the low end does provide a decay of the high
speed levels that dampens out within 2 minutes to the minimum output level. In the second part of
the chart a restriction is put in place and the controller responds in a more acceptable manner (no
violent cyclic swings in speed control) within fclur minutes and then provides adjustment of the
motor speed to maintain the process variable signal (o/ooxygen) at a fixed level. A subsequent
experiment using the fixed voltage source to drive the AC-V control to furnish a constant fan speed
provided some insight into the changes in the control output observed. The oxygen was changing
slightly up and down over time due to changes in draft or other real physical conditions. The PID
controller was compensating for these minor fluctuations. The conclusions drawn were that the PID
controller was unable to provide the level of control desired based on the narrow range of the process
variable signal (about a 1 0/0 oxygen range) and the limited controllable range of the motor speed
which is in fact rather non-linear and constrained by its design
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AC-V SmartFan Control with Beckett AF-11
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Work in Progress

As the project continues, BNL is investigating alternative design approaches which based on what
we now know should be more fimitfid. In looking at the problems we encountered thus far it seems
a wider range of control is necessary for stability in the control of the process. It appears this ii
unlikely to come on the air side of the equation. To accomplish this we are investigating
mechanisms to provide an actuator that would throttle the fuel rather than the air. To do this we are
looking into a gasoline type of throttle body injector as a means to control fuel flow. This in
conjunction with an oil burner design, which incorporates a low pressure fiel atomization technique,
should provide a wide range of fuel input rate. The burner should operate with a stable flame with
a combustion process that is will not be sensitive to the changes in fiel flow rate.

!Jl
,,4,

!., ---‘-” 1

[ 0-100% Chart Scale Translates to 0.0-5.0 12.C.Volt Range, Chart Image is Truncated]

Chart 1: Chart Recorder Output Self-Tuning Oil Burner Control Output and Process Variable

Reference:

Thomas A. Butcher, Ph.D., Performance Control. Strategies for Oil-Fired Residential Heating
Systems - Project Report, Formal report BNL 52250, July 1990.
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Application of HFAB Technology to the Development of a
500 Watt Thermophotovoltaic (TPV) Power System

Dr. Thomas A. Butcher, Ph.D.

Introduction

Thermophotovoltaics (TPV) is a technology for making electric power from a high temperature
heat source. Essentially, the source heats a surface which glows (emits light energy), the emitted
light hits photocells, and power is produced. Oil and gas flames are obviously good heat sources
for a TPV system. A great deal of important development work has also been aimed at the use of
radioisotope sources in space applications.

Advantages of TPV over other methods of producing electric power include: no moving parts,
low noise, light weight, and reliability. Work on TPV technology started in the 1960’s and
1970’s. Interest fell off after that time due to low conversion efficiency. At the end of the 1980’s
interest in this technology again became quite strong due, in part, to improvements in materials
and photocells. With fhel-fired TPV systems there are currently two basic applications receiving
attention. The first is small, remote and/or portable electric power generation primarily for
electronics, the second is residential heating appliances with integral power generation [1,2].
This second application is sometimes called microcogeneration or self-powered appliances.

The basic components of a fuel-fired TPV system include:
● burner
● emitter
● optical filter (in some systems)
● photocells
● heat recovery

Two basic types of emitter surfaces have been used. The simplest is often called a “black body”
emitter (actually it’s closer to gray) which emits light over a very wide range of wavelengths. In
this case only a portion of the emitted light is suitable for conversion to electricity by the
photocell. An optical filter is used to prevent out-of-band light from hitting the photocells. This
out-of-band radiation is reflected at the filter and returns to the emitter. The second type used is
selective emitters which have a high emissivity in a narrow band, matched to the photocell
characteristics. Familiar examples of selective emitters include limelights used in the 19th
century for theater lighting and mantles commonly used in camping lanterns [3]. This mantle,
like selective emitter materials used currently in TPV applications, is a ceramic oxide. Ytterbia
oxide selective emitters have emissivity peak wh[ch matches well the response of low cost
silicon photocells and these have been used in TPV systems.
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In gas-fued TPV applications porous surface burners have typically been used with the selective
emitter material integrated with the combustion surface. An advantage of this approach is high
and uniform heat transfer rates from the flame to the emitter over the emitting surface.

With oil firing the flame can be contained inside of a non-porous combustion chamber which
also serves as the emitter. Many of the systems currently under development involve firing rates
much lower than those which can be achieved with conventional, pressure-atomized retention
head oil burners. In past and on-going development projects advanced burner design methods
have been employed to enable oil-firing at the very low rates required. This includes ultrasonic
atomization, vaporizing systems, electrostatic atomization, and the Babington atomizer. Some
background on these methods can be found in References 4 and 5.

For the photocells, low cost silicon photodiodes are popular candidates. Alternative options are
available which provide better response at longer wavelengths and enable greater power
densities. Figure 1 shows the emission curve from a black body emitter held at a temperature of
2600 F. Also shown are the response range for the common silicon cell and an alternative, a
gallium antimonide (GaSb) cell. The GaSb cell response is shown to extend to longer
wavelengths where the emission intensity is higher [6,7,8].

The total emissive power of a radiative source decreases with the absolute temperature raised to
the fourth power. TPV systems can really only extract electric power at high temperatures,
leaving exhaust gas from the TPV generator with a high energy content. Two approaches have
been taken for recovering this exhaust energy. For self-powered heating appliances this energy is
simply applied to the thermal load - space heating or hot water. In this case only a small portion
of the input energy is converted to electric power. For example, assuming an oil-fired system
with a firing rate of 1 gallon per hour, and only 5°/0conversion to electricity, power would be
produced at a rate of 2 kW. The overall system efficiency would be as high as is typical for
current heating appliances and depend primarily on the exhaust gas temperature and excess air.

The second approach to recovering heat after the TPV generator involves a recuperator to preheat
incoming combustion air. This method is applied to generators which have electric power as the
only output - portable generators for example.

Development of a 500 Watt TPV Generator

BNL is currently participating in the development of a 500 watt electric power generator system
for military applications. This work is sponsored by the U.S. Department of Defense (DARPA
/U.S. Army CECOM in Fort Belvoir, Va). Cooperating team members include EDTEK, Inc. in
Seattle, WA and The Charters Group, Inc. in Friday Harbor, WA. The objective is the
development of a portable unit to be used for recharging batteries during field operations. The
target system will weigh less than 15 pounds, have an efficiency (fiel to electric power) over
15’?40,and be fired with diesel fiel.
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The system selected by the team for development incorporates the following major features:
● combustion system based on the Fan-Atomized Burner developed at BNL [9];
● a silicon carbide, non-porous “blackbody” emitter/combustion chamber;
● EDTEK resonant metal mesh IR filters and GaSb cells [10];
● a high temperature recuperator.

An overall heat balance for the system is provided in Figure 2. The system as shown produces
500 watts of net power plus 95 watts for auxiliary components including a solenoid type fhel
pump, a brushless DC combustion air fan, two small brushless DC fans which provide air over
the back end of the photocells, and the controls. In this system, since power is being generated at
fairly low efficiency, these auxiliary electric power requirements have a very significant impact
on overall system efficiency. The level of 95 watts has been only estimated for this heat balance.
The project team is working to select components which can minimize power draw and it is
expected that the actual internal load will be about half of this level. In the photocells about 1/3
of the light energy which strikes the cell surfaces is converted to electric power. The remainder
must be rejected to cooling air from the back of the cells. This load is 2 ● (95+500) or 1190
watts. In the cell area additional thermal losses of 347 watts have been estimated.

Silicon carbide has been selected as the emitter material-because of its high temperature
capability, high thermal conductivity, high emissivity, and resistance to damage under thermal
shock. The design operating temperature for the emitter is 2550 F. Based on heat transfer
estimates within the combustion chamber it has been estimated that the gas temperature exiting
the chamber and entering the recuperator will be 2732 F. The table included as part of Figure 1
shows overall system performance parameters as a function of recuperator effectiveness.
Effectiveness is defined as the rate of heat transfer in the recuperator divided by the maximum
theoretical recuperator heat transfer. The maximum heat transfer rate occurs when the air
temperature leaving the recuperator is equal to the gas temperature entering and this would occur
only in a perfectly insulated recuperator with infinite heat transfer area. In actual systems the
recuperator effectiveness can be calculated as:

(Tairout -- Tairin) . ~~0&=
(Tgasin - Tairin)

where:
Tairout = temperature of preheated air leaving the recuperator and entering the

burner
Tairin = temperature of ambient air

Tgasin = temperature of combustion products leaving the combustion chamber and
entering the recuperator
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From the table in Figure 2 it is clear that overall system efficiency can be increased by increasing
the area of the recuperator and so increasing effectiveness. This has very serious consequences,
however, for the materials used in the recuperator. With e below about 70%, and air preheat
temperatures under 2000 F it is possible to consider use of high temperature metal alloys. Higher
levels of preheat will require ceramic heat exchangers. The current design approach in the
program calls for a metal alloy recuperator with ceramic protective inserts at the hot end to keep
metal temperatures within acceptable limits. The recuperator consists of simple concentric
annular passages and flow is laminar.

As shown in Figure 2 the firing rates required are very low - about 0.07 gallons per hour, (about
1/2of a pint per hour). The burner to be used is a modification of the FAB burner as discussed
above. The combustion chamber (emitter) has a diameter of 4 inches and a length of 5 inches.
The chamber is configured for reverse flow. The burner is located on the axis of the cylinder and
exhaust gas ports are located concentrically around the burner on the same wall. A very
important consideration in the development of the system is the heat flux between the flame and
the inner surface of the cylindrical emitter. The average flux must be high enough to match the
design power draw from the cells. In addition the flux must be uniform along the emitter length
to provide uniform current in the cells. BNL is using CFD simulations to assist in the design of
the chamber internal geometry to meet these goals.

While the design firing rate, 0.07 gallons-per-hour is much smaller than conventional burners it
only represents the maximum planned input for this system. In many cases the actual power
draw from the system will be less than 500 watts and some consideration is being given to
operation of the burner at lower rates. A major challenge for any burner to be used in this
application is to be able to fire into an extremely hot combustion chamber with such high levels
of air preheat. A continuous fiel cooling loop is used in our current design to prevent coke
formation at the nozzle tip.

Currently the system design is being developed in parallel with prototype testing. A first
complete system test is scheduled for summer of 1998. In combustion trials done to date

prototype burners have been operated and found to perform well with a turndowm of 2 to 1.

Conclusions

Thermophotovoltaics technology is an interesting area which is rapidly developing and could
lead to the commercialization of some very innovative heating appliance concepts. While much
of the effort is being placed on gas-fired systems, oil can also be used in these systems. In
remote or portable applications oil is the fiel of choice. While TPV is likely to require a
significant time before development work leads to commercial heating products the ongoing
R&D work can have important benefits in the near term for the oil heat industry. The most
relevant areas here may be the increased understanding of oil combustion processes and
development of advanced, novel burner concepts,
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90 2467 580 81.6 2613 8918 0.064 19.1
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Figure 2. Energy balance on a 500 watt, oil-fired TPV power system. Impact of recuperator
effectiveness on petiorrnance.
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Field Tests of the Heat Wise Pioneer Oil Burner and
Insight Technologies Advanced Flame Quality Indicator (AFQl)

Yusuf Celebi, BNL, Dr. Thomas A. Butcher, BNL, Roger J. McDonald, BNL and
Dr. Bela Kamath, HeatWise, Inc.

Introduction

The HeatWise Pioneer oil burner is the first commercial embodiment of a new technology, the Fan
Atomized Burner (FAB), which was has been developed at Brookhaven National Laboratory over
the last several years. The Pioneer FAB is approved by Underwriters Laboratories (LJ.L.) to bum
No. 2 fuel oil in a range from 0.3 to 0.65 gallcm per hour (40,000-90,000 Btu/hr). The Insight
Technologies’ Advanced Flame Quality Indicafor (AFQJ) is a new product line available to the oil
heat marketer to provide automatic monitoring of customer’s oil heating systems which was also

based on a development of BNL’s Oilheat R&I] Program, the patented Flame Quality Indicator.
Insight Technologies has expanded upon the feahues originally included in the patent, which is held
by the United States Department of Energy (DOE), to include remote fbel system monitoring, fill
status, as well as filter condition. During the 199’7/ 1998 BNL together with HeatWise and Insight
Technologies initiated an extended field trial of the Pioneer burner using the AFQI.

Background

The Pioneer burner is the first practical burner clesign that is designated for use in small capacity
heating appliances matching the needs of modem energy efficient homes. Firing in the range stated
above it allows for new oil heating appliance designs to compete with the other major fuel choices
in the small design load residential market. This market includes energy efficient single family
houses, town-houses, condominiums, modular units, and mobile homes. The firing rate range is
also wide enough to cover a large percentage of more conventional heating equipment and home
designs as well. Having recently passed Underwriters Laboratory certification tests the burner in
now being demonstrated in field tests in several homes and samples are being made available to
interested boiler and fbrnace manufacturers for product development and application testing. At
Heat Wise, the Pioneer burner production started on a limited basis in 1997, before the heating
season. Currently each burner is test fued in small boilers near the production area. In parallel with
the field test effort, Heat Wise is subjecting burners in the plant to a wide variety of possible field
upset conditions.

The AFQI system is a package consisting of a central monitoring station (PC computer) with a
dedicated phone line to receive incoming phone calls from individual AFQI units installed on oil
fued hydronic boilers or furnaces and/or water heaters in the oilheat customers homes. The AFQI
can be used to monitor the oil burner flame condition, fuel tank level, fuel filter condition, fuel
delivery status and the homes k-factor (used to schedule fuel delivery), low temperature conditions
in the home, primary safety control, and water spillage in the boiler run @ressure/fill valve release
for example).



Test Plan

The initial plan was to install as many as ten of the Heat Wise Pioneer burners in the homes of BNL
staff who utilize oil heat to provide space heating comfort in their homes. In these cases BNL would
provide detailed support to the field test sites by providing instrumentation, monitoring, and service
related maintenance in case of any unexpected problems. Heat Wise would build and pre-test the
units prior to installation in the field. The tests would be conducted under the sponsorship of the Co-
operative Research and Development Agreement (CRADA) formed between the New York State
Energy Research and Development Authority (NYSERDA), DOE and BNL.

Description of Extended Field Tests Evaluation

The availability of the AFQI system was a natural for BNL to select for use in the extended field
trials of the Heat Wise Pioneer burner. Insight Technologies and NYSERDA agreed to provide the
hardware and software needed and even kindly provided BNL with a central monitoring station for
the duration of the tests. BNL provided the engineering, technical talent, field test sites, and a
dedicated phone line for the project. Tests in four homes were initiated in December 1997.

Early Experience Gained During Field Trials

In selecting sites for field tests an emphasis was placed on locations which are compatible with the
low firing rate capability of the Pioneer burner. This includes boilers with ratings on the low end
of the normal range for oil appliances to prevent condensation of flue products in the stack. Also,
systems with indirect water tanks are considered the best candidates although most of the sites have,
in-fact, had tankless coils for domestic hot water production. In these cases the burners were setup
in advance to operate at the high end of the Pioneer range (0.5 to 0.6 gph) and no problems with
capacity have been reported.

As with any new technology the major benefit of conducting a field trial the identification of areas
where improvements are needed before full commercialization can proceed with a high level of
product reliability. Several important lessons were learned early in this test program.

For this field test a small test production run was made to produce the various burner parts. Prior
to the completion of this run and the formal start of the field tests one of the original pre-production
burners was operated in the field for several months at a firing rate of 0.37 gph without problems.
Some of the production components were not made exactly the same as in the original design and
a decision was made to reproduce these to ensure the best burner performance. These types of
common early production concerns caused some delays in the field test program.

Fuel oil delivery is another important factor in the Pioneer as with any burner. The supply of clean

fiel to the burner has been assured with the use of 10 micron filters. Good results are obtained using
styrene filter elements which are marketed for a reasonable price. The second part of fuel delivery
is constant delivery pressure. In the tested version of the Pioneer burner a SUNTEC PRV valve or
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WEBSTER OSV valve is used to maintain steady pump inlet pressure. The pressure regulator in
the Pioneer system is referenced to pump suction pressure and the use of a vacuum regulating valve
of this type eliminates effects of modest system changes.

Heat Wise listed the Pioneer burner with UL with very low pressure pumps (5-15 psi) developed by
SUNTEC with integral solenoid valves. One of the burners in the field showed a sluggish piston and
ultimately stopped. Another burner operated for four months in the heating season and slowly
showed a drop in stack temperatures. When the unit was opened for inspection at the end of this
period a small layer of uniform paste material had deposited on the nozzle strainer. This material
had created a 2 psi pressure drop. With a low pressure fiel delivery system this is enough to affect
the firing rate. Table 1, extracted in part Iiom the Pioneer burner manual, make a comparison of
the influence of pressure on firing rate. Any burner with a low pressure fuel supply system is
affected to a greater degree by pressure changes.

Another area where improved performance might be readily achieved is in startup and shut down
transients. Recently several nozzle shut-off devices have been introduced to the market. and these
can give dramatic performance in a very efficient burner. After installation on a conventional
retention head burner using Hago’s new ECO valve, tests conducted by Heat Wise showed small
startup and shutdown peaks in the f~st cycle, smaller peaks in the second cycle, and no peaks at all
in subsequent cycles. The situation in the Pioneer burner is similar is ways to that in conventional,
high pressure burners. This perllorrnance is due to trapped air bubbles in the line between the pump
cut-off and the nozzle tip. Also, an inventory of oil stays behind after the burner is shut off in the
same region. If the draft is zero and the application involves a hot chamber, dribbling of oil out into
the chamber becomes a greater issue. In some appliances this problem is avoided using post purge
controls of 2 minutes or even longer.

Based on field experience to date, Heat Wise has been exploring the use of a standard, 100 psi pump
in combination with an in-line metering orifice and. a nozzle shut-off valve. The high pressure pump
will not require a separate solenoid valve. Even i f the piston is slightly sluggish the flow rate will
not change drastically. The oil pressure gauge and suction regulating valve can be eliminated. The
accumulation of minute amounts of dirt on the nozzle strainer will not be as important a factor in
reliability. With the nozzle shut-off valve transient performance can be significantly improved.
Finally, use of a conventional pump has huge advantages in service - the need to carry another pump
and concerns about misapplication are eliminated.

The Insight Technologies’ AFQ.Z system was e@emely usefid in allowing BNL to gauge the
problem in real time as developed in the field rather than wait for a failure to occur before stepping
in to diagnose the problem. In addition to providing the oilheat marketing industry with an
important new tool to enhance the image of oilhcat as a modem service friendly energy choice it
proved itself very valuable to the equipment manufacturing industry. It provides the manufacturer
with a tool to track the pefiorrnance of new heating technologies during the field trial period of
development which can rapidly tell you what is happening on a moment to moment basis.
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Future Plans

Field testing with the Pioneer burner is continuing through the 1997/1998 heating season and will,
in fact, continue into the next heating season. Heat Wise is committed to bring this technology and
the burner to the market. Various appliance manufacturers have expressed strong interest and have
already made plans to develop heat exchangers specifically for low firing rates. Heat Wise has
started a dealer training program and expects to begin limited installations in selected semice
organizations.

Table 1. Effect of Pressure on Firing Rate - Pioneer Low Pressure Nozzle and Conventional
(Simplex) High Pressure Nozzle.

Pioneer Nozzles Simplex Nozzles

Two Hole Fuel Three Hole Fuel
Distributor Distributor

PSIG GPH PSIG GPH PSIG GPH PSIG GPH

2 .244 3 .45

3 .3 4 .474

4 .34 5 .53 95 .292 95 .389

5 .38 5.5 .597 100 .3 100 .4

6 .42 6.5 .605 105 .307 105 .42

7.5 .65 110 .314 110 .43

8.5 .69

9.5 .722 95 .633

10 .75 100 .65

10.5 .769 105 .67

110 .68
.-. . . . . . . .

ote: Numbers in bold indicate rated conditions.
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EXPANDED USE OF RESIDENTL4.L OIL BURNERS TO REDUCE
AMBIENT OZONE AND PARTICULATE LEVELS

John E. IIatey, PE

1. SUMMARY

The information presented in this summary report is ibasedon recent publications by the US Department of
Energy, the US Environmental Protection Agency, National Laboratories, and other well-documented
sources. Key points include the following.

● Recently revised USEPA Ambient Air Quality Standards for Ozone and Particulate Matter will
require actions by many states to comply with the more stringent regulations. Each state
environmental agency must carefidly plan their actions in response to these new standards to avoid
unnecessary negative impacts on consumers.

. Air emissions from residential oil burners are much lower than most other combustion sources in the
US both in terms of RATE and TOTAL annual emissions, and are negligible quantities.

● Nitrogen Oxide emissions from residential oil burners are much less than most other combustion
sources, and on-going activities by the oilheat industry promise to lower these emissions even fiu-ther.

. Particulate Matter emissions from residential oil burners are also much less than most other
combustion sources, and are now similar to emissions from gas burners based on recent USEPA
publications. In fact, when all man-made and natural particulate sources are considere~ home oil
burners produce only 0.007% of the annual total. This is an insignificant amount.

. Volunta~ actions by the oilheat industry have reduced oil burner PM emissions lower than USEPA
reduction goals, and on-going activities will centinue to lower emissions even fiwther.

. Meaningfi.demission reductions and energy cost savings are produced by convertimzhomes with
electric heat and hot water to home heatirw oil. ‘Typicalreductions follow:

■ Nitrogen oxides are reduced by 85% to 90% with potential reductions nationwide of 765,000
tons per year (3.5Y0of total US emissions in 1995)

W particulate emissions are reduced by 90°& to 94°/0 with potential reductions nationwide
of 30,000 tons per year

. Simply replacing an electric hot water heater with an oil powered model can lower average water
heating costs by $485 a year, lower greenhouse gases by 2 tons per year (for each conversion), and
produce a 50% to 100’XOreturn on investment for homeowners.

● Converting from electric space heating and hot water to oil powered equipment reduces energy costs in
a typical home by $35,000 to $70,000 over 20 yl~ars. Good to excellentpayback periods are generated
that often vary from 2 and 3 years, and can be less than one year in some homes.

Public policies that encourage homeowners to switch from electric to oil powered heating equipment can
reduce Nitrogen Oxide and Particulate emissions generated for home heating by more than 90°/0,lower
greenhouse gas emissions by 50Y0,and produce 20-year energy cost savings for typical homeowners of
tens of thousands of dollars.

Recommendations: Oil marketers and state oilheat associations must begin active programs to i)resent
the information contained in this report to State Departments of Environmental Control, State Legislatures,
and other decision makirvzagencies to encourage pro-oil t)olicies to reduce Ozone and PM emissions.
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2. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the US Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) revised the National Ambient Air Quality
Standards for Ozone and Particulate Matter (PM). The new USEPA standards will require that each state
develop an implementation plan that demonstrates how the state will reduce its emissions. This has
created a need for updated information on the relative emissions from all combustion sources. Oil heat
industry associations produced this report which is based on the best available up-to-date information
regarding emissions of ozone-related pollutants, particulate matter, and other air pollutants from oil burners
and other combustion sources.

The objective of this report is to :
. Provide State Environmental Agencies, Legislators, and other interested parties with accurate and

well-documented inforn@ion on emissions fi-omoil burners,
.

. Indicate recent trends in oil burner emissions and on-going activities that will lower fhture oil burner
emissions without new relations, and

. Recommend actions that can assist each state to lower Ozone and Particulate levels in the ambient air
as needed to meet the new USEPA standards. \

This report presents current emission data for oil burners and other combustion sources in the US, based on
research and reports published by the USEPA, National Laboratories, the oil heat industry, and other
independent sources. References are available to fidly support this information. This up-to-date
idormation must be presented to each state so that state decision-makers can develop strategies and
policies for lowering emissions with minimum impact and cost to consumers.

3. OVERVIEW OF REVISED NATIONAL AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS

Ozone

The new USEPA ambient air standard for ozone will effkct many combustion sources in the next five to ten
years. Many regions of the US were out of compliance with the old standard (O.12 parts per million). The
revised standard is more restrictive (0.08 parts per million) and it will force state environmental agencies
to control even smaller combustion sources in the future. Ozone k believed to produce adverse health
effects in the lower atmosphere that include: damage to lung tissue, reduced lung Iimctiou increased
sensitivity to other lung irritants, and permanent structural damage to lungs even at very low
concentrations. Ozone and related oxidants are also believed to be responsible for crop damage totaling
several billion dollars each year according to USEPA estimates.

Ozone is a “secondary pollutant” that is not directly emitted by most combustion sources. It is formed by
chemical reactions in the lower atmosphere with other air pollutants from combustion sources that include
Nitrogen Oxides and Volatile Organic Compounds (hydrocarbons that react in the atmosphere). The
following simplified steps summarize how ozone is produced:

● Combustion sources produce and emit Nitric Oxide (NO) into the air

. NO is then oxidized in the air to form Nitrogen Dioxide (N02).

● N02 absorbs sunlight and breaks apart into Nitric Oxide (NO) and oxygen atoms (0)

. Some of these oxygen atoms (0) combine with Oxygen in the air (02) to from Ozone (03).
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NOTE: Ambient Ozone and oxidant levels are reduced by lowering Nitrogen Oxide (NO and N02)

emissions from all sources.

Recent discussions with the Chief of Stationary Sources in one state environmental agency indicated that
most of the areas in that state will go from complying at 0.12 mm to non-comtiying at 0.08 ppm. State
Environmental Agencies have indicated that control of smaller sources (including gasoline powered lawn
mowers, for example) will be considered afler the prclposedregulation is enacted. Clearly, more research
is needed to quanti~ the health and welfare benefits produced by restrictions on combustion sources
compared to the costs of these measures and the lifestyle changes that are created.

Particulate Matter

Particulate matter includes dust, dirt, soot, smoke, liquid droplets, and particles formed in the air from
condensation or chemical reaction of sulfir oxides and organic compounds (including unburned
hydrocarbons). Suspected adverse health effects in humans include: respiratory and cardiovascular
disease, reduced defense against foreign matter, damage to lung tissue, cancer, and premature death.
Particulate matter may also interact with other pollutants (such as sulfur oxides, nitrogen oxides, and
ozone) to increase their adverse health effects, and to reduce atmospheric visibility.

The new PM regulation keeps the existing PM1O levels (for particles with diameters below 10 one-
millionth of a meter) and ADDS to them a restriction on PM.2.5 particulate with diameters that are 2.5
one-millionth of a meter or smaller.

Common sources of particulate matter include: fuel combustio% industrial processes, waste disposal and
recycling, cars and trucks, and off-highway vehicles. However “naturally occurring sources” include
agriculture, construction fires, and wind blowing that account for 6 to 8 times more PM1O muliculates
each war than combustion and mmcess-related sources Severe restrictions on combustion source
emissions will only produce a trivial reduction in ambient particulate levels with minor health benefits, if
naturally occurring sources are not reduced also.

Research by Brookhaven National Laboratory and Canadian investigators has found that particulate from
residential oil burners are a combination of soot (unburned carbon) and sulfates (including sulfimic acid).
The total mass of particulate from oil burners will depend on burner desi~ burner adjustment, and sulfhr
content of the fuel. Fuel oil with lower sulfhr content (which is the current industry trend) is expected to
produce less particulate matter. Therefore, lower particulate emissions are expected in the fiture.

Implementation Concerns

The revised USEPA ambient air quality standards set new lower limits for ground level ozone and fine
particulate matter that must be met by each region of the country. Each state must develop its own State
Implementation Plan (SIP) which describes how these reduced ambient levels will be achieved. Specific
concerns include:

. Ambient pollution is created by a combination olflocal sources within a state and by transport of
pollutants across borders from other states. Therefore, reaching USEPA ambient air levels is a
complex matter which involves interstate transport of pollutants which cannot always be controlled
by SIPS produced by individual states.

. Non-uniform regulations maybe produced by each state requiring combustion equipment
manufacturers to produce a range of burners with varying emission levels.

. Adverse economic impacts can be produced by some new regulations. For example, in one New
England state, past regulations reduced the use of #6 fuel oil even though this action reduces annual
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nitrogen oxide emissions by less than one-half of one percent. This may increase the price of
interruptible natural gas which is historically based on the prevailing price of #6 oil.

● SmalJerSources will be Controlled by States to Meet the New Regulation -in some states gasoline
powered lawn mowers were one smaller source that was specifically ‘mentioned.

. Actual Emissions for some sources are much less than perceived values. For example, particulate
emissions rating for modem oil burners is much less than older models and are now similar to gas-fired
equipment. However, most national and state environmental agencies are not aware of these recent

S!!!W!2.

Clearly, state environmental agencies must carefilly plan their actions in response to the new USEPA
ambient air standards so that emissions can be lowered without causing severe negative impacts on
consumers. Detailed cost-benefit analyses are essential for each state that are based on quantified values
before State Implementation Plans are completed. Furthermore, the practicality and impact on consumers
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contained in this report is intended to supply some of the data that is required to make ir@ormeddecisions.

4. AIR POLLUTANT EMISSIONS FROM RESIDENTIAL OIL BURNERS

Air pollution emissions from residential oil burners are much lower than emissions from most other
combustion sources in the ‘u’.S. anti do not produce a signiilcant negative impact on the environment. Both
the @of air emissions and @ emissions released by oil burners are low. Brookhaven National
Laboratory Report 52249 conciuded: “Kesidentiai oii burners generally, and modem equipment
specifically, are not significant national emission sources”. The environmental cost produced by oil
burners is much less than other combustion sources including electric heat, heat pumps, and residential
wood stoves. Modem oil burners now produce air emissions at rates that are similar to natural gas burning
equipment.

The RATE of air potiutant emissions from residential oii burners for five key air pollutants is much less
than other combustion equipment in the U.S. and ranges horn only l/4th to 1/43 of the average combustion
source based on USEPA emission factors for oil burners. Particulate emissions from home oil burners are
35 time lower than the average combustion source, and Nitrogen Oxide emissions are only one-fourth of
the average. Tests by Brookhaven National laboratory also show that Hydrocarbon emissions Ilom oil

burners now average only 0.00174 lbs/MMBTU, or only 1/123 of the average U.S. combustion source.

This is lower than residential natural gas burner emissions. Sulfur Oxide emissions vary from 1/10 to 1/2
of the average US combustion source depending on the sulfir content of the fiel oil Lower sulfur fiel oil
is now available with only 0.05°/0sulfiu as required for on-highway use and the current industry trend is
toward lower Sulfi.ufuel oil. It is clear that the rate of air pollutants released bv residential oil burners is
verv low when compared to other sources in the U.S.

TOTAL air pollutant emissions by oil burners each year are also very low when compared to the average
U.S. source. Oil burners account for only 0.04 percent to 0.69 percent of each of the air emissions
shown. This is based on data from the U.S. Department of Energy and U.S. Environmental Protection
A~encv as containedin ~ renort hv Rrcmkhav~nN~~iQn~l ~,a~Qc~fqT.–=--.-, .-. ... ....— --r -.. -, —.--.—.–.

It is clear from these emissions data that residential oil burners are not a significant source of air
pollution in the U.S. Oil burners are one of the cleanest combustion sources and produce much less than
one Percent of the TOTAL annual emissions.
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5. OZONE &ND ITS FORMATION BY COMBUSTION SOIJRCES

Ozone (03) and related oxidants are not a primav po!lutant released by combustion sources, but they are

created in the lower atmosphere by other primary poMants that include Nitrogen Oxides (NO and N%

sometimes called NOX) and Volatile Or=mnicCompounds (VOC) which are produced by combustion
equipment.

Nitrogen Oxide Emissions from Residential Oil Burners

Nitrogen Oxide emissions fiorn residential heating equipment vary depending on burner desi+~ combustion
chamber insulation. fiel firing rate, heat exchanger design, and several other important variables. While
comprehensive testing to characterize NOX emissions has not been completed for residential oil burners,
tests conducted to date by Brookhaven National Laboratory and other researchers indicate a ty~ical flue
.W concentrations ranging ikornapproximately 75 to 120 parts per million. This equals 0.10 to 0.16
pounds of NOx per million BTU of fbel consumed.

Nitrogen Oxide emissions (thermal NOX) increases as the peak temperature in the combustion chamber
rises. Conditions that tend to increase N-OXemissions include:

● Hi@y efficient burners with elevated flame tern~~tures

● Furnaces and boilers with high &e] firing rates (higher combustion temperatures)
● Refractory-lined combustion chamber where heat is not removed from the flame
● Boilers and I%rnaces where only a small part of the flame is exposed to heat transfer surfaces

Additional testing is needed to filly develop this relationship for a range of boiler and furnace desi-m, but
the recent trend in boiler and&maces toward non-refractory-lined combustion
lower the NOX of fixure oi}heating equipment.

Comparison of Nitrogen Oxide Emissions From Various Sources
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other combustion
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bi~er NOx levels:
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● Wood stove Nitrogen Oxide emissions are about 70°A higher,
● Heavy oil (M fuel oil) burners are 1.8 TIMES higher,
● Bituminous Coal burners are 2.3 TIMES higher
● Industrial Gasoline Engines are 12.5 TIMES higher, and
● Industrial Diesel Engines are 33.9 TIMES higher than residential oil burners.

If all combustion sources in the U.S. produced nitrogen oxide levels as low as residential oil and gas
burners, the air quality problems (including photochemical pollutants and ground level ozone) would be
significantly reduced. Furthermore, new oil burner designs now under development by BNL and by burner
manufacturers can reduce nitrogen oxides emissions by 50% or more compared to present oil burning
equipment.

A comparison of TOTAL emissions of Nitrogen Oxides by all source in the US are presented by the
USEPA in the “National Air Quality and Emissions Trend Report, 1995”, published in October 1996.
Transportation accounted for 48.7% of all the NOX emissions in the US primarily from automobile and
truck gasoline and diesel engines. Electric power utilities are the next highest source which is 28.6% of the
annual emissions. Together these two source comprise more then three-fourths of the total.

Industrial fuels and industrial processes are next highest at 14.4% and 4.0?40,respectively.
Residential oil burners produce less than 0.5?40of the total which is a negligible quantity. Furthermore,
most of the home heating oil is consumed during the heating season from mid-October to the end of April
and not during the “Ozone Season” which runs from May through September. The only residential fiel oil
used during the Ozone Season is for domestic hot water which occurs during the summer months and
typically accounts for less than 10’%of the annual oil consumption. This means that the total Nitrogen
Oxide emissions from residential oil burners from May through September is much less than 0.5% of the
total and may approach only 10VOof the 0.5Y0, or 0.05’XOof ozone season NOX. Clearly, residential oil
burners contribute only a minor percentage of the annual NOX emissions in the US, and a negligible
quantity (0.05%) during the peak Ozone Season from May through September when emission controls are
needed.

New Oil Burner Technologies

Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) has been operating an oil burner research program for the US
Department of Energy for more than 20 years. Many important efficiency advances have been adapted by
the oil heat industry directly through this program. Presently, BNL is developing a new residential oil
burner, the Fan Atomizing Burner, that substantially reduces uitrogen oxide and particulate emissions
while improving overall thermal efficiency. While still a prototype, it represents an important advance in
oil combustion which may someday be incorporated (completely or in part) in commercially-available
products. It may offer an important alternative to blue flame burners with lower costs.

On-going Oil heat Industry Activities Contributing to Lower NOX

Nitrogen Oxide emissions from residential oil burners vary widely as demonstrated by field measurements
by the USEPA. Several activities and trends within the oil heat industry continue to contribute to lower
NOX emissions. These include:

● Lower Oil Burner Firing Rates can also help lower NOX emissions by as much as 20% compared to
earlier levels based on preliminary research that was completed by Brookhaven National Laboratory

● Cooler Combustion Chambers - Nitrogen Oxide emissions drops as the cold surface area exposed to
flame increases
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● Oilheat Industry Technician Training and Certification Programs also help to lower oil burners
emissions throu~ghimproved burner service and ac@strnernprocedures.

6. PARTICULATE MATTER E,NJISSIONS FROM COMBUSTION EQUIPMENT

Particulate .Matter is rekased by all fueWwning equipment and includes smoke and soot that result flom
incomplete combustion of the %el. Residential oil burners releasepwticulates at a rate that is one of the
lowest of all combustion devises as documented in CSEP.4 publications.

Oil Burner Paticuiate Emissions

Particulate emissions from residential oil burners vary with the design of the burner, on-off cycling
fi-equency,and burner adjustment. Tests conducted at 13rookhavenNational Laboratory in 1990 for the US
Department of Energy found that properly adjusted flame retention oil burners fkoinvarious manufactures
produce very low particulate levels. PM emissions are less than O.@Olpounds per million BTU
(LbsiMMBTU’) of t%elburned during continuous operation. This is comparable to field tests of emissions

from naturaI gas burners. During burner start-up and.shut down. particulate emissions are higher because
of changes in fiei-air ratio that occur when a burner starts and stops, and average 0.0027 LWNINIBTU
based on tests by W&haven researchers. This is much lower than most other combustion sources
including older oil burners. R represents only several ounces of total smoke and soot a year which will not
adversely effect system et%ciency. Modern burners are now amroachirw mar-zero smoke and soot levels
when uroveriv adiuszed.

OIL BURNER PARTICULATE

EMfssluNs

The reductions in oil burner particulate emissions that
have occurred over the past 30 years are show in the
Fi+wreon the lefi. This chart is based on information
published by Brookhaven National Laboratory and the
US Environmental Protection Agency. Residential oil
burner particulate emissions have been Iowered by a
iiwtor of 20 and are now approaching emissions ikom
natural gas burners. The reason for the lower oil
burner smoke and soot is improved burner design that

produces more complete mixing and burning of the air
and %el oil. Flame retention heads create
recirculation of combustion gases wkhin the flame for
improved he] vaporization. f%el-air mixing and
burning. This produces more complete combustion
which lowers particulate emissions. Also, oil burner
air pressures have increased by more than a factor of
60 during the evolution of earlier desi-gnsto modem

flame retention models. This improves burner
stability and helps keep burners “in tune” during the
heating season as the chimney drafi changes.

l-he US Environmental Protection .4gency (USEPA) recently acknowledged that modern oii burners are
much cieamrburningthan older models. The updated (October 1996) USEP.4 emission factor for
particdates from oil burners is 7-1/2 times lower than the previous rating. Burner tests by 13ro&haven
National Laboratory and other sources were submitted to the VSEPA by the Oilheat Manufacturers’
Association. and an update to the oil emission standard was requested. The new USEPA emission ratirws
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affirm that oil burners are now one of the cleanest combustion sources in the US. This revision is
important because it corrects the common misconception that oil burners are “dirty”. Also, while the new
ambient air quality standards may restrict particulate emissions from combustion equipment in the fiture,
residential oil burner PM emissions are now recognized as being much lower than the previous ratings.
This makes it easier for them to comply with more stringent regulations in the fiture.

Particulate Emissions from Various Combustion Sources

When compared to other common US combustion sourc&, PM emissions from natural gas, home heating
oil, and propane are the lowest. Wood fireplaces and uncontrolled burning of Bituminous Coal on spreader
stokers emit particulate at a rate that is more than 500 times higher than gas and oil home heating
equipment. Compared to all these other sources, oil and gas burners used in homes produce near-zero
particulate levels. The difference between residential natural gas burners (0.0002 lbs/MMBTU), oil
burners (0.003 lbs/MMBTU), and propane burners (0.004 lbs/MMBTU) are trivial when compared to
4LA.- -4L-- .-..-A--UIC>CULIIGL >(JUI GG>.
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matter than the average combustion source in the US. If all combustion equipment operated as cleanly as
these resicientiai gas and oil burners, particulate emissions in the I-K wouici not be a serious probiem.

. Wood Fireplaces are 900 TIMES HIGHER

. Bituminous coal burners (spreader stokers) are 890 TIMES HIGHER
● Industrial Diesel En-ties are 100 TIMES HIGHER
. Industrial gasoline Engines are 33 TIMES HIGHER
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A comparison of TOTAL Particulate emissions each year in the US in 1995 is summarized in the US
Environmental Protection Agency’s National Air oualitv and Emissions Trend ReRort, 1995 (ref EPA
4541R-96-005). PM generatedby all fiel combustion, industrial process and transportation in the US in
1995 include: Industrial processes (37%), Transportation (27Yo)Residential Wood Burning (14%), and
Electric Utilities (1OYO)account for 88% of all particulate emissions each year (excluding natural sources).
Residential oil burners produce less than O.12’XO.This is an insimificant cmanti~.

Furthermore, Natural occurring Particulate Matter (PM1O) emissions are much hider than the
combustio~ industrial process and transportation amounts shown in the chart. This includes fugitive dust,
from unpaved and paved roads and other sources which is more than 15 times higher than the total of all
man-made sources. Whennaturally occurring PM sources are included, home oil burners produce only
0.007 % of total emissions each year. Lowering PM emissions fkom residential oil burners will
produce no discernible benefit for the environment.

Voluntary PM Reductions by the Oilheat Industry Exceeded USEPA Goals

A USEPA report published in 1976 (ref EPA-450/3-76-006) presented information on typical PM
emissions and included goals for reducing emissions from residential oil heating equipment. At that time
oii burners operated witii an average Eacharach Smo-keN-urn-herof 3, and particulate emissions of
approximately 0.018 pounds per million BTU of fiel consum~ according to USEPA emission factors.
The 1976 report proposed specific options for reducing PM emissions in various regions of US.
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manufacturers, fiel oil marketers, and national, regional, and state oil heat associations have produced
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The average Particulate emission rate for new oil burners is now only 0.003 pounds per million BTU.
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This is 3 times less than the 1976 target of 0.01 lbs/MMBTU. Modern.(flame retention) oil burner can
now operate with Bacharach Smoke Numbers that are less than Number 1. Regular burner inspection and
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Programs for oil heat service technicians include burner service procedures that improve efficiency and
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particulate levels. This demonstrates that the oilheat industry in the past has exceeded USEPA emission
reduction goais voluntarily without the need for regulatory action.

On-going Actions by the Oilheat Industry to Lower PM Emissions

Actions by the oil heat industry will continue to decrease the rate of Particulate matter from residential oil
burner without added remdatorv action. These include:

Fuel Ofl with Lower Sulfur Content - producing lower particulate emissions from oil burners

Fuel Nozzle Cut-off Valves - The new fuel nozzllecut-off valves offer an effkctive and lowcost
option for substantially lowering oil burner smoke during start-up and shut down which can reduce
total smoke and soot emissions by as much as two-thirds.

Oil Burner Advances - Recent advances in oil burner design have drastically reduced oil burner
particulate emissions as discussed earlier in this report. On-going developments can further reduce
emissions
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produce equipment that automatically re-adjusts burners to assure continued clean operation.

Flame Quality Indicators and other Advanced Controls - when a burner goes out of adjustment the
FOi nr Ad.,~tio~d~nl imtndiatdw Qimalc that w=rvim= ic TwA=Ay. v. . . . . S...vv.. A y. -.-~.”--~-.-..l ..& . . ..- ..ss.. ““. . .“- ,., ..””.._.
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also under development that can improve upon the FQI/AFQI devices and provide enhanced fimctions
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Conversion of Homes From Electric Heat to Oil - Annual emissions of Particulate Matter and all
other air pollutants are substantially reduced by switching homes that now use electric resistance heat
or h.@ pl~rn-p~f~~~pa~ea~.dWaterh-&_t@to ~ii he~~~n-g emlinrnent H.~~@ Q~i ~orn-p~j~~ ~Q~-~~~lJ~ ~~- =--= --------

convert electrically-heated homes to oil. Clearly, conversion from electric to oil heat can substantially
reduce Particulate Emissions in the US. Similarly, conversion Ilom electric to oil powered home
heaters can lower other air pollutants as follows:

■ Nitrogen C)xidesby a FACTOR OF 7
_ Unburned Hydrocarbons by a FACTOR IOF60
■ CarbonMonoxide by a FACTOR OF 12
■ Sulfir Oxides by a FACTOR OF 6 to 1:!
■ Carbon Dioxide by a FACTOR OF 2

Federal and State programs and policies that accelerate the rate of conversion from electric to oil heating
equipment can significantly lower Ozone and Particulate emissions and other air emissions in the US. In
additio~ heating costs savings are produced (typically 50°/0to 75°/0)which economically justifies
conversion in most cases.
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7. EMISSION REIXWTIONS ANIDCOST SAVINGS BY COPWER~”G HOMES
FROM ELIKTRIC HEAT TO OIL

Previous sections of this report compare the rate of emissions of Nitrogen Oxide, Particulate Matter, and
other air pdktants from home oil burners and other sources. The idorrnation that follows summarizes
the expected emission reductions by converting homes that use electricity for space and water heating to oil
powered equipment. This includes Nitrogen Oxide, Particulate, and Greenhouse gas reductions. Annual
cost savings and payback periods for converting from electric heat to oil are also presented for a range of
heating costs and electricity and oil prices. Switching electrically heated homes to oil significantly
reduces air emissions and reduces home heating costs. It is a good investment in most cases.

Nitrogen Oxide (Ambient Ozone) Reductions by Conversion to Oii Heat

The total Nitrogen Oxide release (a primary poMant that produces ozone) born electric utilities in the US
in 1995 was 7,135 thousand short tons, while the total electric energy generated was 2,994 billion kilosvatt-
hours (ref DOE/EIA-0348(95 )/2). This equals 1.32 pounds of NOx per million BTU of electric energy. If
10% is added for transmissio~ distributio~ and in-home energy losses, this becomes 1.45 Ms/MIWBTU
of ener=y deiivered to the home. Nitrogen Oxides from oil heating equipment in homes is 0.13
Lbs/’MMBTU based on recent IJSEPA emission factors (AP-42). When typical heating equipment

~T, which is almost %entimes less than the NOXefllciency is included. this becomes 0.15 Lbs/MMB
emissions per BTL; of heat delivered with ekctricim.

Home energy use includes space heating and
production of domestic hot water. Typical fuel use in
homes in oil heated regions of the US is about 850
.%lions of oil a year (118 million BTU per year), and
USDOE calculations indicate average energy use for
domestic hot water is about 24 million BTU per year.
Based on these usage rates and using median heating
equipment and water heater efficiencies, the average
reduction in Nitrogen Oxide emissions by switching
from electric to oil space hedng and hot water can be
determined for a typical house.

The chart on the right summarizes expected reductions
in Nitrogen Oxide emissions by converting a typical
home from electric space heat and hot water to oil
powered equipment. Conversion to oil reduce5 N’OX
emissions from 206 to only 21 pounds per year - a 90V0
reduction.

R%en an electric air-to-air heat pump with an actual
Coefficient of Performance of 1-6 is replaced by oil
equipment, NOX emissions drop from 142to21

TYPICALNOX EMISSIONS

250 ,

200-
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.—
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.—.
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pounds a year -an 85% reduction. Clearly, replacing electric home heating equipment is an effkctive way
to substantially lower lQOx emissions and ambient ozone levels in the US. National NOX reductions by
converting homes &om electric to oil powered heaters can be evaluated based on information published by
a L’S Department of Ener.~ {refi DOE&IA-0321(93)) which indicates that approximately 10 million
homes are heated by electricity in regions where oiI heat is also used. If all these homes were converted to
oil powered equipment for space and water kiter.Nitrogen Oxide emissions could be reduced by 1.5
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billion pounds or 765 thousand tons per year. This is a 3.5 r.mrcentreduction of total NOX emissions in
the US for 1995.

Public policies that encourage switching electrically heated homes to oil powered heaters can reduce
nitrogen oxide etilons and ozone levels in the ainlient air. Homeowners also benefit fkmn
substantial ene~ cost savings each year.

Particulate I&fatter Reductions by Conversion to Oii Heat

The totai release of particulate (PM-1 O)from electric utilities in the US in 1995 was 258 thousand short
tons, while the total electric energy generated was 2,994 billion kilowatt-hours (refi DOE/EIA-0348(95)/2).
This equals 0.051 pounds of PM per million BTU of electric ewagy. When 10% is added for
transmission distribution%and in-home energy losses, this becomes 0.056 LbMMMBTU of energv
delivered to the home.

Particulate ~om oil heating equipment in homes is 0.003 Lbs/MMBTU based on recent USEPA emission
factors (AP-42). When typical heating equipment efficiency is includ~ this becomes 0.0035
Lbs/NIMBTU. which is 16 times kss than thePM emissions per BTU of heat delivered with
ekctricitv.

3YPICAL PM EMISSIONS

For typical energy use for space and water hearing
in homes in oil heated regions of the US (118

I million BTU-per year for heag and 24 million BTU
.- wr vear for hot water). the average reduction in
6.U
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6.0

n ekc

❑oil

2.0

1.0
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PaJIculate emissions by switchin~ from ehxxric to

oil space heating and hot water can be determined
for a typical house.

The chart on the lefi summarizes expected PM
rerk+innc hv cnnvwtina a tvnical hnme fkm. ---v . . . . ..- --- -“.. - -- . ...= - .4.~---- . . . .. ..- . . “...

electric space heat and-hot water to oil powered
,.,...+.-..-+ P-. ..-.:--- .4 -d..-... n?+ h
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emissions from 8.0 to 0.5 pounds per year - a 94°/0

reduction. W“nenan ekztric air-hair heat pump
with an actual Coefficient of Performance of 1.6 is
replaced by oil equipment Particulate emissions
drop from 5.4 to 0.5 pounds a year - a 90%
reduction. Replacing electric home heatinq
equipment is an effective wav to twbstantiaiiv lower
emissions particulate levels iRthe ambient air in the
~.

National Particulate reductions by converting
homes iiom electric to oil powered hearers can be
evaluattxi based on approximately 10 rniilionhomes
that are heated by electricity in regions where oil

heat is widely used. If all these homes were converted to oil powered equipment for space and water
heatin~ Particulate emissions could be reducedby 613million pounds or 30 thousand tons per year.
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8. ENERGY COST SAVINGS AND PAYBACKS BY CONVERTING TO OIL

New England and the Northeast have the largest percentage of oil
heated homes, and the average price of residential fbel oil in these
regions in 1996 was $1.00 per gallo%while the price of
electricity in these regions was $0.126 per kilowatt-hour. This is
equivalent to $5.12 for the same amount of energy that is
contained in one gallon of oil (ref National Association of
Regulatory Utility Commissioners, Residential Electric Bills -
Winter 1995-96). See the chart on,the right. Conversion of homes
from electric heat and hot water to oil produces substantial
enereq cost savings.

The information that follows smmnarizes annual cost savings for
homes that convert to oil from electric resistance kaL electric
air-to-air heat pumps. and electric water heaters for a range of
electrici~ prices and amual enersg use rates. (Seethe complete
report for more details. )

ELEC AND OIL PRICES 1996 NEW
EN GL&NO. EAST

dec oil

Conversion from ekxtric resistance heat to oil offkrs the following advantages:

* Typical fuel savings of more than $3,000 a year are expected in New England and the Northeast
● Annual cost savings vary with house size but range from $896 a year to $7.934 a year in many cases
. Annual cost savings of $5,000 to $8,000 a year are expected in regions with larger homes where the

ekctric rates are near $0.16 per kwh.

These cost savings produce excellent paybacks for homeowners and can be economically attractive.

Annual cost savings from replacing electric heat pumps with oil heating equipment were evaluated for
typical eiectric and oil prices, producing an average savings of $1,!2’78a year. Conversion costs for
switching from heat pumps to oil is relatively low because the existing ductwork can be reused by the new
oil heating equipmen~ Therefore, excellent p}aybacks for homeowners are ofien avaiiable for this
conversio~ especially when the electric rates are $0.10 per kilowatt-hour or higher.

Cost savings by converting tlom an electric to oil powered water beater range from about S100 to $872 a

year depending on local ekxmicity and Ii.ieloil prices. An average cost savings for oil at $1.00 per gallon
and eiectrici~ at $0.12 per kilowatt-hour is S485 per year. Actual savings are higher when hot water use

within the home exceeds the L3DOE average of 64 gallons per day. The cost of a new oil water heater is
oflen in the range of $500 to $1000 depending on its size specific installation requirements. (Actual
installed costs vary widely and can be less than $500 or more than $1,000). This produces a payback on
the initial investment of within one to two years. This is an excellent cost saving investment fbr
homeowner that offem a 50°/0 to 100”A return on investment. If a ‘hankless coil - can be added to the
new oil boiler, the initial costs can be even lower than show and the payback can be less than one year.

Paybacks for Converting Homes to Oil Heat

The PAYBACK PERIOD is the time that is required to pay for the cost of conversion ($) from energy cost
savings ($ per year). The payback periods were calculated for converting fi-omelectric to oil powered space
and water heating equipment using a range of conversion costs and annual ener=sguse (house size). The
charts that follow show payback periods in years for homes converted from electric space heat and hot
water, and Eom electric heat pumps to oil powered equipment. Some key observations regarding these
calculations include the following.
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●

●

●

●

Good to excellent oayback ueriods ranging
from only ondmlf year to less than 5
years are produced by converting to oil for
electric and oil prices in New England and
the Northeast.
The lowest (best) payback periods are one
year and less and occur for lower
conversion costs of $3,000 to 5,000 (for
example, conversion of a home with an
electric iirnace with existing ductwork), and
for the higher energy use (larger homes).
Mid-range values ($9,000 conversion cost
and 900 gallons a year fiel use) produce
excellent payback periods of only 2 years,
which is a 50% return on investment.
Even for the higher conversion cost of
$15,000, paybacks are within 3 years for
medium to large size homes toward the right
of the chart.

The= 20-year cost savings, after deducting
conversion costs, for a mid-range installation is

5.0
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$76,000 by switching to oil from electric heat and hot water based on existing energy prices. This is an
excellent opportunity for homeowners to cut their energy costs by tens of thousands of dollars.
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The chart on the left shows payback periods in

years for homes converted from electric heat
pumps for space heat and electric hot water to oil
powered equipment. Payback a shorter (better)
for larger homes with higher fuel use toward the
right hand side of the chart. The family of curves
is for varying conversion costs ranging fi-om

$3,000(bottom) to $8,000 (top). These costs are
usually lower than for converting homes with
electric resistance heat because the warm air
heating ducts are already in place.

Some key observations regarding these
calculations include the following:

●

●

●

Paybacks periods ranging from only 0.9 to 6.5
years are produced by converting to oil in
New England and the Northeast.
The lowest (best) payback periods are one to
two years for low conversion costs of $3,000
to 4,000 and higher energy use.
Mid-range values conversion costs and home
fiel use produce very good payback periods
of only 2-112 to 3 years.
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The@ 20-year cost savings (deducting conversion costs) for a mid-range installation is $35,000 by
switching to oil from an electric heat pump and electric water heater based on existing energy prices in
New England and the Northeast. This is an important opportunity for homeowners who now use electric
heat pumps to reduce emissions of nitrogen oxides, particulate matter, greenhouse gases, and other air
pollutants, and to improve efficiency while also cutting their 20-year energy costs by tens of thousands of
dollars.

Summary of Benefits - Switching From Electric to Oil Heating Equipment

Conversion of homes that now use electric energy for space heat and hot water to oil powered equipment
produces many important advantages.

.

●

●

Q

●

●

●

●

●

Nitrogen Oxide emissions emitted for space and water heating with electricity are reduced by 90% by
switching to oil equipment. Annual NOX reductions of 765 thousand tons per year are possible, if 10
million homes are switched from electric to oil heating equipment. This reduction equals 3.5°/0 of the
total Nitrogen Oxide emissions in the US each year.

Particulate Matter emitted for space and water heating with electricity is reduced by 94°A by switching
to oil equipment. Annual PM reductions of 30 thousand tons per year are possible, if 10 million homes
are switched from electric to oil heating equipment.

Greenhouse Gas emissions (carbon dioxide) released by space and water heating with electricity is
reduced by 50°/0 by switching to oil equipment. Annual Carbon Dioxide reductions of 120 million
tons per year are possible, if 10 million homes are switched from electric to oil heating equipment.

Typical homeowners in the Northeast and New England who now use electricity for space heat and hot
water can save more than $3,000 a year by switching to oil. Switching a home with an electric heat
pump to oil heat can save about $2,000 a year.

Simply switching from an electric to oil powered water heater can save homeowners S485 a year
based on current oil and electricity prices in New England and the Northeast. In additio~ carbon
dioxide emissions are reduced by 2 tons a year for every water heater that is converted to oil.

Excellent payback periods are produced by converting electrically heated homes to oil powered
equipment, with typical paybacks of only 2 years or a 50°/0 return on investment for homeowners
based on current energyprices for the cases that were examined. This produces a 20-year cost
savings of $76,000 for homeowners.

Very good payback periods are often produced by converting homes with electric heat pumps to oil
powered equipment, with typical paybacks of only 2-1/2 to 3 years or a 33°/0 to 40°/0 return on
investment for homeowners based on current energy prices.

Major reductions in other air pollutants including carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, and sulfur oxides
are-also produced (ranging from 84’%0to 98°/0reductions) by replacing residential electric heaters with
oil powered boilers, fin-naces,and water heaters.

Policies that encourage homeowners to switch from electric to oil powered equipment can substantially
reduce air emissions, and homeowners benefit through much lower energy costs.

NOTE: This summary report is excerpted from “Expanded Use of Oil Burners to reduce Ambient Ozone
and Particulate Levels”, prepared in October 1997 by John E. Batey for the Petroleum Marketers
Association of America, the New England Fuel Institute, and the Oilheat Manufacturers’ Association
(OMA). For a complete copy of this report please call OMA at 802-325-3509.
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PMAA Oil Heat Tlechnician’s Manual

George V. Lanthier, Firedragon Enterprises, Inc., and
Robert Boltz, PIvLL4 Heating Fuels, Education Committee Chairman

Abstract of Presentation

This presentation will outline the history, the current status, and hopefi.dly the fiture of the
PMAA Oil Heat Technician’s (Silver Level) Manual.

The presentation will follow the Manuals’ history from its origins as an in-house training Manual
for the Pure Oil Co., a division of the Union Oil Co. of California in the 1950’s, to its evolution
under the National Oil Fuel Institute (NOFI) as an industry wide Manual. The history goes on
through the NOFI years to the years under the guidance of the Petroleum Marketers Education
Foundation (PMEF), and finally to the ongoing (custody of the Petroleum Marketers Association
of America in the 1990’s.

The presentation will discuss the efforts of many organizations and oil heating related firms to

provide a Manual that the industry could use to create a ‘same book, same page’ philosophy.
This philosophy allows for training under various State code jurisdictions and the teaching
policies and styles of the training organizations. By maintaining the policies and personalities of
the individual training organization, while using the Manual, the Manual and the associated
effort is to create a cohesive policy on industry education while providing continuity, and using
established oil heat terminology. The initial and. continuing efforts and contributions of firms
such as Union Oil of California (Union 76), Mobil Oil Corporation, Humble Oil and Refining
Company (Exxon), and Shell Oil Company in the development of a text that is easy to
understand, yet highly accurate in technical content will be discussed.

In addition, the paper will also focus on the continuing use and editorial input by industry
associations such as the Oil heat Manufacturers .Association (OMA), and many teaching and
educational organizations. Some of these being schools and seminars that incorporate the
Manual into programs conducted by such groups as the New England Fuel Institute (NEFI), the
Independent Connecticut Petroleum Association (ICPA), the Pennsylvania Petroleum
Association, and the National Association of Oil. Heating Service Managers (NAOHSM) and
several others.

The presentation will emphasize the major rewrites of the 1990 and 1992 revisions and the
current Third Edition to be released in 1998 with the majority of the discussion centered on the
Third Edition.
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Under the First Edition of the current Manual the Principal Editor, Gene Mangini developed the
concept of all editorial content being reviewed by him. By having final editing authority it

presented a Manual that appears to have been written by one individual instead of a committee or
group. The concept worked, and eliminated repetitive statements and comments and opposing
points of view by Chapter Editors. Further, it reduced the total page count of the Manual,
thereby reducing the cost of production, while ironically increasing the quality and quantity of
the information enclosed.

One concept that did not work with the two previous Edition’s was of having each Chapter ;
Editor submit questions on his respective writings. In the First Edition there literally ended up
being no questions developed by the text Committee or Editors and so NAOHSM and others
developed their own. With the Third Edition, the plan is for one person to do all of the questions
for the entire text.

Continuing on that basic premise, the Third Edition’s goal is to maintain this high level of
continuity, while bringing the Manual up to date with current state-of-the-art technologies and
techniques. Further, another ongoing and continuing goal since the First edition is to continue to
enhance the quality of the drawings and graphics within the Manual to reflect those emanating
ideas and products in the marketplace. Although this was the primary emphasis placed on the
Second Edition, the ever continuing emergence of new technology and ideas has proven that this
effort will ironically continue to be the goal of any further editions.

Major contributing editors to the Third Edition include Bob Hedden of OMA, John Batey of
Energy Research Center, Inc., Dan Holohan, Jim Todd of PETRO, and members of NAOHSM,
most notably John Wilcox of Moyer Fuel, and Richard Levi of Oil Services Inc..

Although having gone through several rewrites, revisions and reprints under three major
sponsors the Manual continues to be recognized as ‘the bible’ for the training of basic and
intermediate levels of oil heat technicians and is the cornerstone of the PMAA Silver Certificate
training program.

Material included in the presentation will be many new drawings and illustrations from major
manufacturers of oil heating equipment and several new drawings in the Chapters on Electricity.
These all new drawings are being produced by Firedragon Enterprises for the third Edition and
will be shown in overhead format. The drawings concentrate on basic circuit design and
construction and work their way up to the many common wiring diagrams for oil fired systems in
use today.

Finally, a closing comment will be made by Robert Boltz, of Vincent R. Boltz, the current
Pm Heating Fuels, Education Sub-Committee Chairman and President of NAOHSM. Bob
will outline the goals of the Manual’s Editorial Committee to continue a periodic review of the
Manual, and the mechanism to be put in place to receive input from users on the material to
include in a review to occur in a two to five year period.
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DIRECT VENTING CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

John M. Laisy, P.E.

OBJECTIVE:

The objective of this study was to develop basic concept guidelines for appliance manufacturers
in the use of high static pressure flame retention clil burners in direct vent applications.

INTRODUCTION:

Sidewall venting, which removes the products of combustion from a building without the use of
a chimney, can be accomplished in oil fired heating appliances in one of two ways. The first
option is to use an induced draft fan (“power venter”) to create a negative pressure (draft)
condition in the appliance and flue pipe and to expel the flue products through the wall and out of
the building. The second option is to utilize the oil burner as a forced drafl fan which “pushes”
the products of combustion with positive pressure through the appliance, flue pipe and exhaust
vent wall fitting or hood.

Since at least 1984 there have been discussions, studies, and applications related to sidewall
venting of oil heat appliances in the U.S. and Canada. In 1987, at the U.S. Department of Energy

Oil Heat Technology Conference at Brookhaven National Laboratory, four of twelve papers that
were presented and two of five workshops conducted addressed sidewall venting. By the early
1990’s, numerous oil heat appliance OEM’s were either interested or involved in developing
sidewall vented equipment.

Most of the work with power vented oil heat appliance applications in North America has been
undertaken by the primary manufacturers of induced draft fires, Field Controls and Tjernlund.
For forced draft (or “direct vent”) applications, however, the heating appliance manufacturer
typically looks to the burner manufacturer for guidance and assistance. This report is a summary
of the R. W. Beckett Corporation’s findings, understandings, and concerns regarding direct
venting of oil heat equipment,

TEST EXPERIENCE:

1. Boilers

In boiler design, U.S. manufacturers have led the way in the North American oil heat industry in
the area of direct venting, because pressure tight design and positive overilre pressure firing are
not uncommon with boilers. In the past several years, numerous boilers have been tested at
Beckett in direct vent configurations. Several of these boilers are now being marketed as direct
vented packaged systems.
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Boilers tested at R.W. Beckett Corporation included:

● an American made low mass steel boiler tested in 1993 with the AFII 150 burner at firing
rates ranging from 0.75 to 1.10 gph. Flue lengths of 2’ and 20’ were tested, in an outside
combustion air (“balanced flue”) arrangement. Flue diameter for all rates was 5“, with a
Field Controls wall terminal. Combustion air intake duct was 4“ diameter. Pre- and post-
purge of the boilerisystem was recommended.

. an American made steel boiler tested in early 1995, with firing rates approved at 0.65 and
0.75 gph with the AFII 85 burner. Flues of 4“ and 5“ diameter with Field Controls wall
terminals were tested at a 20’ length. Outside combustion air was provided directly to the
burner via a 4“ diameter duct. Short term cycle testing results were acceptable. Pre- and
post-purge of the system was specified.

● another #u-nerican made steel boiler tested later in 1995 with the AFII 85 and AFII 150

burners at 0.67 to 1.21 gph firing rates. Pipe of 4“ diameter was used for both the
combustion air inlet and exhaust vent, with run lengths of 15 feet plus two 90° elbows ( = 27
total equivalent feet). Pre- and post-purge of the system was specified.

● a pair of European cast iron boilers tested in early 1996, with rates approved at 0.75 gph for
the smaller unit with the AFII 85, and 0.85 gph for the larger unit with the AFII 150. Tests
were run with minimum (2’) and maximum (15’) vent pipe lengths. Ducted outside
combustion air was provided. Pre- and post-purge controls were specified. Short term cycle
testing results were acceptable.

2. Furnaces

A conventional, traditional chimney vented heating appliance has the inherent safety advantage
of negative pressure in the system. If a leak occurs in the heat exchanger of a conventional
chimney vented furnace, air will be drawn k from the ductwork system. In direct vent systems,
the combustion chamber, heat exchanger, and at least part of the flue vent system are typically
under positive pressure, so that a leak in the heat exchanger may force flue products into the duct
system when the warm air circulating fan is off. Several Canadian manufacturers led the way in
developing unique designs with features such as coaxial combustion air/exhaust vent pipes, low
pressure drop heat exchangers, small diameter/high velocity exhaust vent pipes, and wind
resistant wall terminal fittings.

Furnaces tested at R.W. Beckett Corporation included:

● a Canadian furnace designed for direct venting, tested in 1991 and 1992. The AFII 85 was
recommended at 0.65 to 0.85 gph, with the AFII 150 required at 1.0 gph. A 4“ inside
diameter, 15’ long insulated stainless steel flexible flue provided by the customer was used
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for testing. The customer also supplied a coaxial inletloutlet wall terminal for combustion air
intake and exhaust.

three models designed by another Canadian fiu-nace manufacturer for direct venting, tested in
mid- 1992. The AFII 85 and 150 were applied at rates from 0.51 gph to 0.95 gph. All units
were tested with 3“ flue, to promote high flue gas velocity to maintain flue gas temperatures

above the condensation points for sulfi.u and water. Outside combustion air was not specified
by the customer. Pre- and post-purge of the system was specified.

an American made multi-position Iirnace tested in 1994 with 6“ diameter, 15’ and 30’ long
vent pipes. Testing was performed with the AFG burner at 1.10 gph, with various outside air
intake configurations. Post-purge was recommended to reduce off cycle temperatures.

a pair of Canadian furnaces, modified for direct venting, tested and approved in mid 1996
with the AFII 85 and 150 burners. A 4“ diameter duct was used for outside combustion air,
with 3“ inside diameter, 20’ long flexible stainless steel insulated flue pipe used for venting.
Pre- and post-purge was specified. Firing rates were 0.60 to 0.84 gph for the smaller furnace
and 0.72 to 1.08 gph for the larger fhrnace. Short term cycle testing results were acceptable.

a Canadian “chamberless” furnace (i.e., steel combustion chamber with no refractory lining)
also tested in 1996. This fiunace performed successfully with the Beckett AFG burner.
Outside air for combustion was provided by a Field Controls air boot with a 3“ diameter, 25’
long inlet pipe. Exhaust venting was via a 25’ long, 3“ diameter flue pipe. Final testing was
with 0.40 and 0.50 nozzles at 180 psig.

a series of American fiu-naces modified for direct venting which were tested in 1997 with
AFII 85 and 150 burners. System design included 3“ and 4“ inside diameter flexible

stainless steel insulated flue pipes, with 4“ diameter outside combustion air duct. The
fhrnace manufacturer designed a wall terminal with separate air intake and exhaust fittings,
with special consideration for wind effects. controls for optimal reliability were included in

the system design.

Water heaters

Many homes in North America that use oil for space heating use an electric domestic hot water
heater. In many cases, an oil fired water heater can be installed which will reduce the cost of
water heating. Also, electric furnace and electric heat pump systems can be modified to include
a water heated coil, which can be supplied by the oil fired hot water heater that supplies the
domestic hot water.

To date, the only water heaters in sidewall ventecl service utilize power venters. Direct venting is
a future possibility, but temperature and combustion gas leakage concerns must be considered.
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SYSTEM DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS:

Special design considerations are required for direct venting of oil fired appliances such as
boilers, fiunaces, and water heaters.

A. Appliance

-Appliances must be sealed to prevent leakage from positive pressure firing (including
inspection doors) and factory tested in production for leaks.

-Combustion chambers should be designed so that burner head and air tube temperatures
do not exceed allowable limits.

-Tight fit of the combustion chamber to the burner head/air tube is required, to minimize
carbon blowback on startup.

-Extensive study and life testing of fiunace heat exchangers are required due to leakage
concerns.

-Heat exchanger design should incorporate minimum pressure drop to reduce restriction
and resultant pressure pulse and smoke/soot on startup.

-Appliance sizing should be optimized/minimized to match heating load to reduce short
cycling (i.e., maximize typical “on” time to minimize condensing mode in vent exhaust pipe).

B. Burner

-High static pressure burners like the Beckett AFG and AFII burner are required.
-Provision for outside air connection is required, either as a built-in feature of the burner

or as an accessory (see Air Inlet below).
-Pre-purge to initiate flow in the system, and post-purge to cool the system and purge any

flue gases, are required, either by a conventional primary control with a pre- and post-purge timer
kit, or by an integrated advanced pre- and post-purge primary control.

-With pre- and post-purge, a solenoid operated oil valve with standard fiel unit, or a
pump with integral solenoid valve, is required.

-Two-step firing, with high excess air on startup to minimize startup smoke, may provide
benefits in keeping the system clean.

C. Air Inlet

-Ducted outside combustion air is required for balanced air flow and “tight” house

construction, with a screened intake air hood and vacuum relief valve (to provide combustion air

in case of intake air hood blockage).

-Air irdet can be solid or flexible, with required diameter and maximum allowable length

determined by testing.

D. Vent Exhaust Pipe

-Stainless steel or other corrosion resistant material is required, with specific type and

suitability to be determined by the appliance manufacturer.
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-Vent exhaust pipe can be solid or flexible, with required diameter and maximum
allowable length determined by testing.

-Insulation is recommended to maintain high flue gas temperatures to minimize

condensation. Double wall flexible type pipe with insulation between the walls and minimal

JQhU.Sis hig~y recommended.
-Design must be leaktight with all joints sealed with high temperature silicone caulk or

equal.
-No barometric damper is to be used.
-Slope horizontal sections down 1/4” per foot to drain any condensate to the outside,

instead of toward the appliance.

E. Vent Hood

-One common option is Field Controls SWH or equivalent (stainless steel; material type
and suitability to be determined by appliance manufacturer).

-Various appliance manufacturers have developed their own proprietary designs.
-Development of other designs is recommended, with wind effect resistance and

“ejection” of combustion products away from the wall to minimize house staining.

F. Appliance Controls

-A pressure switch to detect a blocked heat exchanger or flue (or a blocked combustion
air inlet), to shut down the appliance, is recommended.

G. Installation

-Extended field tests should be performed by the appliance manufacturer to confhm the
design of the heat exchanger, vent exhaust pipe, and vent hood related to unit sooting, wall
staining and corrosion.

-Combustion air inlet should be on the same outside wall as the flue gas outlet, with east
or south wall prefemed to minimize wind effects.

-Intake and outlet locations should be per National Fuel Gas Code, ANSI Z223. 1 (see
attached figure) and any applicable national or local codes.

-Appliance manufacturers must include explicit requirements, approved system
components list, and system limitations in their installation manuals.

H. Miscellaneous

-Flue gas temperature at the inlet of the vent hood should typically be in the range of
minimum 350”F - 400”F to reduce the possibility of sulfur condensation on the outlet terminal.

-Flue gas temperature at the outlet of the appliance should be maximum 600”F to reduce
possibility of damage to high temperature silicone caulk.

-Vent pipe length and diameter should be minimized to maintain high flue gas
temperature and high flue gas velocity (consider 3“- 4“ diameter).
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-Wind tests per ANSI Z21. 13 and/or ANSI Z2 1.47 or equal should be performed to
confirm suitable system operation.

CONCERNS:

The following items are of specific concern or caution as relates to direct venting system design:

Stainindsooting of house wall--Some concern has been expressed by experienced field personnel
regarding oil/heat/combustion products-related staining and carbon sooting in power and direct
vented systems. For this reason, extended field testing by appliance manufacturers in a variety of
environments is strongly recommended. Special controls (such as the Flame Quality Indicator)
may be warranted to shut down an appliance which is not operating optimally before it causes
damage to the side of a house.

High flue szas temperatures--Flue gas temperatures that are too high at the appliance outlet may
damage the silicone caulk needed for the gas-tight installation required due to positive pressure
in the vent pipe. Proper burner/heat exchanger design can prevent this problem.

Low flue gas temperatures--Flue gas temperatures that are too low can lead to condensation of
sulfur (at about 220°F - 240°F) and water (at about 120°F) in the flue pipe and/or wall exit
terminal. Flue gases are cooled as they pass from the appliance through the vent pipe to the wall,
then they are chilled by the cool or cold outside ambient air that surrounds the vent terminal.

Corrosion--Condensed sulfur, along with ambient moisture or condensed water vapor fi-om the
flue gases, will create sulfi.u-ic acid, which will attack carbon steel, galvanized steel, aluminum,
and some stainless steels.

Vent terminal~--Special wall terminals may be needed to project flue gases out and away from

the house wall, while shielding the flow from high wind effects. Coaxial exhaust terminals/air
inlets have the benefit of preheating combustion air and requiring only one hole in the house
wall, but chilling of the flue gases will occur and may be detrimental. Recirculation of flue
products to the inlet of a coaxial terminal must be avoided. Wall terminals and exhaust vent
pipes must be constructed of corrosion resistant materials.

Appliance design--Because of the positive pressure firing of a typical direct vent system, special
consideration must be given to appliance design. Leaks in a positive pressure heat exchanger in
a fbrnace can result in flue gases in the house ductwork. Leaks in a positive pressure fired boiler
can also result in combustion products in the home. Loose fitting inspection ports/doors and flue
collectors will lead to darnage from hot flue gases and soot leakage. Highly restrictive heat
exchangers can result in high transient gas pressures and restricted airflow on startup with
resultant sooting.

Exhaust vent lentzthS--Long exhaust vents result in highly restrictive systems and flue gas
temperatures that are too low at the wall terminal. Some manufacturers have tested and approved
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systems with short exhaust vents (2’ to 15’ maximum), while others have tested exhaust vents of
20’, 30’ and 40’. Appliance manufacturers must limit exhaust vent lengths in their installation
instructions to lengths approved by laboratory testing.

Standardized wind tests--Wind tests are rec[uired for sidewall vented gas-fired heating

appliances. At this time, wind tests are not included in UL, CSA, or ANSI standards for oil-fired
equipment, although the gas standard wind tests are required in Canada and often applied in the
U.S. Uniform requirements need to be developed and applied for equipment for the North
American market.

Buildimz codes--Barriers related to local and national building codes need to be addressed. This
issue includes updating of NFPA 31 for installation of oil fired heating equipment in sidewall
vented applications.

Svstem desi~n--All components of the direct vent appliance application--boiler or fi.u-nace,
burner, air supply, vent components, materials, controls, and codes--must be considered together
in an engineered system approach.

CONCLUSIONS:

1. Direct venting, as part of an en~ineered oil heat system, is a viable option to a conventional

chimney.

2. Further development of components and extended testing of systems need to be performed.

Several issues need to be considered, including corrosion of vent systems, appliance sooting,

house wall staining, and design of vent pipinghvall fittings. Also, field experience information

needs to be documented and communicated to the oil heat industry.

3. The best burner offerings for direct vent applications provide stable positive pressure firing
capability and the feature of easy outside combustion air connection.

REFERENCE INFORMATION:
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“Mechanical Horizontal Venting Equipment”, Steve Guzorek, pg. 131.
“Direct Venting Oil Systems -- Field Experience”, John D. Marran, pg. 133.
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THROUGH-THE-WALL VEi4T HOOD LOCATIOfNS
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Location of the termination of the vent pipe shall be in accordance w“th the National Fuel Gas we A. N.S.I.. 2223.1 (SeS
requirements MOW) and any local codes which are applicable. Only one boiler may be exhaustedthrough●achvent hood.

a.

b.
c.

d.

●.
f.

The ●xit terminals of mechanical draft systems shall not be less than 7 feet above grade when located
●djacen[ 10 public walkways.
Aventingsystem shall terminate at least 3 feet above any forced air inlet located within 10 Ieel.
The venting system Of other thana direct vent appliznce shall terminate at least 4 feel beiOW. ~ feet
horizontally from or 1 foot above any door. window or gravity air inlet into any building.
An appliance with m inpul Of over 5CJ.000 BTU per hour shall require a 12 inch venI termination Clear21nCe
from any opening. The bo:fom Of the vent [erminal and @nyair intake shall be located al least 12 inches above

snow level.
Forced draft systems shall be designed and installed so ss 10 prevenl leakage of vent gasses into building.

The vent termination point shall not be installed clos~w than 3 feet from an inside corner of an L-shaped

structure.
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EVOLUTION OF THE CHIMNEY

Arthur A. Irwin

Background
What brought about the thought process for the subject of this paper? Ironically, an outspoken
elderly gentleman who was frustrated with his new heating boiler connected to his eighty year old
chimney stated “They can put a man on the moon, why can’t they build something as simple as a
chimney that works?”

An energy crisis in the seventies and high energy costs accelerated research and development in
residential heating equipment. Today, the consumer has an excellent variety of options from which
to choose. The main focus was on burners, fiunaces and boilers and the lowly chimney was lefl
behind as it was not realized there would be fhture problems in venting. The consumer and the
industry pushed for higher efficiency and when this equipment was put in service, the problems
began. In addition to the new housing installations, the heating equipment installed in the forties and
fifties was reaching the end of its lifespan. During those years, thousands of conversion oil burners
converted homes iiom wood and coal to oil actually giving many of todays oil dealers their start
in business. The next step was the installation of new, more efficient equipment and it was assumed
the large, outside brick chimneys would serve the purpose. Unfortunately this was not the case and
at this point, the condensing chimney was born, This dealt a major blow to the mantiacturing
industry as it struggled to develop heating appliances that would perform with existing conditions.
The oil heat industry was down but not out and struggled to its feet. Manufacturers, researchers, oil
suppliers, and all players combined their efforts and gradually rallied forth. It was obvious
alternative options was the solution and at this point, a new breed of venting devices gradually
appeared.

Back To Basics
The term “Chimney” covers a vast spectrum of a basic principle. Websters Dictionary defines the
chimney as: “A vertical structure incorporated into a building and encloses a flue or flues that carry
off smoke”. It also describes the chimney as: “A tube of glass placed on a lamp around a flame”
Here we have the same basic principle applied to the 200 foot high industrial stack and the old
fashioned kerosene lamp.

The Early Years
Let us go back to the turn of the centtuy when considerable progress was made in the

residential heating industry. Central heating systems became the norm with large furnaces and
massive duct systems and similar progress was made with hot water and steam systems.
Efficiency was not a major issue with oil at 18 cents per gallon, research and development (R &
D) toddled along at its own leisurely pace.
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As burners, boilers and fhrnaces became more efficient, the traditional brick chimney gradually
became a troublesome burden. The situation has changed so drastically, many of the existing tile .
chimney liners will not meet today’s codes. For example, manufacturers of 8“ x 8“ and 8“ x 12”
tile liners have been producing the same sizes for over 60-70 years and have made few changes..
They have lost a large portion of their chimney market share because they do not conform to the
present requirements. More common in rural areas, the first brick chimneys served a kitchen stove
and had no tile liner and the earlier fi.u-naces were later comected as well. Today’s heating
equipment has reached a high level of operating efficiency and that simple device called the
“Chimney” with its new problems has lefl many installers and service people in a quandary.

Interesting Designs
Those large,outside brick chimneys came in many shapes and sizes and were considered as an
important part of the architecture of the home as they stood in a stately fashion, carefi.dly crafied
by the skilled tradesmen of the era. In fact, many bricklayers were hired because of their design
skills and the internal size and shape were secondary. The large size was necessary because the
homes were heated with solid fiel. Many of these chimneys have been well maintained and others
have been patch~ re faced and transformed into structures that hardly resemble a chimney. The
original chimneys used for venting heating appliances were inefficient but did meet the needs at that
time. Those massive fireplaces were also a main source of heat loss.

A Reversal Began
Running parallel with the introduction of improved burners, fiumaces and boilers, manufacturers
worked titically at the drawing boards to improve their products. For many, it was a matter of
survival. In fact many did not. R & D barrelled along which resulted in better burners and better
fiu-nace and boiler heat exchangers. In just a few short years, efficiencies climbed from 65% to 80?40
plus. It has been said that the Flame Retention Burner with its 100 to 300 Deg.F hotter flame and
lower emissions was the greatest breakthrough in the history of oil heating. This provided a much
needed companion for those fast improving heating appliances that were being developed. These
progressive improvements in efficiency also created a major problem.

Higher efficiency meant less waste heat going up the chimney and a drastic drop in stack
temperature. Those previous 700 F. degree temperatures that kept the chimney warm dropped to
the 350 degree F. level. As the exhaust gases travel up the chimney and drop in temperature, they
reach the condensing or dew point and the moisture in the gases forms a corrosive liquid.. The older
chimney is also drastically over sized and not comparable with today’s heating appliances.
Jn.stalling a high efficiency heating appliance in an over size~ outside chimney will often guarantee
problems. Inside chimneys have fhr fewer problems because they sit in a warm environment and
the drail is more consistent.

Why All The Problems?
After many years, that fhithfid device, the chimney suddenly became a costly burden. We now had
an imbalance in heating technology. Equipment manufacturers had made excellent progress in the
development of more efficient burners, boilers and furnaces but the chimney industry lagged fm
behind. This was understandable in the early stages because nobody suspected in advance there
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would be a problem. There are several reasons why the conventional large chimney is not
compatible with today’s modern heating equipment:

1. Higher efficiency equipment:
- Lower temperature emissions.
- Less chimney warming.

2. New burners:
- Less excess air

- Less chimney warming.

3. More Efficient Buildings
- Less running time.
- Less chimney warming.

Burner - On - Time
What is an average “burner on” time during those cold winter nights ? Very large homes with
marginal levels of insulation and an outside brick chimney and an oil burner operating at a steady
state efficiency level of 86- 88% are the typical problem homes. The ASHRAE 103 Standard [3]
[4] assumes an average “burner on” time of 9.7 minutes and “off” period of 33.3 minutes. These
numbers will vary with each home, heating system and locality.

As we can see, there is not one but several contributing factors that compound these problems. The
end result is, the burner runs for shorter periods producing lower stack temperatures than the old,
less efficient equipment. It is not the fault of the heating equipment manufacturers, it is a result of
temperatures and chemistry. The higher the efficiency, the greater the problem. I call it “The High
Cost of Ef%ciency”. Heating equipment that operates in the 80 to 83% efficiency range will have
fewer problems than equipment that operates in the 84 to 88% range.

Less Excess Air
The Flame Retention Burners use less excess air which is a definite plus in energy efficient homes.
This means the burner is taking less air fi-om the living area in the home. The down side of this
statement tells us that less excess air means less warming effect in the chimney and this of course
adds to the condensing problem. The following is a typical example:

OLDER EQUIPMENT
Breech Temperature 600 deg. F.
9% C02, Efllciency 76 VO
Excess Air 69%

TODAY’S EQUIPMENT
Breech Temperature 450 deg. F.
12% C02, Efficiency 84%
Excess Air 28%

WE NOW HAVE A REDUCTION OF 41% LESS EXCESS AIR.
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Not only are burners more efllcient, heat exchangers in fi.unaces and boilers are much improved
resulting in reduced exit temperatures. The new, more efficient heat exchangers actually “wring’”
or squeeze more heat energy out of the fiel, leaving less heat energy traveling up the chimney.

More Energy Savings
The third major factor that contributes to the cold chimney problem is the energy ei%cient building
envelope. Blowing in insulation and upgrading the energy efficiency of the home can reduce heating
costs by 30- 40’%0.Less heating load means faster temperature recovery and less ‘on time’ for the
burner; again, less chimney warming.

The Barometric Damper
Is it necessary? Utiortunately it is unless the heating appliance is certified otherwise. The darnper
stabilizes the &all over the fire during those unsettled windy periods. This device does contribute
to the problem by permitting dilution air to enter the chimney from the living space, adding to the
cooling effect. We can easily see the drastic reduction in temperature and the reduced flow of flue
gases in today’s chimneys versus those installed thirty years ago.

First Symptoms
When modem highly efficient heating appliances with low stack temperatures are installed in large,
outside brick chimneys, the brick increases in temperature very slowly because of the large cold
mass. Each five minutes of firing may increase the chimney temperature by only five degrees. If
this large mass of brick sits “cold soaking” for several hours, it eventually gets colder rather than
warmer. The condensing and formation of the corrosive fluid may take place for some time before
it is visually detected. One of the first symptoms is that the corrosive fluid will be seen weeping
out around the flue connector thimble and running down the basement wall. When the problem is
more serious, the liquid will leech out through the mortar between the bricks and run down the
exterior face of the chimney. This can create an unsightly mess. The question is. how much
darnage has taken place? Inspections with video cameras will not always reveal the severity of the
problem.

At What Temperatures Do These Problems Occur?
The moisture in the combustion gases condenses (forms a liquid) as the temperature drops below
the dew point. The dew point for sulfuric acid will vary depending on the sulfhr content in the oil.
Until we see a dramatic reduction in the sulfhr levels in fi.unace oil, we will continue to have the
problem. The acid dew point for # 2 fhrnace oil with 0.25 percent sulfhr lies between 225 and 240
degrees F. (Krajewski, 1993). Surfaces below these temperatures will be subjected to a very
corrosive environment which can destroy the chimney and the heating appliance heat exchanger.
Factors that influence these conditions include chimney wall temperature and flue gas velocity,
temperature and dew point each affects the condensate as well.

Suggested Codes and Standards
In this paper, I am using Canadian codes as examples. Any installer or persons selecting materials
and equipment should own or have access to, and be familiar with the appropriate codes. I do refer
to several examples in the codes but I stress, these sections referred to should not be used without
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referring to the codes in their entirety, otherwise costly errors could take place. Installers use codes
as guidelines which cover most conditions. Codes also speci~ that it is the responsibility of the user
of the standard to judge its suitability for that spedlc installation. Quite frequently, an installer when
involved in an installation in abnormal circumstances, will seek an interpretation for a specific section
of the code from the office of the provincial fire authority or a local building inspector. I must stress
the fact there are codes and there is common sense! If we can somehow permit a bit of both to enter
the picture and allow these to be our guide, we will have far fewer problems with all of our heating
installations.

The Canadian Standards Association CAN/CSA - B 139-M91 Installation Code for Oil Burning
Equipment addresses all residential oil heating installations in Canada. This code was last revised in
1991 primarily to include power venters. This cc~dehas served the industry very well but there are
sections that are due for upgrading. Another familiar code is CAN/CSA - B365 - M91 Installation
Code for Solid - Fuel Burning Appliances and Equipment. Several Canadian insurance companies
are now only recognizing solid fi-relinstallations carried out by Wett certified installers. (Wood
Energy Technolo~ Transfer Inc). These courses and the certification programme are administered
by both government and the wood heat industry primarily on a volunteer basis. Chimney masons are
required to use CAN/CSA - A405-M87- Design and Construction of Masonry Chimneys and
Fireplaces.

Applying The Codes
As previously indicated, today’s heating specialist must be better informed and more versatile than
in the past. They must also have a good understanding of codes dealing with related trades. They
must be familiar with ventilation systems and heat recovery ventilators because balancing the
ventilation rate can have a close relationship with combustion air and venting. To better illustrate an
example of how one code can contradict or misinform the user, the CSAB139 - M91 code, section
4.2.2.6 states: “ A new appliance or burner shall not be connected to an unlined masonry chimney.
Such chimneys shall be relined in accordance with CSA Standard CAN/CSA - A405 .“ This section
gives one the impression any “new” installation must have a lined chimney and the unlined chimney
is acceptable for old or existing equipment. The 1995 National Fire Code for Canada, Section
2.6.1.4 specifies that “all” installations must have a lined chimney. The National Fire Code
supersedes all other codes and by - laws. By the term “Lined”, they refer to a lining of either tile or
metal or approved material.

There is a lack of edorcement in many areas which makes Me very difficult for the heating contractor
who attempts to follow the codes. The contractor quotes the homeowner on the cost of a liner
installation and the homeowner often feels the contractor is attempting to make an unnecessary sale
This is one of the greatest complaints I receive from the entire heating industry. Another example
is: section 5.1 of the B 139- M91 code which specifies that an efficiency test must be performed on
all burners after the installation of or after alteration to or semicing of, or addition to, oil burning
equipment. This is a minimum requirement and should be enforced in all jurisdictions.
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Using The Flue Sizing Charts.
The CSA- B139-M91 code illustrates Permitted Flue Sizes for both insulated and uninsulated flues
in both Imperial and Metric. See table (1) for Uninsulated Flue Sizes.. The problems generally only
exist in the uninsulated flues. The table lists four chimney heights with minimum base
temperatures based on the total input rating of all comected appliances for various firing rates in
USGPH. For example, if the total input is 140,000 Btu/hr. and the firing rate 1.00 GPH, the
minimum inside flue diameter is 4“ and the maximum is 6“, the minimum allowable base
temperature is 300 Deg.F. The sizing chart covers firing rates from 0.50 to 5.00 USGPH.

The large, outside brick chimneys are the greatest offenders. Chimneys located inside the building
envelope usually contain suf%cient heat to prevent serious problems; thus, inside chimneys should -
be our first choice.

Partial Solutions
There are chimneys with marginal condensing problems that occur on an intermittent basis. If the
problem can be properly diagnose~ insulating the vent connector with high temperature insulating
blanket can increase the flue gas temperature entering the chimney by 65 to 85 Deg.F. I stress, in
minor cases, this approach may or may not correct the problem. Increasing the firing rate of the
burner is another corrective measure that may reduce the severity of the problem. Do not fire above
the recommended range for the heating appliance.

Not Recommended
A procedure I have seen being used by frustrated oil burner service personnel and do not
recommend; is that in an attempt to increase the stack temperature, they remove several tube baffles
in steel boilers. Those tubes with the baflles removed will have an accelerated flow of flue gases
which will increase the stack temperature. The remaining tubes with baffles will have a slower flow
rate of combustion gases. The two flow rates can result in the upper tube sheet being subjected to
two temperature differences. This leads to two rates of expansion and contraction which can result
in weld fatigue and leaks and reduced boiler life.

Good Practice
When giving seminars on this subject, I continuously stress a very important point to the audience.
When quoting on a boiler or I%rnace installation in an outside brick chimney and feel there is even
a remote chance the chimney will condense, put a notation on your quote. Example: “Because of
the high operating efficiency of this heating appliance, it may be necessary at a later date to install
a metal liner at a cost of X dollars”. If you do not take these precautionary measures, the
homeowner could legally force you to install the liner free of charge. The homeowner in good faith
paid for anew appliance installation and it is not performing. I have seen several examples of this
happen and both parties ended up in court. A simple paragraph on the quote would have prevented
much grief
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VENTING OPTIONS

Brick Chimneys
The majority of manufacturers of the tile liners are limited to outside dimensions of 8“ x 8“ or
8“X12” which are oversized. The 8“ x 8“ tile liner has i~ide dimensions 6%’ x 6~. There ~e
manufacturers who are now producing 7, 8 and 10“ round liners of tile material but they are too
large for the low firing rates encountered in todays energy efiicient housing.

The Factory-Built Insulated Chimney - This is a popular option for new construction. The inside
dimensions must cotionn to code requirements. These chimneys are available in all sizes for
residential applications. The insulated chimney petiorrns ve~ well because the inside temperature
is easily maintained. This is not always an option for renovations in existing buildings because of
space limitations and the installation can be labour intensive. Many exterior installations are boxed
in as the homeowner often objects to the shiny appearance of the pipe installed outside the building.

“L” Vent - DWS (Double Wall Steel)
The vent consists of an uninsulated metal liner with an inner liner of stainless steel and an outer
galvanized type casing with a 1/4” to 1/2” air space between the two. These cannot be used outdoors
and require an enclosed shafl with metal spacers to comply with the code and protect the assembly.
These are more commonly used in new construction.

‘Z” Flex- Flexible or Rigid Chimney Liners
The most logical solution for existing older buildings with large exterior or interior brick chimneys.
The flex versions work well in those chimneys with a slight offset. Installation requires the cutting
of an opening in the base of the chimney and the liner can be dropped from the top. In the past,
installers often back filled with waterproof granular insulation. This procedure is no longer
permitted in many jurisdictions. Should the metal liner fail, the insulation could run in and plug the
vent and cause a fatality.

Power Venters
The Power Venter, also known as the sidewall vent system, is installed in the chimney connector.
It has improved since first introduced, with better materials to withstand corrosion. The venter has
an internal blower that boosts the flow of emissions from the appliance to the outdoors. New
improved venters have a “O”clearance feature. Extreme care must be taken when installing and
balancing these devices to ensure they are operating at maximum efficiency. The Power Venter must
be certified by a recognized testing agency for use on each boiler or furnace. The appliance label
must specify which venter may be used. The Power Venter should not be confused with the Drafl
Inducers. The Drafl Inducer is simply a paddle wheel blower device that is installed in a slot cut in
the side of the flue gas comector. These are sometimes used when poor draft conditions exist but
they can have a negative effect on the efficiency of the burner. These can be a compromise when
everything else fails.

Direct Vent System
The tam” Direct Vent” refers to a non mechanical sealed combustion vent system and is dependent
on the static pressure produced by the burner to e~aust the piped emissions through the side wall.
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This system performs especially weIl in airtight houses that are normally sensitive to pressure
changes within the structure. Combustion air is piped from the outdoors directly into the burner. The
entire system is completely isolated from the home environment. This is of interest to those with
environmental sensitivities. Both the intake and the exhaust vent terminal must be on the same
exterior wall to ensure the air pressure is balanced through the system. High quality sealants must

- -------be ‘used tU GMUIGthere m rw emissicmfi leaking into tfle hum. - -- . -------- _- —-:-. -r._ 1-:-1-The ~tlt~lV~lSIUIIS GUIISISL U1 d Ill~U

grade stainless flex pipe wrapped in a blanket of insulation and enclosed in an aluminum outer spiral
flexible pipe. These are safe to touch and are approved for zero clearance through a wood structure.
Other advantages includes the much lower sound level and they can be installed with the same
simplicity and time frame required to install a clothes dryer. The same exit terminal installation
clearances and specifications that apply to the Power Venter are used for the Direct Vent
installations. The Direct Vent has become popular in electric to oil conversions because of cost and
simplicity in installations.

Other Considerations
Research has been carried out on non corrosive, porcelain lined materials for chimney use which
is another option. In Europe, porcelain lined cast iron pipe has been used successfidly.The actual
_-- —-r- --- ._:ll l_- _.--l_ L:_L -- *L-— A- —----- ---J.--A- --.-:I-LI- L... A- l:r- -.----4 ----- ..:II
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make the investment practical.

Conclusion
This overview of the history of combustion venting has illustrated how the simple brick chimney
hoc CSI-TTPA nllr nserlc fnr cm70ml hluwlrerl vesarc md hnxxr it ic nn~w nlmnct nhcnlet~ The ~nm-g,r ~p~~~~
L4U,J owl , _ “W l.”— .“1 _ v w.- ..-1- “u J WLAL.I U41U LAW . . -. . . I.V . . WIIX.V.. VV-WA ---- . ... w..”.

of the seventies was costly but we would not have the variety of high pefiormance heating
equipment available to the consumer today if the crisis had not taken place. The heating industry
has come a long way in recent years, but not without problems. Much is expected of today’s
equipment. It must be as reliable as the household refrigerator. One malfi.mction causes annoyances,
two malfimctions and we have an irate consumer. The credibility of the product, the installer and
the heating company are at stake. There is much to be done in the area of information transfer from
the manufiwt-urer, the code source legislators and the installation ind~. There must be more code
etiorcement to ensure the heating equipment is properly installe~ serviced and maintained. In many
jurisdictions, this issue is not presently being properly addressed. Unfortunately, the Oil Heat
Industry must pay the price. The end result is always equipment failure, shoddy workmanship and
a scar on the image of the industry.
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NOTE: Table 1 (Imperial) Permitted Flue Siiing is from CAN/CSA - B139-M91 Inatdation Code for
oil Burning Equipment - Fire Safety and Fuel Burning Equipment- A National Standard of Canada.
(Do not use this table without referring to the code in ita entirety.)

Installation Cade for Oil Burning Equipment

Table 1 (Imperial)
Permitted Flue Sizes and Minimum Base

Temperatures for CircUIar FIues* in Chimneys with
ThermaI Resistance Less than R6 (6 ft2.h.0F/Btu)

Total Input rating Mlnlmum base
of all connected Flue inside temperature ,“F, for

appliances diameter, in chimney height, ft, of

kW kBtu/h USGPH Minimum Maximum 11 20 28 36

21. 70 0.50 3 s 300 400 53.5 725

27 91 0.65 3 5 275 340 430 535

31 10.s 0.75 4 s 260 320 380 47S

36 119 0.85 4 5 250 300 355 430

41 140 1.00 4 6 225 300 365 430

51 175 1.25 4 6 240 275 320 365

62 210 1.50 5 7 240 275 320 365

72 245 1.75 5 7 230 265 295 330

82 280 2.00 6 8 230 265 29S 330

123 420 3.00 7 10 230 250 275 300

164 560 4.00 8 11 220 240 255 285

205 700 5.00 9 12 220 240 250 265

“$ee Table 3 for equivalent rectangular flue sizes.

Notes:

(1) Thermal resistance values for typical &imneys areas follows:

R2 (2 f@.h.°F/8tu): day-lined masonry
A-vent

R3 (3 d.h.°F/Btu): metal liner in day-lined masamy

R6 (6 f#.h.”F/8tu): metal-or day-lined masanry with R4.5 (4.S f?.h.0V8tu) insulation between liner and

masonry (eg, 2 in of expanded mica or 1-3/8 in af high density glass fibreboard).

(2) Tabie is based on 40% excess air. Far higher excess air ratios, minimum flue size shall be increased
Seecommentary.
(3) Examplr:
●A furnace with 0.75 USGPH nozzle is to be connected ta a 20 ft tall cfay.iined, masonry chimney.

“The thermai resistanceOfthistype af chimney is R2, which is iess than R6. Therefore this tabie shaii appiy.
●The minimum size permitted shaii be 4 in inside diameter.

●The maximum size permitted stiaii be 5 in inside tiameter.

● The minimum base temperature shaii be 3WF.

Note: Table (1) appiies to uninsulated chimneys in Imperinl Measure (CAN/CSA - B139 - M91, page
31). Refer to the following pages in the code: page 30, Table # 1 (Metric) = Uninsulated Chimne’p;
Page 32, Table # 2 (Metric) Insulated Chimneys; Page 33, table # 2 (Imperial) Insulated Chimnep

February 1991
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COMBATING FUEL-FLELATED PROBLEMS
Wai Lin Litzke, BNL Project Engineer

INTRODUCTION

Fuel quality affects the performance of a heating system and is an important parameter in the
proper and efficient operation of an oil-burning system. The physical and chemical characteristics
of the fiel can affect the flow, atomization, and combustion processes.

During 1990-93, a study was conducted within BNL’s Combustion Equipment Technology
(CET) program under the Fuels, Fuel Quality, and Storage project. The goal of this project was
to provide a background of information for fhture actions by the industry to deal with problems
related to fiel. This project was completed in three phases, and the findings summarized in
reports [1,2,3]. The 1990 (Phase 1) report presented a broad view of factors that have brought
about changes in the quality of distillate fiel, identified the range of problems and concerns with
No. 2 fiel oil in the oil-heat industry, and examined trends in variations in fbel oil properties. A
broad survey and testing of fiel samples obtained fi-om residential tanks and bulk suppliers was
included. The 1992 and 1993 reports (Phases 2 and 3, respectively) looked at the effects of low
temperature on fhel cloud- and pour-points, and the effectiveness of some marketed chemical
additives in modifjing these characteristics. A major study examined the effects of varying fiel
properties on combustion performance and emissions, including the effects of aromatics,
viscosity, and fbel sulfhr content. Guidelines also were developed to inform fiel suppliers about
fiel quality, and to provide practical means for minimizing or resolving some of the most
common problems related to fhel quality. These guidelines were revised in 1997 with updated
informatio~ new sections, and appendices. They will be reprinted by the Petroleum Marketers
Association of America as a manual and will be available in 1998. This paper summarizes the
contents of this manual.

The scope of the topic of fhel quality is extensive and the manual compiles information with
references to technical documents, standard procedures and other resources available to the
petroleum industry. Research work at the Department of Energy’s Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL) under the Combustion Equipment Technology program is reviewed; some
background inilormation is taken directly from existing BNL reports and BNL conference papers,
updating it where applicable. The manual emphasizes the fi.mctional and practical aspects of
maintaining fbel quality, and consequently, some subjects are discussed more briefly than they
deseme, with references noted for fiu-ther details. The manual includes both technical discussions
and hands-on procedures.

FUEL QUALITY ISSUES

The quality of middle distillates,
residential heating fbel industry.

including No. 2 fuel oil, is of growing interest amongst the
Fuel problems related to poor handling characteristics in cold

weather, the buildup of sludge in storage tanks, microbial growth, and increased service needs of
fhel delivery components are cited as too frequent occurrences each heating season. In addition,
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with the advent of environmental regulations in 1993 to reduce the sulfi.u-content in diesel fiel,
concerns were raised about the current and titure quality of home-heating oil. The effects of a
red dye that has been required since 1994 by Federal tax regulations in some diesel and home-
heating oil has engendered many questions on its impacts on the operations and emissions of
burner equipment.

Fuel quality may be determined by standard testing and evaluation methods. The American
Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM), particularly its Committee D-2 on Petroleum Products
and Lubricants, and the Institute of Petroleum (IP) are long-established sources of such methods
for petroleum and petroleum products. Many of these standard methods are accepted
internationally as yardsticks for determining product quality. These standards, their significance,
and effects on heating-system petiormance are dkcussed in this report.

The second group of factors that strongly determines the overall quality of the fhel after it leaves
the refinery are conditions of the storage facility. A storage facility, such as a tam or tanker
truck that is not well maintained and allows contaminants to enter the fiel contributes to many of
the apparent fbel problems that the typical fbel marketer or homeowner encounters; the
contaminants are a combination of fhel-degradation products, water, microbiological growth, and
other foreign matter (such as rust, dirt, and corrosion debris). These contaminants form sludge
and, therefore, increase the chances of plugging the fiel lines and filters. In turn, this raises
service needs and reduces efficient operation of heating equipment.

Fuel quality also is tiected by the conditions during handling and storage. Problems related to
poor handling characteristics in cold weather, buildup of sludge in storage tanks, microbiological
growth, and increased service needs of fiel delivery components are noted often each heating
season. In a BNL survey of oil marketers selling No. 2 fiel, service managers, and manufacturers
of heating equipment, the most common problems observed in the field are caused by the buildup
of sludge and sediment in homeowners’ tanks. Plugged nozzles, clogged filters, and pump
screens contribute to the highest service needs. Many of these problems relate to the fiel itself or
its contamination during storage. The main objective of this manual is to discuss essential aspects
of fhel monitoring to maintain its quality.

The use of chemical additives by fbel-oil marketers has become more common as a method of
improving the quality of the fiel. Numerous types of additives are available on the market, but
reliable information on their proper use and effectiveness in the field is limited; thus, selecting an
additive is difficult in many situations. Different types of additives are described in this report to
help users understand the finctions and limitations of chemical treatment; tips on how to select
and effectively use additives are included.

EFFECTS OF FUEL SULFUR ON FOULING OF BOILERS

BNL has studied the role that fiel sulfir plays in the corrosion and fouling of the heat transfer

surfaces of home heating boilers. The metal convective heat transfer surfaces of heating boilers
are normally above the water vapor dew point (assuming no sulfiric acid - about
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120° F) but below the dew point of sulfiuic acid (calculated from published correlations and
based onatial sulfitic acid andwater vapor co~ltent -about 2200 F). Here, corrosion occurs
almost entirely by the condensation of sulfiu-ic acid on the surface, and its reaction with the
surface to form iron-sulfate scale.

BNL conducted a series of studies on the effects of fiel sulfbr on the rate of fouling of oil-fired
boilers. There was a strong correlation between the fiel’s sulfir content and the rate of
accumulation of deposits on the convective section surfaces. Side-by-side boiler tests with sulfbr
ievels of 0.3 5°/0and 0.04°/0 showed that afier fclur months of operation the higher sulfir content
fiel produced fouling deposits at a rate 11 times greater. [7,8]

FUELS IN STORAGE AND FUEL CONTAMINATION

Low fhel quality is often reflected in poor handling properties (highly viscous, high cloud- and
pour-points), poor combustion, or inherent unstableness increasing the tendency to form gums
and sediments. Fuel quality also can be degraded by contamination with water, gum, biological
growth, and other debris which can cause sludge to accumulate at the bottom of a tank. Gum is
formed when fiels degrade over time in a complex process, which is not filly understood. This
process involves different types of chemical changes and is affected by many constituents found in
the fbel. Table 1 lists the types of components found in contaminated distillate fiels. They can
plug filters, nozzles, and fhel lines, clog screens, and cause wear in pumps and other parts with
close tolerances. In addition, dissolved metals can catalyze the degradation of fbel and contribute
to its spoilage. Water can promote microbial growth and the buildup of sludge.

The initial step to minimizing quality-related problems is to monitor the fbel. BNL’s survey of
oil companies who sold No. 2 oil, service managers, and heating equipment manufacturers
showed that more than 4 1°/0of the respondents indicated that sludge was a frequent problem, and
that plugged nozzles occurred most often. However, 41% of the respondents did not monitor

fiel oil quality; the remainder did monitor quality somewhat, with only 12% sending samples out
for laboratory analyses [1]. Through an effective quality control program a baseline of
itiormation can be established to identi~ the extent of the problem, its specific causes, potential
solutions, and the degree of success with treatment options.

Type or Category Examples

1. Inorganic compounds 1. Dirt, dust, sand
2. Fuel filter particles 2. Paper, cotton
3. Metals 3. Fuel pump wear particles, fuel tank corrosion debris,

corrosion debris from filler pipe screens, walls, and caps
4. Biological growth 4. Fungus,, yeast, bacteria
5. Organic compounds 5. Fuel-derived sediment and/or gum, wax

— ----
Source: U.S. by Belvoir Research, Development& Engineering Center [10]

Table 1. Particulatcs (or debris) in Fuels
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FUEL OIL SPECIFICATIONS AND TESTS

Numerous fiel specifications exist which maybe established through the refinery, transporting
pipeline company, or harbor requirements. General specification guidelines provided by
international standards writing organizations can be used to distinguish the various grades of fhel.
For example, ASTM D396 details the requirements for bumer-fhel oils. Table 2 lists the

properties and ranges that currently define No. 2 distillate oil used for heating and for engines.
Both are included here for comparison since these are commonly used as fi.mgible products.
These properties and their significance are defined in the glossary of terms in Appendix A.
Specific ASTM reference methods used to determine each fuel property are also cited. These
and other applicable test methods can be found in the Annual Book of ASTM Standards [11]; the
significance of these test procedures is described in reference [12].

The National Institute for Petroleum and Energy Research (NIPER), formerly the Bartlesville
Research Center, conducts an amual survey of petroleum products; one of them is for heating oils

[13]. In 1996, analytical data on the properties of 52 heating oils marketed in the United States
were submitted to NTPER for processing and reporting. The fiels analyzed came from 26
domestic refineries located in five different geographic regions in which they are marketed. The
reported values reflect the average quality of heating oils produced in each geographical area by
U.S. refineries. However, the data may not represent the spread of values experienced at the
point of end-use and do not reflect weighting based on volume produced or consumed.

The dramatic reduction in sulfiu- content for heating oil in 1993 is of notable interest. During that
year, regulations under the Clean Air Act significantly cut back and limited the sulfbr content in
diesel fbel used for on-highway transportation to reduce environmental pollution. Sulfir levels
appear to have been lowered overall in a large proportion of the distillate pool rather than just in
the transportation fiels.

ANALYSES OF FUEL SAMPLES FROM BULK SUPPLIERS/ RESIDENTIAL TANKS

Fuel quality varies more extensively at the point of end-use, such as at the marketers’ distribution
level or at the customers’ tanks. This reflects the continuous mixing of existing fhels in the tanks
with new fbels as the supply is replenished. Existing “off -spec” or contaminated fiel may
contaminate another fresh batch delivered to a tank or along the distribution chain.

In 1990, BNL obtained 68 fbel samples from suppliers and homeowners’ tanks and analyzed them
to establish a database of fuel property ifiormation [1]. Fuel samples from suppliers were
intended to determine the range of property variations in fbels supplied to the domestic heating
market. Twenty residential tank samples were obtained fi-om homes with recurrent service needs
based on their heating equipment service history. These samples were intended to identi$ what
type of fhel-related problems contribute to such service needs.

The results showed that the cloud point ranged from 16°F to 44°F, with an averageof31 ‘F. The
cloud-point temperature, which is currently not specified by ASTM for heating oil, is the point at
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which wax or precipitation first appears. The average value of31 ‘F seems rather high, especially
since the majority of the fiel samples were obtained fi-om the Northeast. For comparison, the
Colonial Pipeline Company has a specification for fimgible fiel oil with a cloud point of 15 F for
the winter months and 20 F for the summer months.

In addition to the chemical analyses, other inforrnikon was recorded for the residential tank
samples which includes the tank’s locatio~ age, heating equipment semice needs, and
approximate height of sludge and water from tank-bottom samples. The bottom samples showed
that 65°A of the tanks contained appreciable amounts of water, and more than 50°/0 of these tanks
contained detectable levels of sludge, showing a strong relationship between presence of water
imd microbial growth. The most common complaints about heating equipment include clogged
fhel lines, filters and nozzles, which required the greatest service needs, such as cleaning and
replacement. These Iiel delivery components are the most vulnerable to contamination and
correlate with the results of the survey.

PROPOSED CHANGES TO IMPROVE FUEL QUALITY SPECIFICATIONS

Members of a technical committee within the ASTM Committee D02 on Petroleum Products and
Lubricants, Subcommittee E (Burner Fuels) are proposing to revise the Standard Specification for
Fuel Oils (ASTM D396) to improve the quality of burner fbels, The proposed changes include
reducing the sulfkr content in No.1 and No. 2 gradle distillate, and to add iniiormation regarding
low temperature properties. Industry discussions on this proposal are on-going.

MONITORING PROGRAM

Monitoring the fhel is an essential part of maintaining good quality. Guidelines have been
established for maintaining fiels used by the military, utilities, and the automotive industry.
Although most fbels used for home heating have a relatively rapid turnover rate, usually a certain
amount of fiel remains in the tank and becomes mixed with new fhel. Contaminants in the old
fiel, such as sludge and water at the bottom of the tank, can degrade the quality of the new fiel.
Additionally, fiel can typically be stored for several months over the summer with little or no use,
setting up conditions for microbial growth. Therefore, it is important to monitor the condition of
the fiel within the t~ the transfer system, and the incoming fbel.

The requirements specified in the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) for
distillate fiels used for home heating (ASTM D 3!36) provides the ranges for various fbel
properties. A fuel surveillance program should cclntain components of quality control. Fuel
specifications should become an integral part of the contractual agreements between the fiel
supplier and the purchaser. In other words, a bulk sample of fresh fiel oil for heating should
least meet all of the limits in specification ASTM D 396. The buyer is then responsible for

at

periodically sampling and checking the quality of the fiel as it is received. Many of these tests can
be performed by private testing laboratories that analyze petroleum samples.
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Not all of the ASTM tests need to be done for every batch of fhel. With the rapid turnover of fiel
supply between the time of purchase by an oil marketer and delivery to the homeowner, a quick
diagnosis of the quality of fhel is needed for some basic minimum requirements. Table 2 gives
~idelines that the fhel marketer can use when accepting a batch of fresh fbel from a supplier
which might indicate an off-spec fiel or contamination. A visual inspection for haze and floating
particles is the easiest and one of the most important tests to do; these tests are simple with the
appropriate equipment and training. Most of these tests overlap the requirements under
ASTM D 396.

ASSESSING FUEL QUALITY IN STORAGE

Sampling fiel Ii-em a storage facility, such as a tank, will help to assess its specific condition.
These samples will differ fi-om those obtained for fresh fiels or from any other tank.
Contaminated fbel in a tank will degrade the quality of a fresh fiel supply after fill-up.
A visual inspection of a bulk sample will generally show if the fiel is clear or contains flee water.
Color is not a measure of a fbel’s quality. If the color appears to have changed during long-term
storage, the fiel may have deteriorated or changed. Look for floating particles or haziness.
Haziness usually indicates water, or in cold weather, wax. The fiel can then be analyzed and
compared to the specifications of ASTM D 396 or D 975 (No. 2 diesel). Additional tests can be
&non the bulk samples, such as particulate contamination (ASTM D 2276), accelerated stability
(ASTM D 2274. DupontlOctel F-21), and biological growth (not an established ASTM test).
Although these tests are not listed as requirements under ASTM D 396 or D 975, they are used to—
establish diesel fiel quality for military p“urposes (military specification W-F-800D). “

Test Property Going Off-Spec or Type of Sample
Contaminant

1. Visual 1 Water (haze), dirt and other solids Bulk
(clarity and color)

2. Visual, appearance Water4, sediment, sludge Bottom

3. Field test kits for Fuel microbes Bottom
fbel microbes 2

4. Flash point 3 Other petroleum products (gasoline, jet Bulk
fhel)

5. Cloud or pour point 3 Cloud or pour point (critical during Bulk
cold weather operation)

1 Thefiel shouldbe bright andclear. MethodsASTMD 4176.D 1500.
2 No ASTM methods ar~ available. Manufacturers of biocides oftenmarket these test kits for field use. Some kits

can approximately measure the degree of contamination (i.e. no contamination, moderate, or severe).

3 ASTM D 93, D 2500, D 97 respectively, results should conform to ASTM D 396, D 975 fiel specifications, see
Table 2.

4 Commercial water-indicating paste on a stick (“sticking the tank”) may be used to determine water contamination.

Table 2. Quick and Easy Tests to Determine Off-spec Fuel.
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The particulate contamination test accurately measures the cleanliness of the fiel. However,
the accelerated stability test, in general, is not very accurate. It is a predictive test carried out at
elevated temperatures to accelerate aging of the tie]. While this test may give a good indication
of the performance of a stabilizer additive in the fiel and its resistance to oxidation, it is not
necessarily a good test for predicting how a fbel will respond to the tank’s environment under
normal field conditions.

Bottom samples may either be tested by a laboratory or the fhel marketer for biological activity.
Several field test kits reveal whether or not a fbel is contaminated with biological growth. These
kits usually contain sample bottles, the nutrient, and an indicator (dye or chart); results can be
obtained in several days. These kits are much less expensive than laboratory analyses. While
laboratory testing for biological growth can give results expressing contamination in
organismshl, they maybe misleading because of the time lag between taking the sample and
getting it to the laboratory.

There is no need to test bottom samples of the tank for stability or cleanliness because the tank
will have water and sediment on the bottom. Thk does not mean that all of the fbel is bad, but
that there are contaminants that should be removed.

The following is a recommended time schedule i?orsampling and analysis:

● In a static tank commonly used for bulk storage, both bottom and bulk sampling should be
conducted at least twice a year. Water accumulation in the tank should be checked every
90 days.

● In a tank that has a relatively consistent turnover, such as in a homeowner’s tank, a bottom
sample should be taken annually, and water accumulation checked monthly. Because the
fhel is constantly changing during turnover, a bulk sample will be of little value.

● Samples of the incoming fiel supply should be taken randomly to ensure that the supplier
complies with your specifications.

MONITORING SERVICE REQUIREMENTS

Maintaining a strong quality program allows the fhel marketer to deliver to the customer a
product that meets specifications, and minimizes iiel-related service calls. One practical way of
assessing fiel quality and the efficacy of a fbel treatment program is to establish a record of the
customers’ service histories. Recording such information as the total number of service calls
during a heating season, the number of calls per gallon of fhel throughput, the type of service
needed, the type of fhel storage system, and costs, allows the best options for fiel treatment to be .

selected.
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There are several ways to deal with off-specification fiel. If the problem is discovered in time
with a fresh batch of fiel, then the fbel should not be accepted from the supplier. The alternatives
are to bring the fbel back into specifications by methods such as dilutiotilending, fiel additive
treatment, tank cleaning, fiel filtration, or a combination of these options.

PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE

A preventative maintenance program should be based on need, resources, and common sense. A
successfid fhel quality surveillance program must include the following items: (1) specifications
when purchasing fiels; (2) monitoring/sampling and record-keeping; and (3) good housekeeping.

A set of procedures and guidelines should be established for the sampling and testing program and
adhered to. This program should become a routine part of maintenance. Documentation should
be setup so that sampling, testing and remediation efforts can be reviewed at any time. This
itiormation is valuable, and in the long run, will save money and quickly solve problems.

Good housekeeping requires minimizing dirt and water entering a tank. Water promotes the
growth of microbes, which use the fiel as a food source, and accelerates internal corrosion of the
tank. Water can enter a tank through cracked or leaking fill pipes and vents, and therefore, these
should be checked when water contamination is suspected. The change in air temperatures can
cause condensation within the tank. Dirt and debris are generally introduced into the fbel through
careless handling.

Personnel who carry out the maintenance program should be trained and motivated on why they
are doing the work. Sloppy procedures can be costly and ineffective. The system should be
checked from the receipt of fiel, through delivery and storage.
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The Effects of Red Dye and Metal Contamination on Fuel Oil Stability

Robert E. ‘ratnall, P.E.

ABSTMCT

Distillate fuels can degrade and, in doing so, produce suspended particles which foul and plug

filters, strainers and nozzles. Various things can catalyze this degradation, including certain
dissolved metals. Many in the business believe that these problems have become worse in

recent years, and may coincide with the introduction of red dye into fuels. This study looks at
the effects of copper contamination, red dye, and fuel stabilizer on No. 2 heating oil and low-
sulfur diesel fuel. In addition, light absorbance is evaluated as a better alternative to fdtration
methods for determining the quality of a fuel.

INTRODUCTION

Among fuel oil dealers there is widespread concern about fuel quality, and a widespread belief
that operating problems in heating systems are on the increase in recent years - perhaps due to
some sort of drop in fuel quality. This term “quality” is not well understood, even among fuel
chemists. The required use of red dye in non-taxed distillate number 2 has introduced another
unknown into the fuel issue, and some people suspect that the dye may be partly or fully
responsible for a decrease in fuel quality.

Refiners and fuel chemists contend that overall fuel quality has, if anything, improved in the
past decade as a result of better refinery control. They also say that red dye should not affect

fuel performance in any way, and that percejved recent increases in operating problems are
due either to increasing awareness of problems on the part of the industry, or to the fact that
newer burners are more sensitive to normal variations in fuels than were the older-design
burners.

While many fuel oil dealers profess concern about the quality of fuel, few of them even bother
to test the fuel they buy and resell. They have no way, therefore, to know whether fuel
quality is really varying with time - let alcme whether such variations in fuel properties
actually correspond with periods of high service demand. It is only when extreme problems

develop in customers’ heating systems that oil dealers tend to have their supplies analyzed.

As one example of fuel quality issues, several reports have been received in the past two years
of unusually high numbers of plugged nozzles but without fouled filters and other classic signs
of fuel sludge fouling. Several dealers have also complained about receiving “black oil”,

which invariably leads to plugging problems. In some cases the fuel oil in question had been

analyzed by the refinery or the fhel distributor and appeared to meet common criteria for
acceptability, except perhaps for color.
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To a fuel chemist or consultant, “black” fuel oil usually means the fuel has degraded and is
loaded with suspended particles. How about those cases where there is no obvious
discoloration of the fuel? It is possible that such cases are due to fuel which is good while in
the tank, but becomes destabilized in the heating system.

Fuel stability, then, is an important quality factor which should be monitored. There are
several industry standard tests of a fuel’s stability, but all are voluntary unless specified by the
customer or by the transporter of the fuel (including pipeline companies). The most widely
applied specifications for U.S. distillate fuels, in fact, are those drawn up by the Colonial
Pipeline Company, and which include a specification for both thermal stability (PAD rating)
and oxidation stability (ASTM D4176).

There are several factors which can affect the stability of a distillate fuel, including heat, light,
and contamination by any of several types of metal ions. Metals which are thought to catalyze
fuel degradation include copper, iron, nickel, cobalt and manganese. The basic hydrocarbon
chemistry of fuels may also be an important factor in its stability, although the chemical
parameters which lead to instability are not well understood.

These degradation accelerating factors, or “catalysts”, are additive. In other words, fuel that
is unstable may not degrade rapidly until it is heated. This might explain, for example, why
some apparently “good” fuel forms large quantities of particles just behind the nozzle - and
why some dealers report that their plugging problems seem to occur mostly in newer systems
where the nozzle runs hotter.

The fact that metal ion contamination is an important factor in fuel instability has become
apparent through analysis of the particles that have caused plugging. Figure 1 shows an
energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) scan of a deposit removed from a plugged pump
strainer submitted by one fiel oil dealer. These particles contained high levels of iron,

copper, manganese and sulfur. Figure 2 shows a similar analysis of particles which formed in
a jar of fuel oil from a dealer’s bulk storage tank and then was exposed to light for several

months in a closed polypropylene bottle. These particles also showed significant levels of iron
and copper, though much less than did the first sample. Obviously these metals were present
in the fiel oil when it was drawn out of the bulk tank, as they could not have come from the
polypropylene jar. The dealer who sent this latter sample said that the fuel looked good in his
tanks, but that he was having a lot of problems with plugging of nozzles and strainers. In
neither of these cases had the dealers actually tested the fuel for stability or contamination.

While metal contamination was probably a factor, the exact causes for these deposit plugging
problems was never determined. The problems eventually went away as those lots of fuel

were consumed and replaced with new (presumably better quality) fuel oil.

Metal ion contamination may occur for a variety of reasons. It may come from the crude oil
itself, although refining should normally send such contaminants out with the residual fuels
and the distillate bottoms (asphalt), rather than passing them through to the lighter distillates.
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Corrosion of fuel-handling systems is another possible source. Most often, however,
corrosion of tanks and pipelines leads to iron oxide corrosion products which are insoluble and
therefore not nearly as catalytic as are dissolved ions.

As for copper contamination, fuels generally do not contact copper or copper alloys in their
storage and handling - until they arrive at a residential or small business heating plant where
copper tubing is the most common conduit from storage tank to burner. Even then, fuels are
generally not corrosive to copper unless there is either 1) significant biological activity (i.e.
active sludge deposits) or 2) free sulfide in the fuel. Hydrogen sulfide carryover from the

refining operation has historically been a concern, and ASTM Standard Test Method D 130111,
was developed primarily to address this possil~ility. Major refineries generally check their
production by this method and add copper corrosion inhibitors as required to meet the
Colonial Pipeline specifications, which are the most commonly applied standards for U.S.
petroleum products.

Sulfides may also be formed after the fuel leaves the refinery by the action of sulfate reducing
bacteria (SRB). While these particular types of organisms have not been widely reported in
liquid fuel systems, neither have tests for their presence been widely applied in these areas.
Because active sludge in fuel oils is now known to contain a rich biological ecology, it is quite
likely that SRB are present in at least some such contaminated systems.

In addition to concerns about fuel contaminaticm and fuel stability, the government-mandated
use of red dye in non-taxed No. 2 fuel oil has been suggested as another possible cause of
heating system problems. While dye is added at only trace levels, its use roughly coincides in

time with the increased incidence (or awareness) of fouling and plugging problems in oil heat
systems. The fact that burner-side deposits frequently show a distinct reddish tint tends to help

convince some that the dye is at least partly to blame. At least one study has concluded that

the red tint seen in these deposits is simply a manifestation of the presence of red dye, and not
because the dye caused the depositing. 121

Because of these concerns, we decided to run tests to measure the effect of copper
contamination, red dye on the stability of fuel oil - as well as the ability of chemical stabilizers
to prevent fuel degradation in the presence of cclpper contamination.

In the course of these experiments, it became obvious to us that the accepted “filtration”

method of measuring fuel degradation was difficult to apply and prone to operator error. That
method involves passing a measured amount of the fuel through a filter paper, then comparing

the appearance of that filter paper to a set of standards to estimate the number of particles
removed from the fuel. A secondary purpose for this work, then, was to evaluate light
absorbance measurement as an alternative to filtration methods for estimating particle loading
of a fuel.

TESTS USING HIGH SULFUR FUEL OIL

.

Standard number 2 fuel oil was obtained from a Philadelphia area refinery, both with and
without red dye. Only the dye feed was momentarily shut off for the latter sample, so that the
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two fuel samples were identical except for the presence or absence of dye. We were told that
it is normal practice at this refinery to produce to Colonial Pipeline specifications, with only
pour point depressant and corrosion inhibitor added as required to meet the pertinent
specifications.

These fuel oil samples were divided among several plastic jugs, each receiving about three and
a half liters. One ml of water, condensed from the atmosphere, was added to each jug to
simulate naturally condensed moisture expected in most stored fuel oil. Some of these jugs
were then contaminated with ionic copper in the form of cupric naphthenate, 6% solution in
mineral spirits, purchased from Pfaltz & Bauer, Inc., of Waterbury, Connecticut. This was
added at a level to equal 25 ppm copper by weight. Some were treated with an additive
containing a fuel oxidation stabilizer, “N-5302”, made by Nalco/Exxon Energy Chemicals,
L.P. of Sugarland, Texas. The stabilizer component of this product, which is identified only
as an “amine substituted resin”, is typical of the general class of oxidation stabilizers found in
many multi-purpose fuel additives. Those treated with this additive received 114 ppm dose by
weight, roughly in the middle of the manufacturer’s recommended dosing range of 20-200
ppm. The various treatments are shown in Table I.

Addition of the copper naphthenate produced an immediately visible greenish tint in the
undyed fuel. The stabilizer additive treatment itself produced no immediate visible effect - nor
did it affect the initial greenish tint in those samples also treated with copper.

Samples from the various jugs were placed in 13mm glass test tubes and the absorbance at 650
nanometers (rim) was measured with a Baush & Lomb (Now Spectronic Instruments)
Spectronic 21D spectrophotometer, using distilled water as a zero reference. This particular
light wavelength was chosen because 650 nm is considered the standard red wavelength, so red
color should not be absorbed by a 650 nm beam. (Colors of light seen by the eye are
determined by which portions of the spectrum are not absorbed, so a distinct red color, as
imparted by a red dye, would normally mean that all colors other than red are absorbed by
that dyed substance and our eye receives only the non-absorbed red. )

These initial absorbance measurements showed a significant increase in absorbance as a result
of copper naphthemte addition, which apparently was the result of direct absorbance by this
compound and not the result of particles in suspension, as none were visible nor detectable by
filtration of these initial samples.

The jugs were placed inside corrugated cartons to shield them from light and stored indoors at
ambient temperatures ranging from a high of about 320 C (90° F) to a low of 150 C (60° F).

After two weeks all of the jugs treated with copper had turned a dark blackish color. The jugs
which were not contaminated with copper appeared unchanged to the naked eye since the start
of the test. Once again, and at monthly intervals thereafter, absorbance values were
determined, and are shown in Figure 3. Some of the most degraded fiel was filtered through
a 0.45 micron nylon membrane filter to collect the suspended particles, and these were then
analyzed by EDS as described earlier. The results are shown in Figure 4. This deposit had
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many similarities to the two samples discussed earlier from field plugging problems, including

high levels of copper and sulfur - as well as cobalt, which is not explained.

OPTIMIZATION/VALIDATION OF ABSORBANCE METHOD

The above work raised several questions about the use of light absorbance as an analytical
replacement for the filter method. For example, can the initial shift in readings caused by
copper naphthenate addition be eliminated, so that only particles which subsequently form are
measured? Is there a better light wavelength to use than 650 nm? Is the change with time

only a result of suspended particles, or is it also affected by fuel color changes as well?

A sample of the undyed, untreated fuel as used for the above experiment was treated with dye
at ten times the normally recommended dose. The dye that was used was Unisol Liquid Red
B-50 obtained from United Color Manufacturing, Newtown, PA. This is the same red dye
used by the refinery that supplied the fuel for the previous experiment. The absorbance of this
dyed sample was determined at various wavelengths, as was a sample of the same fuel undyed.
The differential between these two sets of readings is plotted in Figures 5a and 5b. It was
found that the two samples gave the same exact reading only at 900 nm, which is beyond the
visible light spectrum in what is called the “near infra-red” region. Based on this observation
it was decided to read all future samples at 900 nm.

To address the question of whether measuring absorbance is really a measure of suspended
particles, we mixed the most degraded (undyed) fuel from the experiment described earlier
with clean diesel fuel in varying ratios, and then measured the absorbance of these mixtures at
900 nm. The results are shown in Figure 6 It was seen that there is a good arithmetic

correlation between relative numbers of particles and light absorbance. It may be argued,
however, that the color of the mixed samples also varied with the mix ratio, so this experiment
did not rule out the possibility that the light absorbance was as much an indication of sample
color as of suspended particles.

To resolve this issue, some of the badly degraded fuel oil was filtered through a 0.45 micron
membrane to remove the particles, placed in a test tube, and compared with unfiltered fuel
from the same jug as well as with undyed fuel oil from the same test but which had not been
contaminated with copper. The un.fdtered, contaminated fuel oil had a deep amber color as

seen in a 13 mm test tube - but looked black when viewed through the greater cross-section of
a quart jar. The fuel oil which had not been contaminated still had the same pale straw color it

had at the start of the test five months earlier. The filtered sample had the same deep amber
color as did the unfiltered sample. In fact, it was difficult to distinguish between the two

copper-contaminated samples with the naked eye, as the black particles suspended in the
unfiltered sample were mostly too small to be seen by eye. The 900 nm light absorbance
readings, however, were as follows:

Uncontaminated sample (pale straw color) .006

Contaminated, filtered (dark amber color) .015

Contaminated, unfiltered (dark amber color) .127
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Whether the slight difference between the filtered and the uncontaminated samples was the
result of remaining particles which were not filtered out, or whether it was due to color or
changes in the fuel chemistry was not clear. The important thing is that filtering the sample,
though apparently not affecting the visible color of the sample, did lowered the absorbance to
near that of an uncontaminated sample. From this it is apparent that the absorbance
measurement detects mostly suspended particles and is relatively insensitive to changes in fuel
color.

To compare readings of absorbance with the classical filtration method, the various mixtures
used to generate Figure 6 were also filtered using prescribed procedures and the filters
compared with the standard chart. As seen in Figure 7, there was good correlation as read by
“Person A“. When two other people were asked to interpret the same filters, however, they

assigned very different values, as also shown in Figure 7. The fact that different people see
this comparison differently indicates that the filter comparison method is subjective in nature.

EFFECTS OF COPPER AND DYE ON LOW-SULFUR FUEL

Several questions and issues remained. All of the deposit analyses contained sulfur. Does this
mean that sulfur chemistry plays a role in the degradation process? If so, would a low-sulfur
diesel fuel behave as this fuel did? These samples received a very high level of copper
contamination. Would lower levels such as 1 or 2 ppm cause similar degradation? An
oxidation stabilizer was tried in the first experiment. There are other types of stabilizer on the
market, however, which are specifically intended to deactivate metal contaminants such as
copper. How effective are they in the presence of known copper contamination? Red dye at
normal levels did not seem to have a significant effect, as indicated in Figure 3. This curve
showed what night be a slight effect, however. Was this simply normal test variability, or

does dye really have some effect on fuel stability. If so, perhaps adding much higher levels of
red dye would show this effect more clearly.

To address these issues, low-sulfur diesel fuel was purchased at a local service station.
According to the station manager, this diesel fuel was not considered to be “additized”, so it
should contain only whatever minor additives were used at the refinery to meet commercial
specifications.

This fuel was placed into one-liter PET plastic bottles, each bottle receiving 800 ml. Half of
these were then dyed with the B-50 red dye at the rate of 24 ounces per 1000 barrels of fuel,
approximately ten times the normally refinery dose. Each bottle also received 1 ml of air-

condensed water as in the fnst experiment. Some of the bottles were treated with copper

naphthenate at a dose equivalent to either 1 or 5 ppm copper.

Some of the bottles with copper added were also treated with the same oxidation stabilizer
used in the first experiment, but this time we used the pure oxidation stabilizer component
rather than the multi-purpose product used in the previous tests. Other bottles were treated
with a different type of stabilizer. This latter product, “EC5305-A”, and also sold by
Nalco/Exxon Energy Chemicals, is a blend of oxidation stabilizer with a copper deactivator
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intended to tie up the dissolved copper and make it less catalytic in nature. Both of the
stabilizer products used here were initially added at a dose of 25 ppm by weight. All of the
bottles were then placed in a dark container ancl held at a temperature of 150 to 22 “C (60° to
72° F).

After 17 days, only minor changes were observed in the contaminated bottles, so the copper
levels were increased from 1 and 5 ppm to 5 and 15 ppm respectively. At the same time the
two stabilizers were increased from 25 to 125 pprn in the bottles which had originally received
stabilizer treatment.

At day 38, only minor changes were still apparent, so copper levels were further increased to
20 and 40 ppm respectively. No additional stabilizer was added at this time. Fourteen days

after this last increase, significant absorbance changes were measured in the bottles containing
added copper, so the bottles previously treated. with the two stabilizers had their treatments

increased from 125 to 625 ppm.

Figure 8 shows the overall absorbance curves for dyed and undyed bottles, with and without
the higher doses of copper added. It is seen that the dye made no difference, either in the
uncontaminated control or in the contaminated cases. Figure 9 shows the absorbance curves
for undyed bottles with and without copper at the higher doses.

It should be pointed out in this experiment that the initial dose of mixed stabilizer/copper
deactivator, 25 ppm, was the dose recommended by the manufacturer for treating fuel
containing 1 ppm copper. The bottles containing the higher levels of copper contamination

were, therefore, undertreated with respect to the copper deactivator.

Figure 10 shows the absorbance curves for the undyed bottles which received the lower doses
of copper. During the first part of the test period (up to day 38) these bottles, unlike those
represented in Figure 9, received the full recommended dose of the copper deactivator product
(25 times the copper level). From day 38 to day 52, they were somewhat undertreated, and
then, starting on day 52 they were again “properly” treated.

This only applies to the mixed stabilizer, however, and not the straight oxidation stabilizer.
As mentioned earlier, the manufacturer does not normally specify just an oxidation stabilizer
in the presence of copper contamination - so its recommended dose rate is independent of
copper level. The initial dose of 25 ppm would be considered, according to product data

sheets to be a “middle range” dose; the 125 ppm dose from day 16 to day 52 would be
considered a “high” dose; the final dose rate of 625 ppm starting day 52 would be considered
“unusually high”. Nonetheless, we chose to use the same dose rates for both of the two

stabilizers for these tests.

In this test using low-sulfur diesel fuel, the degraded fuel did not darken as much as did the
high-sulfur fuel for a given amount of absorbance increase. Similarly, when degraded low-
sulfir fuel was filtered, the particles remaining, on the filters were seen to be a pale greenish
color rather than the dark browtiblack typical for degraded high-sulfur fuel. While these
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greenish particles were not analyzed, it is believed that this color difference reflects the fact
that it is a sulfur product (perhaps iron or copper sulfide) which gives particles and fuels their
very dark color, and not the degraded hydrocarbon itself.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

It was confhmed that distillate fuel, whether high-sulfur heating oil or low-sulfur diesel fuel,
degrades rapidly in the presence of dissolved copper. It appears, however, that the copper
level must be high - perhaps on the order of 25 ppm - for severe degradation to occur at room
temperature in a matter of a few weeks. This is surprising, as we were previously told that
even one or two ppm copper should trigger rapid degradation.

It is clear from these experiments that red dye, even if added at excessively high levels, does
not cause fuel oil to degrade faster in the presence of copper contamination - nor does dye by

itself seem to trigger degradation on fuel not otherwise contaminated.

While stabilizer additives do seem to have some benefit in the presence of copper
contamination, it was seen that very high levels of stabilizer are required to completely protect
against degradation in such cases - levels which may not be cost effective. The low levels
provided in most multi-purpose additives when used at recommended dose rate would seem
unlikely to protect against metal ion problems, When extremely high levels of stabilizers are
added, it appears that a straight oxidation stabilizer is probably as effective as is a mixed
oxidation stabilizer/metal deactivator additive - and is probably the more cost-effective choice.

For monitoring fuel quality and interpreting the results of fuel stability tests, it appears that
light absorbance at 900 nrn is a simpler, more reproducible and more dependable method than
are the current filtration methods. While we did not look at factors other than fuel
degradation, it seem likely that light absorbance should be capable of detecting not only

degradation, but other quality parameters as well - such as the haze produced by entrained
water. It will also apparently spot fuel which has been contaminated with metals but which
has not yet started to degrade.

One might envision an inexpensive, hand-held instrument to be used by fuel oil dealers to
routinely check fuels for signs of degradation and other problems detectable by this method.

An important advantage of measuring light absorbance to monitor fuel quality is that it ignores
the red dye which makes visual inspection so difficult. If a dealer accepts all fuel unless it is

black, he will risk accepting fuels that are degraded but not enough to show past the red dye.
Visual inspection offers yet another challenge for users of low-sulfur fuels, as these apparently
do not necessarily blacken as do the high-sulfur fuels, even while they are degrading badly.
Here, again, the use of light absorbance at 900 nm is uniquely useful, as it sees suspended
particles regardless of their color.

Should new fuel show no signs of degradation or metal pickup during storage and transit, the
next most likely source for metal contamination is by corrosion of tanks, copper lines, pumps
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or filters. Fuel itself is not normally corrosive, even when it contains some water. When
microbiological contamination is added to thk mix, however, then the deposits and sludge
formed by those microorganisms can be corrosive.

As for fuel stabilizers, this work raises questions about their effectiveness, and especially their
cost-effectiveness, in the presence of metal ion contamination. Because stabilizer ingredients
tend to be expensive, dealers should be especially skeptical of multi-purpose additives that
promise to stabilize fuels as well as doing several other good things - all at a very low price.
For example, the cost of treating at the very high level necessary to protect against 20 ppm
copper contamination using the oxidation stabilizer tested in this program would cost on the
order of two to four cents per gallon of fuel oil - and that is without adding any other
functional benefit! It would appear more cost effective for the dealer to 1) check incoming
fuel and reject any that fails the 900 run light absorbance test, and 2) take steps to prevent
contamination within his systems.

RECOMMENDATIONS

This work presents interesting and potentially useful results, but it is far from complete. Some
organization - perhaps Brookhaven National Laboratory - should build on this work to develop
meaningful specifications and methods for use by fuel oil distributors and dealers. If further
work supports the use of light absorbance at ’900 nm, equipment manufacturers should be
urged to make a suitable hand-held instrument available.

In addition, new specifications for fuel oils should be developed which include acceptable
levels of light absorbance, as well as metal ion contamination.

Finally, fuel oil dealers should be educated in the need to purchase fuel to a meaningful
specification - and to check those fuels to be sure they meet that specification. Only then will
kel

Mr.

quality cease to be a major factor on oil heat reliability.
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Figure 1- EDS scan of dark particles removed
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Figure 3- Curves showing light absorbance at
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from stored fuel that had sat in the light for without copper but with stabilizer are not shown,
several months. Again, iron, sulfur and copper but their values were virtually the same as the
are major elements. other samples without copper (the two lines at

the bottom here.).
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Figure 4- EDS scan of particles filtered from the
first experiment. Copper is the dominant
element, followed by sulfur and cobalt.
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while Person A found reasonably good fuel, showing that dye makes no difference in
correlation, Person B and Person C interpreted stability of this fuel, with or without copper
the same filters quite differently. contamination.
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well as the marginal benefit gained by adding high-copper samples represented in Figure 9.
either of two types of stabilizers.
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THE NEW STANDARD FOR ABOVE GRC)lJND AND BASEMENT RESIDENTIAL
FUEL OIL STORAGE: PLASTIC AND STEEL COMPOSITE
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by Mark Annis and Jiirgen Dreier

ABSTRACT

Leaking storage tanks negatively afliect public perception of fbel oil as a safe energy source. A
proactive, industry-led tank replacement program is a long-term goal; however, this goal may
never be achieved without philosophic change in our attitude toward tank replacement. This
change becomes more urgent with each passin,g year, considering the cost of environmental
remediation and fire restoration. An economic need exists today and provides the incentive to
upgrade tanks to that of a corrosion-proof design. A sound twenty-eight year track record
underscores the success of double walled plastic and steel composite tanks in Europe. Seamless
and corrosion-proof blow-molded internal polyethylene tanks are jacketed inside an outer
galvanized steel tank. Each double walled tank system includes an interstitial leak detector, level
gauge, fill and vent unions, stand and suction piping/valve assembly. As many as five tanks can be
interconnected into a battery using pre-fabricated parallel fill and vent piping systems. These 275

gallon tanks are nearly half the wei=@ of 12-gauge Iapwelded UL 80 tanks, yet can withstand
more than twice the burst pressure of standard endwelded 14-gauge tanks. Several European
*-fi.,fn-*.*.ar@ --nrl,.fia chndor mrrw%, fi+c nnrl 011 k/9111Aa 1 <-.,nnr Ix7nrrcan+anc nrrninct lan L-mrrs
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include $1,000,000 of product liability insurance. Corrosion-proof plastic inner tanks eliminate
the environmental (corrosion baset~ ieaking tank risk and reduce oii ilre risks. Steei-catalyzeci
sludge and gum formation is eliiated, as is nozzle-clogging iron oxide formation. Polyethylene
is compatible with fbel oil additives. Double walled tank systems of this design are priced lower
than comparably insured single walled lapwelded ‘UL 80 tanks. NFPA and UL code amendments
are in progress.

INTRODUCTION

The fbel oil indust~ has reached a critical juncture in its history. Attacks by the gas industry and
some environmentalists are creating the public perception that oil heat is ris~ and archaic. At the
center of this controversy is the very heart of the oil heat system: the storage tank. The tank is
feared by many. What can we do? The best response currently is a variety of tank insurance
programs; however, programs such as these are entirely reactionary. They minimize effects of the
risk but do nothing to prevent the risk. They encourage us to ignore the real problem tank
deterioration by comosion. Many companies are offering graduated tank replacement programs,
but the new tanks are primarily of all-steel construction with the same vulnerability to corrosion as
the Oriwtial tank. This paper presents an alternative, permanent fiel storage solutio~ built around
a well-established and proven technology.

As an industry, we must develop new technologies to provide our customers with a tank that does
not ieaic. There are two major stumbtig biocks. The iirst is outdated tank construction codes



which result in tanks that are strong but not long-lasting. UL 80, the construction code for
interior steel tanks, or basement tanks, was first introduced in November of 1927. The effect is a
well-established standard for tanks that are vulnerable to inevitable long-term deterioration. This
vulnerability leads to the very environmental liabilities fbeling the negative public opinion about oil
heat. The second stumbling block is the absence of a lightweight, durable, fire-stie, and
environmentally safe product. To secure the role of oil heat as a viable domestic fbel through the
next century, fhel dealers must champion a new philosophy of fuel storage. No longer should we
try to control and manage corrosion, instead, we must eliminate it. This philosophy, supported by
new technologies and a tank design that provides totid environmental and fire safety, will fortifi
our indust~ against gas utility attacks - “Safe, Reliable Oil Heat” will apply to all system
components.

In the sections that follow, the economic need for improved fbel storage is presented. New tank
system design parameters are presented that provide a solution to fire safety and environmental
safety fiel storage challenges. The plastic and steel composite aboveground storage tank system
is thoroughly discussed from both a technical and a philosophical perspective.

THE NEED FOR A NEW STANDARD FOR RESIDENTIAL FUEL STORAGE

For as long as there have been building and design codes, steel has been the choice construction
material for fbel storage tanks. Structural strengt~ availability of raw materials, and a well-
understood and tiordable manufacturing technology have secured the role of steel. Yet it is the
simple malleability of steel that is also its Achilles Heel. Steel cooperates with physical processes.
It is easily shaped, cut, bent, and welded. It readily responds to heating; however, uneven heating
and cooling, imperfect welds, and some installation environments seriously compromise the
durability of steel tanks. Corrosion due to oxidation occurs spontaneously in moist environments.
Out of sight and out of mind, millions of buried steel tanks are silently deteriorating. Above
ground steel tanks (ASTS) face a similar fate, with the added detriment of impacting human health
and posing a fire hazard where a basement tank leaks. Both ASTS and their underground
counterparts are prone to internal corrosion along the bottom centerline of the t@ where trace
amounts of water accumulate. Additionally, there are fbel quality concerns that are worsened by
storing oil directly in all-steel tanks. Rust and metal-catalyzed gum formation detract from fhel
efficiency and oil heat reliability. Corrosion contaminants, sludges, and gum have a significant
negative impact; they clog nozzles, soot up heat exchangers and chimneys, and create a fire risk.
This problem is identified and quantified by several reports incorporated into this paper as
follows:

1992 Brookbaven Nation Labs (BNL) report BNL 48406 titled Maintenance & Stora~e of
Fuel Oil for Residential Heating Systems. On page 2, Wai-Lin Litzke states:

“Other contaminants, such as water, rust, dirt, and microbiological growt~ contribute to the
spoilage of heating fbels. These types of contaminants can plug filters, nozzles, and fiel
lines, clog screens, and cause wear in pumps and other parts with close tolerances. In
addition, dissolved metals can catalyze fhel degradation.”
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The fuel quality subject was furthered by paper No. 97-11 at the 1997 BNL Oil Heat
Technology Conference. Residential Fuel C)ua& by Thomas Santa states:

CL. . . the leading cause of oil burner malfimction is the clogged fbel system”

While Mr. Santa reports an improvement in oil heating equipment reliability with use of a broad
addkive progr~ most revealing is his control group data:

“Tor the past several years in the sample population used in this study, the equipment fdure
rate has been consistent at roughly 18 fbel system fiilures per 100,000 gallons. Stated
another way, given the average customer has an annual consumption of 1,000 gallons, 18°/0
of customers are affected each year.”

The tire risk problem is succinctly presented in the 1/98 National Fire Protection
Association (NFPA) US Home Products Ret)ort, 1991-1995 Forms and TvPes of First
Ignition in Combustible Liauid Fires. Rese:mrched and written by Kimberly D. Rohr,
findings include:

L<. . . central heating units were the leading type of equipment associated with Class II
combustible liquid fires.”
cc. . . annual average of 4800 fires, 57 civilian deaths, 213 civilian injuries and $37.4 million in
direct property darnage per year starting with these liquids.”
cc

. . . most of the fires, 88 percent, involved equipment (ftilure)”

While many of the fires (and most of the deaths) involved portable kerosene heaters, most fires
involved central heating units. Roughly half (2200) of all equipment failures in the NI?PA report
can be linked either to tank or piping system corrosion, or to corrosion assisted fhel
clogging/maintenance sources. Relevant ignition fhctors in this 1/98 NFPA report are as follows:

Ignition Factor Fires Deaths @@@ Property Damage
Part failure, Iea.lqor break 700(1 5.4%) 9 20 $5.8M
Lack of maintenance/worn out 500(9.8%) o 7 $1.OM
Backfire 400(8 .7Yo) 9 6 $0.4M
Fuel accidentally released 300(5.8%) 6 25 $4.6M
Unknown mechanical ftiure ~ ~ ~ $2.3M
Totals’ 2200(45.8 °A:)** 19 68 $14.lM

*Totals represent average annual US fire losses (1991-1995) sustained by oil heat customers due
in part to secondary effects of storing fiel oil in comosion vulnerable steel tanks.
**Remaining, first ignition sources include automatic control ftilures (1100/23.70/0), incendiary 01
suspicious (400/9 .3’Yo),and other (1000/2 1.80A).

The environmental risk is also serious, with the exception that there are no known deaths by
direct exposure to fiel oil leaked from a storage tank. There is, however, ample evidence that
environmental losses have been staggering. The best example of this has been the loss experience
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New York, and Pennsylvania. While many factors contributed to the collapse of the progrtq the
common denominator was the ieaking fhei storage tank. The leaking tank risk is best quantified
by residential losses tracked by the Fuel Merchants Association of NJ. Figures presented at the
December 10, 1997 tank insurance meeting identified a “historic track record of about 700
(leaking tank) claims per year” with the “average claim just under $6,000”. Extrapolating the
estimated 1°/0 per year loss rate experience by the program over the entire US tank population
(11,218,000 tanks*) and applying a $5,000 average ** site cleanup cost yields total estimated US
annual environmental costs of $560,900,000. Add in the fire restoration costs and the total
becomes 575 million dollars.

*US DOE report based on 1990 census information.
**Adjusted due to Metropolitan NJ business costs being higher than the national average

ECONOMIC INCENTIVE FOR A NEW FUEL OIL STORAGE PHILOSOPHY

The estimated current rate of $575 million spent annually on environmental and fire restoration is
equivalent to 287,500 tank replacement projects, with an average project cost of $2,000.00. Our
industry should encourage the reallocation of site restoration fimds to a tank replacement fi.md by

A~ed and underground tad!~ should heencouratin~ t2uk replacements before they f~. _.=. _----- —.—=...= . -r. —---------- _______

addressed first. Replacement tanks should be above ground and of the most durable design
. . . . ...1..1.1.. “- .La.. ..:11 --..-- 1.......-4.- u,. .--1---J -_..:-
av auaulc, 3U LILGy WIM uc v GI uav G LU uc I qmwcu +jdm.

What are the ideal design criteria for a durable above ground or basement 275 gallon oil
storage tank?

F.nvirnnmental impact minimi7atinn- Thj~ rn.~~~~~ ~Qu~]~ w~~~~ Qr ~WQ~&j]y ~~~?~~~~ @&.—.- .— -- —------— ---- __,- --—-—-- —-------

Environmental risk ranks first in the minds of today’s homeowners.

Long term durability: Construct the tank of corrosion proof materials that are compatible with
fhel oil.

Handling ease: Light weight and compact design facilitates easy installation.

Fire uroof desi~: This meets NFPA requirements.

Inclusion of all components: This eliminates the need to separately stock and supply leak
detector, gauge, stand, suction piping, fittings and fire safety valve, etc.

Product liability insurance: Include a ten-year minimum program with limits that amply cover
~~nlar.ement nf the nil m Ictnmer>c ~ntir~ hnllc~ chnlll~ dicacter ctm”key ----------- -. . ..v .,.. --U. U...V. “ . . . . . . w ..” M“W “.. ” s.- . ..”-” ,Wl “.. .Axw.

T–.-1- ~–-qL- ––L1anK >Ywem COST: Tine cost must be comparable to a conventional IJII 80 tank system inciudkg
cost of components and insurance. Wholesale costs of a 275 gallon conventional single walled
tank system, (not including installation labor) including tank insurance are typically as follows:
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UL 80, 12 gauge lapweldecl tank $191
Level gauge 11
Legs 4
10 vears of tank insurance (iii $40/yr. 400
Fully insured conventional tanksystem cost $605

THE IDEAL PRODUCT ALREADY EXISTS

The plastic and steel composite secondary containment “Safety Tank” exists today in Europe.
Developed nearly 30 years ago in Germany, this off-the-shelf product has proven itself at over

two-million installation sites. The product was developed in response to an economic need
brought on by a fire code requirement.

In the 1960s fhel was stored outside or in small cellar tanks, and tanks were of a horizontal design
made from welded steel. Most heating systems were portable oil heaters. Fuel was manually
pumped from the tank into a can then carried one gallon at a time to the portable heater. With the
prosperity of the 1960s, came an increased preference for central heating systems. Fire codes
governing the construction of boiler rooms evolved from centuries of oflen-disastrous fire fighting
experiences. European combustible liquid storage codes changed to require the single walled
storage of Class II liquids within sealed masonry secondary containment areas. This was
extremely expensive and cost saving strategies were needed. In 1969 the plastic industry saw an
opportunity to market a light weight blow-molded tank to be installed inside the sealed masomy
tank containment area. In 1971 two steel tank competitors jointly developed and gained approval
for an economic, secondarily contained “household tank” utiliig a welded and painted steel
basin fit beneath the plastic blow-molded tank. This basin was economically superior to the
sealed masonry containment area. By 1973 the basin design was improved, replacing the welded
steel with crimped and sealed galvanized steel. In 1978 the tank configuration was modified to
cover less floor area, yielding the current upright closed-top design. In 1992 a piping system was
devised and approved allowing the interconnection of up to five tanks into a fiel storage battery.

Today’s plastic and steel composite tank system has all the design parameters discussed in the
New Philosophy for Fuel Storage section at a price of less than that of a comparably insured
conventional tank system. The secondarily contained tank system is made of thick-walled
seamlessly blow-molded high-density polyethylene which is absolutely corrosion-proof. The outer
tank is manufactured of 18-gauge nominal galvanized steel designed to shield the inner tank and
hold contents of the inner tank in the unlikely event of a leak. The tank weighs 45% less than a
12-gauge lapwelded UL 80 tanlq and comes with handles, leak detector, level gauge, stand, fill
and vent unions, and a suction/supply line/fire safety valve assembly. Finally, the tank comes with
10 years of product liability insurance against leaks and environmental loss with $1,000,000 limits
(at the time of this writing a longer coverage term of 25 years is being developed).
package is less expensive than a comparably insured conventional UL 80 corrosion
single walled tank system.
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THE TECHNOLOGY
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are available in 165 and 275 gallon sizes. Each tank sits on a metal stand that elmates it off the
floor and maintain an upright configuration. Each tank has four z ~~iNY 1 Tappings set irisicle unions-,, ---

that screw onto HDPE tank nipples. There are no bottom connections. The tank system is built
from seven subassemblies (Fig. 1). These include the internal polyethylene tank, the secondary
giku-imd steel outer tar~ the leak detector, the suction/supply line assembly, the fd! and vent
piping system, the ievel gauge, and the stand. Details of each subassembly areas follows:

I Figure 1-

1 - Vent Pipe
2 - F:il Pipe
3 - Level Gau~e
4 - Leqk Detector
5 - Ec.ziiz@ jiphoc [LW

6 - Fill Tube
7 - Suction Tube
g - Sm]d

9 - Handir
10- Gaf.amzea Wee]Ou:erTank

D!...:. 1“... I-..1: : - , ‘u,.. ..”,.1 .ai..

P!astic md Steelcomposite tank

1--------Q,-i -

2 Ti&w.
3—--_.+ ,

2L‘–t /

system ==4—
showing3 imerconneetedranks in a 2325
gallon tanklxumy

L-1111

Internal Tank is searn.lessly blow-molded from high density polyethylene (HDPE). Pelletized feed

stock is melted in extruders at 200”C, homogenized, then continuously conveyed to a heated
accumulation chamber inside the blow-molder. In cyclic sequences, mohen HDPE is extruded.
downward through a ring nozzle die. Wall thickness is metered from 3 mm to 6 ~ via
computer control of the die orifice. The fluidized ‘tube’ of plastic roughly resembles a lady’s
nightgown. Once the tube reaches the required length it is gripped by two water cooled mold
halves, squeezed on the top and bottorq and inflated inside the mold th.rou-@ blow mandreis
which simultaneously form the threaded nipples of the tank. After sufficient cooling time, the cast

tank is removed from the mold and excess materkd is trimmed. Nipple threads are manually re-
threaded, and tanks are immediately subject to quality control inspection. The tank is weighed,
ultrasonic thickness tested at critical locations, then -grasped by a tank jig where it is tested to 7

psi in a protective cage. Ailer passing the quality control tests, each tank is serialized.

Gah.nized Steel Secondam’ Tank is manufactured of 18-gauge nominal thickness matend, .040”
.1. ,
ImCK gaivanizeci sh:et steel is ordered with G-W galvanization. Sheets are sheaiieci to apy.:priate
dimensions, sta.mpcd, and subjected to a three-stage breaking process that molds the rounded
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corners. Tank shells are fastened together using a three-step crimping process together with an
oil and fire resistant bonding agent. Tanks are then air pressure tested to 7.5 psi by lowering an
expandable square test jig into the top of the tank. This verifies that the crimped seams are liquid
tight. The tank is now ready for assembly.

The polyethylene tank is placed inside the galvanized steel secondary containment shell. Finally
handles are attached and a galvanized steel lid is placed and riveted to the secondary containment
shell.

Leak Detector - This mechanical device is set between the inner and outer tank walls. It is a
product differentiating sensor that will only react to the presence of #2 fiel. It will not respond to
water. Product soaks into a sponge that is bound on two axis. Expansion is limited to the vertical
axis which is connected to a visual indicator.

Suction/Sumiy Line Assembly (Fig. 2) - This subassembly includes a lift tube, a fire-safety valve,
and an expandable tapping to enable the connection of multiple tanks through top-of-tank
tappings. The suction/supply line assembly will accommodate one or two pipe oil line systems.
When comecting multiple tanks to a maximum of five, one expansion kit per additional tank is
required. Each expansion kit includes a T-joint and a siphon/suction pipe that ensures drawing off
fbel at an equal rate from all tanks.

Fill and Vent Piping System - For single tank installations, the installer supplies 2“ NPT fittings
and connect them as he would to any tank. For multiple tank installations, the expansion kit bag
includes precisely engineered fill and vent piping that greatly simplifies the pipe installation
process, and assures that all tanks fill at an equal rate (see figure 2). The filling system of each
tank includes an anti-foaming fill tube that outlets fhel at the bottom of the tank during filling.

Level Gauge - A retracting line mechanized gauge comes with each tank. It has a vertical axis
movement and a 4“ x 4“ fi.dlface scale that indicates percent of capacity.

Tank Stand - Made of welded steel, the stand is molded to fit the U-shaped tank bottom. It
stabilizes and maintains the upright configuration of the tank, and elevates the tank about 4“ off
the floor.

SUCT’ION/SUPPLY LINE SUBASSEMBLY

This subassembly differs greatly fkom standard US industry practice. (Fig. 2) When multiple tanks
are interconnected, the standard European filling system ensures all tanks (up to 5) are filled
uniformly. It is the suction syste~ however, that equalizes fiel levels tier every burner shut-
down (Fig. 3). The principal is a simple siphon. Even when a two pipe system is connected to
the first tadq subsequent tanks in the battery are only interconnected with a single siphon line.
Difl?ering hydrostatic pressure causes fiel to slowly flow from the tank with the higher level into
the tank with the lower level (Fig. 3). All components necessary to interconnect additional tanks
are supplied in an “expansion kit” bag, which aiso includes 2“ fill and vent pipe interconnections.
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INSTALLATION EASE

Tank installation technicians are the first to appreciate the light weight and vertical conilguration
of the plastic and steel composite tanks. Back injuries are minimized with this 150 lb., double-
handled tank. Twelve-gauge UL 80 tanks, on the other hand, weigh 275 lbs and sometimes have
no attached handles. Placing the tank is also simplified due in part to the tank stand as well as the
lighter weight. The stand slips beneath the t@ stides easily from side to side to optimize vertical
alignment (i.e., if the floor is uneven), and distributes the load over an area 100-times greater
than that of conventional UL 80 tank legs.

Each tank includes a “fundamental” attachment and fitting kit, which contains all the necessary
attachments: level gauge, suction/supply line awsembly, fill and vent union nuts, installation
instructions, etc. When additional tanks are joined to the first, an expansion kit is substituted for
the fundamental kit with each extra tank.

Piping in the tank system is greatly simplified, especially in multiple tank installations, which
ultimately cuts installation time in half. Pre-engineered pipe fittings and suction supply line
components, tank nut unions, and fill and vent manifolds, are the key. Even with single tank
installations, the tank nut unions allow starting fill and vent piping construction from any point
along the pipe run. The longest section is strapped to the ceiling. Shorter sections and swing
joints can then be easily fitted to the first section, with the final tank connection made via the
union nut. Where sites are close together a two-man crew can install two double tank systems (4
tanks total) in a single day.

OIL HEAT INTO THE 21st CENTURY

Oil heat has been and should continue to be a lmajor energy source for years to come. Our
industry is strong, and has traditionally embraced new technologies to keep pace with any
improvements which could ultimately benefit our customers. Oil burner technology has improved
remarkably over the last 25 years leading to a new generation of burners. Furnaces, boilers and
hot water heaters have all undergone significant redesig-q greatly improving efficiency, reliability
and ease of maintenance. Reduced sulfhr fiel oil formulations and additives packages have been
developed to control contaminants.

Now we must turn our attention to improving basic storage tank technolgy. Beyond a weld
design change, the vast majority of new tank installations utilize UL 80 technology that was first
developed 71 years ago and leaves tanks open to the ravages of corrosion, the greatest physical
threat to the fhel oil system. There is a tremendous economic incentive to upgrade steel tanks to

corrosion-proof plastic and steel secondarily contained tanks. Hundreds of millions of dollars,
currently spent annually on fire and environmental restoration are at stake.

It is time for the American fuel oil industry to recognize and embrace a decades old European
solution to the problem of corrosion. The 100?4 corrosion-proof tank design has completely
eliminated Europe’s corrosion-based leaking storage tank problem. It is time for us to adopt this
technology and consider it as a solution to our own dilemma.
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Money Left o:n the Table:

An Economic Analysis of Tank Cleaning
by

Peter Gruman &. Karl Thomas

INTRODUCTION

In our conversations with heating oil distributors, we always ask if they believe there is a
problem with the condition of their customers’ fuel tanks. Virtually every response we hear is
that there isn’t a problem. Our follow-up question asks whether the distributor has to make any
service calls because of plugged fuel filters. To this the answer is generally, “Sure, about 3-7°/0
of our calls are due to plugged filters.”

That answer usually helps the distributor see the relationship between the first question and the
second.

Given the revenue generated by annual sewice contracts, many distributors are not actively
seeking alternatives to solving problems caused by plugged fuel lines and contaminated fiel
tanks. For these distributors, the status quo is just fine.

We believe that the status quo leaves money on the table, and will demonstrate in this paper how
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~ACKGh!OUND

Ever since civilized man began putting fluids in closed containers, there have been problems
caused by condensation. When the fluid is water: condensation doesn’t create too much trouble.
But when water is introduced to heating oil, it triggers a sequence of events which ofien causes
~am+:sn ..,,.+--- +- #,.:1n-d _..m+n-fi__ +,. La,.fi-n ..-.-..-.+
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This is essentially the story of oil heat tanks. Whether the tanks are above ground or below
ground, fuel oil levels are eventually low enough to allow significant quantities of moist air to
enter the tank. As the tank cools, water condenses from the air and settles on the tank bottom.
And this happens in every tank, from the refinery to the 250 gallon tank outside my house.

The problems caused by water are not insignificant. In fact, water is the source of most
equipment problems experienced throughout the oil heat industry. The water that is present in
virtually every tank corrodes steel and provides th~eenvironment needed for the growth of micro-
organic matter. Both of these outcomes compromise the delivery of heat. The real problems
caused by water contamination arise, however, when your service department gets a call at 8 p.m.
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the uninterrupted delivery of heat that he believes he paid for when he purchased the fiel. At this
point, one of two culprits are likely to jump into the mind of the customer, neither of which is the

..,-
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water in his tank. First, not knowing that the presence of water is endemic to the fuel distribution

system, the customer thinks the culprit is the distributor who delivered bad fiel to him. Or, if the

customer is more charitable, he can start believing that the real problem is with fiel oil as a heat

source.

This latter view is most likely to be raised when the delivery of heat to the home is compromised
more than once. Buying into one of the conversion programs offered by the natural gas or
electric utilities may become appealing for a customer. His friends tell him they’ve never had a
plugged filter in their gas or electric heating systems, and he starts thinking about converting.
And we don’t mean to suggest converting to another oil heat distributor.

The two issues this paper will addresses are how to (1) eliminate service calls required by tank
contamination, and (2) accomplish the first goal in a cost-effective manner. By achieving these
two fimdamental and related goals, a distributor will greatly enhance customer satisfaction with
his level of service and improve the bottom line financial success of his company.

I. THE PROBLEM OF FUEL TANK CONTAMINA TION:SOURCES AND COSTS

A. Sources of Contamination

“Keeping a fuel system entirely dry is impossible. ”
Cummins Bulletin 3379001-05

The unavoidable presence of water in fiel tanks is the catalyst for the contamination problems
addressed by this paper. Water enters a tank in three ways. First, in some instances, faulty and
improperly installed lids and vents permit water to enter the tank directly. Second, moist air
collects in the tank and condenses as the air cools. And third, water can enter the tank through
the distribution chain, at any point from the refinery to the distributor. No matter how the water
enters the tank, once in the tank it falls to the tank bottom and begins its damaging work.

Water in the tank creates the proper environment for the growth of a variety of micro-organic
matter, commonly but mistakenly called algae or “bugs.” It is somewhat counter-intuitive that
these micro-organisms can bloom in fuel tanks, given that there is no light and only heating oil
and water for them to grow. Nonetheless, this micro-organic matter feeds off the fuel and water,
and blooms on the interface between the water and fiel and in the fiel itself. When this matter
dies, it settles to the bottom of the tank, congeals, and turns into what high science refers to as
sludge.

Exhibit A shows a cross-section of tank contamination,

Examining a tank which has been in place for ten years or more reveals several types of
contamination that are problems for your customers and, by extension, your service business.
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B. TvDes of Contamination

1. Water. In addition to being the primary building block for all other types of
contamination, water present in the fuel can damage the burner and lower the heat generating
capacity of the heating system.

2. Micro-ormnic Matter. This matter, which lives on the interface between the
fiel and the water and in the fiel, finds its way to the fhel tank discharge line and plugs the fiel
line, the filter, and can damage the burner.

3. Oxidation. In steel tanks, which are by far the majority of tanks currently in
use, water leads to the creation of rust dust and flakes. The water, which typically remains in the
bottom of the tank, becomes fully dispersed throughout the tank every time the tank is filled with
new fuel. As the fhel level lowers, water is left cmthe side of the tank and can then begin the
oxidation process. The effects of oxidation contribute to the sludge on the bottom of the tank.

4. Sludge. Once the micro-organic matter has finished its growth cycle, it begins
decomposing and settles on the bottom of the tank. This matter, along with the rust dust and
flakes, take the form of a viscous sludge. When the tank is filled with new fiel, this sludge
becomes dispersed and suspended in floating globs in the tank for several days before it settles on
the bottom again. When the fiel is used during this period, the debris can easily plug filters and
reduce the efficiency of the burner - or even damage the burner.

Taken alone, each of these types of contamination can be problematic. Most tanks, however, are
subject to the development of all of these types of contamination. And this is when the
service/repair component of your business is called into play.

II. COSTSOF CONTAMINA TION

From our perspective as manufacturers of tank cleaning equipment, there are two primary
economic dangers caused to distributors by contamination and the resulting interruption of oil
heat service. First, there are the tangible and intangible costs associated with servicing customers
whose heating systems have failed. These are the labor, equipment and overhead costs, as well
as the loss to the credibility of the distributor and./or to oil as a heat source. Second is the long
term economic impact of losing customers to alternate heat sources: electric and natural gas
utilities are very anxious to win conversion to their products, and often find a receptive audience
in fuel oil customers who have experienced failed or compromised heat delivery from fuel oil.
The important point, however, is that conversion away from fuel oil as a heat source represents a
cost to distributors that simply cannot be recaptured.

Focusing on the direct costs of contamination will provide a baseline to evaluate alternatives to
servicing tanks with contamination problems.
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A. Direct Cost Assum~tions

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

The “AB’CFuel Co. has 2,500 customers.
Each customer pays a$120 contract annual fee to cover potentially
required service.
100% of customers require a fall tune-up.
For 90?40of the customers, the heating system perfoxms perfectly all year.
7% of the heating systems have minor fuel tank problems and require a fidl
tune-up plus two additional calls.
370 have fhelh.nk problems and require a fall tune-up, plus 4 additional
calls throughout the year to change out nozzles, filters and to re-start the
fiu-nace. Many of these calls are during off hours.
Service call cost the distributor an average of $50.00 for time and materials.

Exhibit B shows these the cost structure of callbacks based on the above assumptions.

B. Discussion of Costs from Exhibit B

For 90°4 of customer base, the distributor makes $70 profit on each customer ($120 contract fee
less $50 fall visit). For 7% of the customers, the distributor loses $30 on each customer ($120
,-.--+.--,.+ ~,. lA”- q .,; -:+m,-.+Ccn . . . .,:”:+\UUllLl~~lfCClCbSJ VISILScLL d)~U ~Gl V131L).
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each customer ($120 contract fee less 5 visits at $50 per visit).

For customers requiring a total of two visit per year, the revenue provided by the service contract

($120) is adequate to cover the assumed expenses (upto$100). For those customers requiring
rn.ore thzm IWO seryice calls ner vear however. the.contract revenue is exceeded hv the costr7_ , -—, --- --, ---- ---- .-—-. -.. .--—-— _, ---- -----

This paper examines whether there is an alternative service strategy which can reduce the direct

costs of servicing contaminated fiel tanks, thus increasing profits and enhancing customer

loyalty.

III. FUEL TANK CLEANING OPTIONS

We believe that the goal in every case of tank contamination is to address the problem and

prevent it from re-occun-ing. Many times, however, distributors treat the symptoms of the

problem (clogged filters and damaged nozzles) and not the problem itself. The ideal solution to

tank contamination is to retain the inventory of fiel but eliminate all the water and particulate

contamination from the tank. The following are the steps needed for an effective tank cleaning

solution.

● First, agitate the fiel in the tank at a rate sufficient to place all the accumulated

sludge, ciebris ancl water into suspension;
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● Second, use filtration capable of removing the fine particulate matter;
● Third, eliminate all free and emulsified water from the tank, leaving the original

inventory of fuel dry and free of water contamination.

The following are solutions distributors rely onto address tank contamination problems,
however, each does not do so with the same degree of success.

A. Tank Cleaning Solutions

1. Change Filters Only. This option, is to look beyond the contamination in the

ta.r& and to focus on the clogged fiel filter. This is similar to asking your doctor to look beyond

your disease and treat your symptom only; you may feel better right away, but you will have the

same problem over and over. Replacing filters may eventually capture the debris residing in a

tank, but it has the unfortunate requirement of a customer call to notifi the distributor that there

has been an interruption in heat. Changing filters does not adequately accomplish any of the

criteria outlined above, creates unhappy customers, and thus should not be considered an

appropriate long term solution.

2. Vacuum Truck. The second technique, used less frequently, involves pumping
out all the fiel in the tank and putting in replacement fiel. While this technique has some appeal
because it should eliminate the water in the tank, it does not provide adequate assurance that all
the contamination will be removed, this means the clean fuel put back in the tank will have
almost as much sludge mixed in with the new fuel as was present in the old I%el.

3. Tank Cleaning. The final option is to use filter/pump equipment to clean the

tank. In general terms, the equipment removes filel from the contaminated tank, runs the fuel,

water and sludge through a series of filters, and returns the cleaned fiel to the tank. This process

will remove virtually all of the water and particulate debris from the tank, assuming proper

equipment and techniques are used.

B. Criteria for Tank Cleaning Equipment

If tank cleaning is understood to present the ideal solution, and assuming it can be accomplished

economically, as the next section will demonstrate, there is some criteria that must be met by the

equipment.

1. Water Removal. The tank cleaning equipment must remove virtually all free

and emulsified water from the tank. Earlier we described how water is the source of all tank

contamination problems. If the equipment cannot remove the water in the tank, the tank cleaning

service cannot be effective, and the remaining water will continue to promote oxidation and the

ongoing growth of micro-organic matter.

2. Adequate Filtration. The equipment must have filters which can capture fine
debris. If the filtration media is not fine enough, fine rust particles, micro-organisms and sludge
will get returned to the tank and will eventually end up in the clogging the customer’s filter.
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3. High Flow-Rate and Agitation. As fiel is processed through the filtration and
the particulate and water are removed, the fiel will be absolutely clean when it returns to the
tank. The return flow rate must be high enough to create agitation in the tank and, thereby,
dislodge the sludge and rust and allow the suction hose to remove these contaminates from the
quiet comers of the tank. If the sludge is not agitated, it will remain in the tank waiting to plug
the filter.

c. Effect of Tank Cleaning

Tank cleaning has immediate and long-term results. The immediate benefit is that the
customer’s tank will not require a service call for fiel line problems that heating season. The
longer term effect of tank cleaning is that it virtually eliminate contamination-based service calls
for a 7-10 year period, which is typically the amount of time required for the initial tank
contamination problems to appear.

Customers who must request several service calls in any one year not only cost the distributor
money, but the customer may also begin thinking about what a pain in the neck it is to have his
heat interrupted periodically.

IR INCREASEDPROFITS THROUGH TANK CLEANING: “TAKINGMONEY OFF THE

TABLE” (AND PUTTINGITINYOURPOCKEI)

Many distributors do not believe fiel tank contamination is a problem. These distributors are

taking an “if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it” approach. Others recognize that tanlc contamination is a

problem, but don’t recognize that there is an economically viable solution that will increase the

company’s profits.

The goal of this section is to describe how tank cleaning enables distributors to avoid leaving

money on the table.

A. Economic Model Assumptions

The assumptions for this model are the same as the costs described in Section II, and are
summarized below:

1. 2,500 customer base.
2. $120 contract fee.
3. 100% of all customers require a fall tune-up.
4. 90’XOof customers don’t need any more service.
5. 7?40require a fall tune-up plus two additional service calls.
6. 3% require a fall tune-up, plus four additional service calls.

In this scenario, however, the ABC Fuel Co. is using tank cleaning as its repair technique for all

tank contamination service calls. We will add the following cost structure for tank cleaning:
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7. Tank cleaning labor for two hours, for a total of $100 per tank
clean.

8. Variable costs of $25 for filters used on the job.

This latter assumption has two important consec[uences. First, after a tank clean, no customers

call back a second, third, or more times to have filters replaced. Second, where 7°/0 of the

customer base can be assumed to have contamination problems, a tank cleaning service slowly

reduces this percentage, so that in five years the original problem is virtually gone.

Exhibit C provides an economic analysis of the advantage of a tank cleaning program. This data

clearly shows how a tank maintenance program can reduce costs by reducing the number of

callbacks. Based on 3°/0 of its customer base that has four additional callbacks per year or more,

ABC Fuel Company can improve the profitability of its contract program by $65,625 over a five

year period. On the 7°/0 of its customer base that generates two additional callbacks per year over

five years, ABC Fuel Company can save an additional $65,625 over the same five years on this

customer segment. This adds up to a savings of over $130,000 over a five year period.

The facts speak for themselves, a tank maintenance program can improve the bottom line even in

modest distribution systems; the larger the customer base, the more money can be returned to the

business. Equally important, is that a distributor who develops a tank cleaning service will win

the loyalty of the customer not only to oil as a heat source, but also to the distributor’s business.

It is possible that the intangible benefits of increased customer loyalty resulting from interruption

free heat service will outweigh the tangible economic benefits of reduced costs through fewer

serlice calls.

K CONCLUSION

Fuel tanks become contaminated on their own, not through the fault of the supply chain or the
customer. What is important to realize is that this contamination is costing the distributor time
and money on service calls, and causing fmstration for the customer. A growing number of
distributors view tank maintenance as a way to enhance both revenues and customer loyalty and
satisfaction. When appropriate equipment is used, tank cleaning accomplishes water and
particulate removal goals, which in turn help ensure a reduction in heating system service calls.

By understanding the financial dynamics of this problem, distributors can create a win-win

situation through tank cleaning by helping their (customer and improving their own bottom line.

Tank cleaning represents a progressive technique for reducing costs AND increasing profits,

which is another way of saying that you have ta.lcen the money off of the table and put h in your

pocket.
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Exhibit B

Cost of Callbacks Over Five Years

Scenario 1- Cost of Callbacks over Five Years on 7% of Customer Base ( 175 customers]

Contract Revenue over 5 years

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 totals
Contract Revenue $21,000 $ 21,000 $21,000 $21,000 $21,000 $105,000
1 service calllyear @ $50 $ 8,750 $ 8,750 $ 8,750 $ 8,750 $ 8,750 Q&!.zXl

Five year contract income on 7% of customer base $ 61,250

Cost of Two Additional Callbacks to Distributor over Five Years
(7% of customer base, 175 customers)

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 totals

1s1callback@ 50$ $ 0,750 $ 8,750 $ 8,750 $ 8.750 S 0,750
2nd callback @ 50$

$ 43,750
$ 8,750 $ 88750 $ 8,750 $ 8,750 $ 0,750 $ 43,750

Five year cost of callbacks on 7% of customer base S!z&!QL

Net loss to DMibufor of Two Additional Cal/backs on 7% of customer base ~ $ (26,250)1

G
w Scenario 2- Cost of Callbacks over Five Years on 3% of Customer Base (75 customere~

Contract Revenue over 5 years

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 totals

Contract Revenue $ 9!000 $ 9,000 $ 9,000 $ 9,000 $ 9,000 $ 45,000
1 service calllyear @ $50 $ 3,750 $ 3,750 $ 3,750 $ 3,750 $ 3,750 JJU!&EQ

Five year contract income on 3% of customer base $ 26,250

Cost of Four Additional Callbacks to Distributor over Five Years
(3% ofcustomer base, 75 customers)

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 totals
1st callback r@ 50$ $ 3,750 $ 3,750 $ 3,750 $ 3,750 $ 3,750
2nd callback @ 50$

$ 18,750
$ 3,750 $ 3,750 $ 3,750 $ 3,750 $ 3,750 $ 18,750

3rd callback @ 50$ $ 3,750 $ 3,750 $ 3,750 $ 3,750 $ 3,750
4th callback @ 50$

$ 18,750
$ 3,750 $ 3,750 $ 3,750 s 3,750 $ 3,750 $ 18,750

Five year cost of callbacks on 3% of customer base UU!!!!U

/’

Net loss to l)lsfdbutor of Four Additional Callbacks on 3 % of customer base ‘—> $ (48,750)]



Exhibit C

Increased Profits from a Tank Cleaning

Profit Analvsis of Tank Cleanina on 7% of Customer Base (175 Customers)

Contract Revenues over 5 years

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 totals

Contract Revenue $21,000 $21.000 $21,000 $21,000 $21,000 $105,000
1st callback @ 50$ $ 8,750 $ 8,750 S 8,750 S 8,750 $ 8,750 W&EL

Five year contmct income on 7% of customer base $ 61,250

Cost to Tank Clean All 175 Customers@ $125 Per Customer (no callbacks)

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 totals
Tank cleaning cost S 17.500$-$-$-$ -
Filters/supphes

$ 17,500
S4,375S - $ - s - $ - s 4.375

Five year cost of tank cleaning $ 21,875

Contract program profitability with tank cleaning b $ 39,375

Net loss to Distributor from Scenario 1 on Exhibit B b $ (26,250)

Economic Benefit of Tank Cleaning Program on 7% of Customer Base ~ $ 65,625 j

Profit Analvsis of Tank Cleaninq on 3Y. of Customer Base (75 Customers}

Contract Revenues over 5 years

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 totals
ContractRevenue $ 9,000 $ 9,000 $ 9,000 $ 9,000 $ 9,000 $ 45,000
1st callback @ 50$ s 3.750 s 3,750 $ 3,750 $ 3,750 s 3,750 ~

Five year contract income on 3% of customer base $ 26,250

Cost to Tank Clean All 75 Customers @ $125 Per Customer

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 totals
Tank cleaning cost S7,500$ - $ - $ - $ -
Filters/suppiies S1,875$ - $ - $ - $ -

$ 7,500
S !,875

Five year cost of tank cleaning $ 9,375

Contract program profitability with tank cleaning b S 16,875

Net loss to Distributor from Scenario 2 on Exhibit B b $ (48,750)

Economic Benefit of Tank Cleaning Program on 3% of Customer Base ~ $ 65,625 ~
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